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Abstract 
Open cell foams have excellent geometrical characteristics that make them suitable for 
various applications such as compact electronic panel cooling, heat exchangers, flow 
diffuser and catalytic burners etc. Concerning these applications, the purpose of this thesis 
is to investigate the forced convection of air through open cell foams. Accordingly, the 
objective is to determine such volume-averaged key parameters that can characterize the 
complex thermal transportation process through high porosity open cell foams. As per the 
current state of the art, the concerned problem can be investigated either by implementing 
the homogenized macroscopic models or the pore-scale microscopic models. In either of 
the models, the desired key parameters are represented by effective thermal conductivity, 
ke, volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, and dispersion conductivity, kd. The reason that 
makes the macroscopic models favorable is the required computational time in analyzing 
a problem. However, during the course of this work it was observed that the macroscopic 
models, which were previously implemented for the conventional porous media, are not 
sufficient for determining the desired key parameters. Nevertheless, it is still possible that 
these macroscopic models can be used to design an application accurately with minimum 
time efforts if the concerned key parameters are already known through other means. 
These other means lead towards the detailed modeling of the problem by implementing 
the computationally expensive microscopic models at the pore-scale. Correspondingly, in 
this work, a methodology is developed for determining the desired key parameters by 
implementing the microscopic models and to further use these key parameters into the 
macroscopic models for designing different applications. It is important to notice that the 
presented methodology is equally applicable for both the actual foam structures and the 
simplified periodic structures. Accordingly, knowing the fact that the successful 
implementation of simplified periodic structures as a suitable representative of the actual 
foam structures can simplify the complexity of the problem, it was also investigated. For 
that cause, a set of periodic structures were developed that had similar porosity (critical 
for conduction) and specific surface area (critical for interstitial convection) as the actual 
foams. At the outset, it was observed that concerning conduction and interstitial 
convection, the periodic structures can be seen as the suitable representative of the 
complex foam geometry. But finally, in case of direct thermal dispersion, owing to 
enhanced advection and dissipation of heat due to recirculation and eddy formation 
through the tortuous structure of the foam, it was observed that the periodic structures 
cannot represent the actual foams. Therefore, the presented numerical methodology was 
then implemented on the actual foam structures (generated through CT scans) to 
overcome the limitations of the simplified structures. Furthermore, to help arriving at the 
above mentioned limiting conclusions regarding the macroscopic models and the 
simplified periodic structures, a set of steady state and transient forced convection 
experiments were performed. The influence of the geometrical parameters was 
investigated by examining a set of ceramic foams having different pore size (10−30 PPI) 
and porosity (79−87 %) for a superficial velocity in the range of 0.5−10.0 m/s. Finally, 
the same experimental data was also used for validating the proposed methodology.   
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Nomenclatures                         
Latin symbols:  
Symbol Description Type/Unit 
as foam specific surface area (m
2/m3) 
WHA c  channel, sample and REV cross-section area (m
2) 
Ai area of fluid-inlet 
(m2) 
Ao area of fluid-outlet 
Aw contact area of solid-fluid interface (m
2) 
cp,f fluid-phase specific heat capacity 
(J/kgK) 
cp,s solid-phase specific heat capacity 
Cd correlation coefficient of dispersion for kd,x = kd,y 
(1) Cd,x correlation coefficient of longitudinal dispersion  
Cd,y correlation coefficient of lateral dispersion  
Ct correlation coefficient of convection based on dstr 
(1) 
Ct,d correlation coefficient of convection based on d 
Cμ turbulence model coefficient (1) 
d pore diameter (m) 
dr = 1.176d radial pore diameter of regular dodecahedron (m) 
dstr strut diameter   (m) 
e error (1) 
F inertial coefficient (1) 
h convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 
 ii
hh  or  
convective heat transfer coefficient  
for + or − flow in ith direction 
total 6 terms for i = x, y, z 
(W/m2K) 
hv = h × as volumetric heat transfer coefficient  (W/m
3K) 
H channel, sample or REV height (m) 
I turbulent intensity (%) 
k thermal conductivity (W/m2K) 
k turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass (m2/s2) 
kd isotropic dispersion conductivity  
kd, x longitudinal dispersion conductivity  (W/mK) 
kd, y lateral dispersion conductivity  
 viii 
   
  or 
d,d,  iiii
kk  
longitudinal dispersion conductivity  
for + or − flow in ith direction 
total 6 terms for i = x, y, z 
(W/mK) 
  or 
dd  k,ij,i
kk  
  or 
dd  k,ij,i
kk  
  or 
dd  k,ij,i
kk  
  or 
dd  k,ij,i
kk  
lateral dispersion conductivity 
for + or – flow in ith direction 
with ΔT in + or –  jth and kth direction. 
total 24 terms for i ( = x, y, z), j, k   
(W/mK) 
ke stagnant effective thermal conductivity (W/mK) 
kf fluid-phase bulk thermal conductivity (W/mK) 
kr effective radiative conductivity (W/mK) 
ks solid-phase bulk thermal conductivity (W/mK) 
kfe fluid-phase effective thermal conductivity 
(W/mK) 
kse solid-phase effective thermal conductivity 
K permeability  (m2) 
KR Rosseland mean extinction coefficient (1/m) 
l = 0.07d characteristic length scale (m) 
L sample or REV length (m) 
Lc characteristic length (m) 
Lr strut ratio (1) 
ṁf mass flow rate (kg/s) 
ms mass of foam (solid-phase) (kg) 
nXi; Xi = X, Y, Z number of cells in ith direction (1) 
nτ number of time intervals (1) 
nˆ  orthogonal unit vector  (1) 
q̇ applied constant heat flux   (W/m2) 
Qt instantaneous heat at time, t (J) 
tm actual transient process time   (s) 
Tb local base plate temperature   (K)   




7
1
,
7
j
j
jTT bb  average base plate temperature (K)   
av f,av f,  or TT  
av f,T  
volume-average fluid temperature in macro. model 
volume-average fluid temperature in micro. model 
(K) 
 ix 
   
av s,av s, or  TT  volume-averaged solid temperature (K) 
wT  deterministic solid-fluid interface temperature (K) 
av w,T  area-averaged solid-fluid interface temperature (K) 
mm or   TT  maximum process temperature   (K)   
Ti or ⟨Ti⟩ average inlet air temperature (K) 
iT  deterministic average inlet air temperature (K) 
To or ⟨To⟩ average outlet air temperature (K)   
oT  deterministic average outlet air temperature (K) 
 TT or    minimum process temperature   (K)   
u or ⟨u⟩ 
u, v, w 
local superficial velocity in macroscopic model 
local actual velocity in microscopic model 
(m/s) 
ui or ⟨ui⟩ 
ui 
average inlet superficial velocity in macro. model 
average inlet actual velocity in micro. model 
(m/s) 
ε
 or 
ε
pp
u
u
u
u   
uu p  
local physical velocity in macroscopic model 
local physical velocity in microscopic model 
(m/s) 
wvu   , ,  
mean deterministic velocity component  
in microscopic detailed models 
(m/s) 
iu  mean deterministic velocity at inlet (m/s) 
wvu    ,  ,  turbulent stochastic velocity (m/s) 
  f
f
av dVuV
u
1
 volume-averaged deterministic velocity (m/s) 
ii
 or 
u
u
u
u
U   
WV
u
u
U  ,  ,
av
  
dimensionless velocity in macroscopic model 
 
dimensionless velocity in microscopic model 
(1) 
 
(1) 
ZY
U
U
Zj
j
Yk
k
jk
nn
n n
 
sa






1 1  
space-averaged dimensionless velocity in 
steady state macroscopic analysis  
(1) 
Vfoam sample or REV volume (m
3) 
Vf fluid-phase volume (m
3) 
W channel, sample or REV width (m) 
 x 
   
HX ii x  dimensionless coordinate (1) 
Greek symbols:  
αs solid-phase thermal diffusivity (m
2/s) 
β turbulence model coefficient (1) 
ε 
ε 
foam porosity  
turbulence dissipation 
(1) 
(m2/s3) 
εs solid-phase internal porosity (1) 
   eiθ kHqTT   
steady state dimensionless temperature in 
macroscopic analysis 
(1) 









TT
TT
TT
TT
mm
orθ  steady state dimensionless temperature in 
microscopic analysis 
(1) 
XY
Xj
j
Yk
k
jk
nn
θ
θ
n n
 
sa






1 1  
space-averaged dimensionless temperature in 
steady state macroscopic analysis 
(1) 
sefeκ kk  conductivity ratio (1) 
κ Van Karman constant (1) 
μ dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2) 
εμμe   effective dynamic viscosity   (Ns/m
2) 
ν kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
ρf fluid-phase density  (kg/m
3) 
ρs solid-phase density  (kg/m
3) 
ρas apparent solid-phase density  (kg/m
3) 
σ 
σ 
Stefan–Boltzmann constant 
root mean square deviation 
(W/m2K4) 
(1) 
mttτ   dimensionless time (1) 
τ  tortuosity (1) 
i jτ  viscous stress tensor (N/m
2) 
Rτ i j  Reynolds stress tensor (N/m
2) 
0t i,tt i,
0t i,
m 




TT
TT
  transient dimensionless temperature  
in macroscopic analysis 
(1) 
   
   
 xi 
   
X
j
j
Xk
k
k j
nnτ
nτ n
tasa,






1 1

  
space and time averaged dimensionless  
temperature in transient macroscopic analysis 
(1) 
ψ scalar or vector field of a microscopic model ( - ) 
⟨ψ⟩ scalar or vector field of a macroscopic model ( - ) 
ω turbulence frequency (1/s) 
Dimensionless symbols:  
  sesBi kHhv 2  solid-phase volumetric Biot number  
HKDa  Darcy number based on channel height  
dKDa  Darcy number based on pore diameter 
bib
e
θ
Nu
1



TT
kHq
 average base plate Nusselt number  
f
2
Nu
k
dhv
d   pore diameter Nusselt number  
  fe2fNu kHhv  fluid-phase volumetric Nusselt number  
Nuo local wall Nusselt number at exit 
Nusa average wall Nusselt number  
  fff μPr kcp  fluid-phase Prandtl number  
  feffe μ kcpPr  effective fluid-phase Prandtl number  
  efe μ kcpPr  effective Prandtl number 
Re pore diameter Reynolds number based on up 
Red pore diameter Reynolds number based on up 
Red,cr critical Reynolds number  
ReH channel height Reynolds number based on up 
Abbreviations: 
CHF constant heat flux 
CWT constant wall temperature 
DNS direct numerical simulation 
LTE local thermal equilibrium 
LTNE local thermal non-equilibrium 
 xii 
  
PPI pores per inch  
RANS Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes 
RD regular dodecahedron 
REV representative element volume 
TO truncated octahedron 
Subscripts: 
a apparent i, j, k repeated indices 
av average m maximum 
b base plate N numerical 
cr critical o outlet 
d dispersion P physical 
d pore diameter s solid 
e effective sa space-averaged 
E experimental str strut 
f fluid ta time-averaged 
i inlet   
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Chapter 1                                      
Introduction 
Ϙ 1.1 Open cell foams 
Ϙ 1.2 Motivation 
Ϙ 1.3 Problem description 
Ϙ 1.4 Solution methodologies 
Ϙ 1.5 Objectives of the thesis 
Ϙ 1.6 Outline of the thesis 
1.1 Open cell foams 
They are defined as reticulated continuous structures. By virtue of their highly complex 
and tortuous shape, they have excellent geometrical characteristics such as high specific 
surface area, low density and high porosity [1]. To acquire a variety of features based on 
the requirement of a particular application, they are produced through different base 
materials, broadly classified as metal and ceramic foams. For instance metal foams in 
particular have high stiffness, high strength and light weight. They have enormous field 
of applications, some of which are compact electronic panel cooling, heat exchangers, 
flow diffuser, cryogenic tanks and energy absorbers [2−6]. Especially in case of compact 
electronic cooling systems, the use of metal foams has made it possible to reduce the 
physical size of such systems at the cost of increased pressure drop [4]. On the other 
hand, ceramic foams have the ability to withstand high temperatures and they have 
excellent thermal shock characteristics. These features make ceramic foams suitable for 
applications such as filtration of molten metal alloys, substrates for catalysts, combustion 
incinerators, catalytic diffusion burners and convection to radiation converters [7−11].  
1.2 Motivation 
Evidently, the vast field of existing applications of open cell foams necessitates the need 
to maximize the efficiency of these applications by implementing better designs. 
Secondly, the possibility of potential use in the forthcoming technologies makes it 
important to investigate such characteristics of the open cell foams that can make the new 
applications more efficient. For new applications, it is also important to conceptualize and 
optimize the designs based on the mathematical models to simulate the actual testing 
conditions. The reason is reduction in time and cost incurred due to testing an actual 
prototype. Further, it is important to provide such numerical tools that can help the 
concerned industries in terms of the required computational time to develop and analyze a 
conceptual design.    
1.3 Problem description 
In case of a typical steady state heat exchanger application, to represent the heat source, a 
constant heat flux is applied across the boundaries of the two-phase (solid-fluid) system 
1. Introduction 
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and to represent the heat sink, a certain fluid flow is developed through the system. In 
such applications, the thermal transportation process is a complex phenomenon divided 
into various modes of heat transfer. Mainly these modes are two-phase conduction, 
interstitial convection, thermal radiation and direct thermal dispersion through the fluid-
phase, where direct thermal dispersion yields the enhanced advection and dissipation of 
heat through the fluid-phase due to tortuous foam geometry. In addition to the convected 
heat flux over the solid-fluid interface, the direct thermal dispersion of heat through the 
fluid-phase is applicable because of the fact that the fluid-phase is in direct contact with 
the side walls to receive an additional heat flux. Nevertheless, for low temperature 
applications, the concerned modes of heat transfer are characterized by volume-averaged 
key parameters namely, effective thermal conductivity, ke, volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient, hv, and dispersion conductivity, kd. A process that encounters these key 
parameters and commonly appears in most of the previously mentioned applications is the 
forced convection of air through open cell foams. For designing such an application, 
along with all the design constraints in terms of space limitations, allowable maximum 
pressure drop, flow discharge and desirable maximum system temperature, it is important 
to develop correlations for all the above mentioned key parameters that can characterize 
the entire thermal transportation process.  
1.4 Solution methodologies 
To determine the concerned key parameters, there are two types of numerical models 
available in the literature [1]. The first one is the microscopic numerical models that are 
implemented by numerically simulating the periodic flow through a suitable 
representative of the actual two-phase system [12]. Moreover, to simplify the problem 
and to avoid dealing with the complex three-dimensional models generated through the 
computed tomography, various researchers have implemented the substitutes of the actual 
foams in terms of simplified periodic structures [13−16]. To further simplify the problem, 
it is a regular practice to volume-integrate the actual conservation equations and to go for 
the second type of numerical models i.e. macroscopic numerical models. Based on the 
current state of the art, most of the investigations of heat transfer through open cell foams 
are based on the macroscopic homogenization approach [1]. In macroscopic models, the 
two-phase system is considered as a homogenized effective medium represented by the 
effective properties of the two phases, whereas the thermal interaction between the two 
phases is investigated at every grid point in the computational domain using a local 
thermal non-equilibrium model. 
1.5 Objective of the thesis 
For the concerned thermal transportation applications of the high porosity open cell 
foams, the primary objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology that can be used to 
design such applications. It is desirable that the concerned methodology should be less 
time consuming and also sufficiently accurate. Accordingly, the idea is to combine both 
the macroscopic and the microscopic numerical models together to present a time 
efficient solution. Furthermore, the secondary objective of this thesis is to draw the 
attention towards the limitations and the drawbacks of both types of numerical models in 
1. Introduction 
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terms of accuracy, reliability and computational time, when they both are subjected to 
analyze the concerned problem separately.    
1.6 Outline of the thesis  
This thesis is divided into two parts; see Table 1-1, where the part-one is dedicated to the 
macroscopic analysis; the part-two is focused on the microscopic analysis supplemented 
with the outcomes of part-one. Each part is divided into four chapters, where the first 
chapter in each part is focused on giving the introductory background and the current 
state of the art for that respective macroscopic or microscopic analysis. The second and 
third chapter in each part deals with a subcase having its own individual objectives and 
outcomes along with separate introductory lines at the beginning. The last chapter in part-
one is focused on the outcomes and conclusions for the macroscopic models, whereas the 
last chapter in part-two is focused on the outcomes and conclusions for the microscopic 
models in conjunction with the macroscopic models. Additionally, the last chapter also 
presents a summary of the whole thesis along with the objectives that need to be fulfilled 
as a part of the future work.            
Table 1-1 Plan of the thesis. 
Part-One: Macroscopic Analysis   Part-Two: Microscopic Analysis 
Chapter-2 
Heat transfer analysis based on 
macroscopic homogeneous models 
« Introduction » 
Chapter-6 
Heat transfer analysis based on 
microscopic heterogeneous models 
Chapter-3 
Steady state forced convection 
through open cell foams 
« Subcase-1 » 
Chapter-7 
Pore-scale analysis of 
simplified foam geometries 
Chapter-4 
Transient forced convection 
through open cell foams 
« Subcase-2 » 
Chapter-8 
Pore-scale analysis of 
actual foam geometries 
Chapter-5 
Outcomes and limitations 
« Conclusion » 
Chapter-9 
Summary and future work 
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Chapter 2                                                  
Heat transfer analysis based on 
macroscopic homogenous models 
Ϙ 2.1 Introduction to macroscopic models 
Ϙ 2.2 Mechanism of heat conduction  
Ϙ 2.3 Mechanism of thermal dispersion 
Ϙ 2.4 Mechanism of interstitial convection 
Convective heat transfer is a combination of conduction (governed by the random 
molecular motion) and advection (governed by the bulk molecular motion), where 
conduction takes place at the solid-fluid interface, the heat is further carried away by 
advection. However, throughout the fluid-phase, the heat is not only transferred by 
advection but also by conduction, as the bulk motion of the molecules is also 
accompanied by the random motion. Furthermore, in case of forced convection through 
open cell foams, the tortuosity of the foams further enhances the overall diffusion, 
advection and dissipation of heat due to recirculation and eddy formation.            
2.1 Introduction to macroscopic models 
To investigate forced convection of air through high porosity open cell foams, the 
continuum approach is generally preferred over the statistical approach. The reason is that 
the average pore diameter of the open cell foams is four times of the order of magnitude 
than the mean free path of air molecules. This results into very low values of Knudsen 
number. Nevertheless, with a focus on the continuum approach, in most cases the 
complex structure of the open cell foams rules out the detailed microscopic analysis at the 
pore-level. Therefore, macroscopic analysis, which is a volume average technique [17], is 
used effectively so far for analyzing the transport phenomena through these foams. In this 
approach, for an incompressible flow, the velocity field through the open cell foams is 
determined by solving Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) [18−21], where Eq. (2.2) is a modified 
Navier-Stokes momentum equation used in case of porous media and termed as Darcy-
Forchheimer-Brinkman equation. Most of the work found in the literature that has 
addressed to the flow through open cell foams has implemented the modified forms of 
Eq. (2.2).  
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where the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.2) represents the Brinkman term, 
third term represents the Darcy term and the last term represents the Forchheimer term.     
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Subsequently, focusing on the energy equations, macroscopic homogenization approach 
is further classified into one-equation model and two-equation model. The one-equation 
model [22−23] is implemented by volume-averaging the concerned system containing 
both the solid and the fluid-phase together. Accordingly, it is based on the hypothesis of 
local thermal equilibrium (LTE) between the solid and the fluid-phase with an assumption 
of significantly high convective heat interaction that ultimately brings the two phases 
ideally to same temperature. On the other side, the two-equation model is implemented by 
volume-averaging the each phase separately. Hence, it is based on the local thermal non-
equilibrium (LTNE) between both the phases, which leads to continuous convective heat 
interaction with the consideration of significant temperature difference existing between 
the two phases. For relatively large difference in the thermal conductivities of the solid 
and the fluid-phase, it is more accurate to prefer two-equation model [24−26] over the 
one-equation model. Based on the two-equation model, the generalized three-dimensional 
energy equation for the solid and the fluid-phase, coupled together with volumetric heat 
transfer coefficient, hv, is shown in Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4). Various researches have used 
the modified version of these two equations based on the nature of the problem to be 
steady state or transient. 
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Further, Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4) depict all the parameters that represent the various aspects 
of thermal transportation during the forced convection of a fluid through the open cell 
foams. These parameters are stagnant effective thermal conductivity of the solid and the 
fluid-phase, kse and kfe respectively, volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, and 
dispersion conductivity, kd. Furthermore, it is important to note that the effect of the 
tortuosity of the foams, in terms of enhanced thermal diffusion, is incorporated into the 
macroscopic model through kse and kfe, see Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4).  
2.2 Mechanism of heat conduction 
For solving the thermal transport equations, as shown in Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4), it is 
important to analyze the conduction through the two-phase system separately. The reason 
is that the stagnant effective thermal conductivities of both the phases are the required 
inputs for a problem based on the homogenization approach. There are various 
experimental [27−33], analytical [34−38] and numerical [15−16, 39−42] studies 
conducted in the past that have focused on the determination of the effective thermal 
conductivity, ke, of the combined two-phase system, defined as ke = q̇/(ΔT/H), where 
(ΔT/H) is the temperature gradient across the sample of thickness H and q̇ (W/m2) is the 
applied heat flux. 
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Concerning some of the experimental studies, Paek et al. [27] performed heat conduction 
experiments on ERG aluminium foam and they concluded that ke increases as the porosity 
decreases and it has negligible variation with the changed pore size. To determine the 
thermal conductivity of the solid-phase in the vicinity of the fluid-phase, some 
researchers have determined ke under vacuum conditions and by doing so they have also 
excluded the effect of natural convection. Such as Zhao et al. [30] determined ke as a 
function of temperature for FeCrAlY metal foams under vacuum conditions and their 
results showed significant difference when compared with non-vacuum conditions. 
Sadeghi et al. [29] also measured ke under vacuum conditions and they had similar 
conclusions. Dietrich et al. [31, 32] have measured two-phase thermal conductivity of the 
solid ceramic sponges (foams) with and without air flow through the sponge. In case of 
air flow, they observed strong influence of the air velocity over the thermal conductivity. 
Further, Suleiman et al. [33] proposed a method called Transient plane source technique 
(TPS) for determining ke for solid materials. Various researchers such as Solórzano et al. 
[28], Skibina et al. [43−44], Wulf et al. [45] and Götze et al. [46] have implemented the 
TPS technique for determining ke for the open cell foams. But in case of open cell foams 
the reliability of the thermal conductivity data determined through the above mentioned 
experiments is highly dependent on the thermal contact between the specimen and the 
heating sensors. Accordingly, Sadeghi et al. [29] measured the thermal contact resistance 
(TCR) between the specimen and the heating plate under different compressive loads and 
concluded that ke remains unchanged under different loads, but as their study was focused 
on the metal foams and in case of brittle ceramic foams such experiments are difficult to 
perform, it places the reliability of experimental data under question.   
To overcome the limitations of the experiments, some researchers have implemented the 
simplified periodic structures to represent the actual foam structure. Based on two-
dimensional and three-dimensional simplified model representations of the open cell 
foams, these researchers derived analytical solutions for determining ke. They used the 
bulk thermal conductivity of the base material (which can be measured more accurately) 
as an input into these models. Such as Calmidi et al. [34] have derived a hexagonal array 
based analytical solution for determining ke as a function of bulk thermal conductivities kf 
(fluid-phase) and ks (solid-phase). They also validated their results with the steady state 
experiments conducted for air and water. Accordingly, they concluded that with 
decreased porosity, the thermal conductivity of the foams increases and for constant 
porosity with changed cell size there is no change in ke. Bhattacharya et al. [35] extended 
the work of Calmidi et al. [34] by replacing square intersections at the strut junctions with 
the circular intersections. They also validated their work with similar experiments. 
Further, Boomsma et al. [38] derived an analytical solution for three-dimensional Kelvin 
cell structure and concluded that low thermal conductivity fluids such as air and water 
have relatively small effect on the value of ke and even for high porosity of foams, ks 
dictates the value of ke. But Dai et al. [36] found mathematical errors in the work of 
Boomsma et al. [38] which they corrected and also contributed into the pervious work by 
taking ligament orientations into account while calculating ke. Furthermore, Huu et al. 
[37] proposed a more realistic model in the form of a pentagonal dodecahedron and 
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analytically determined the specific surface area and pressure drop. But it is important to 
note that unlike Kelvin cell structure, the pentagonal dodecahedron structure used by Huu 
et al. [37] cannot be arrayed into three directions to give an ordered shape. Eventually, the 
complexity of the analytical solutions for these simplified structures encouraged the 
researches to determine the numerical solutions for these problems. 
Accordingly, focusing on some of the numerical studies, Krishnan et al. [15−16] 
determined ke for simplified foam geometry, which was created by subtracting a cubic 
unit cell from the BCC (body centered cubic) packed spheres to give a spherical shape to 
the actual pores. They also discussed about different packing arrangements such as FCC 
and A15 for determining ke. Fourie et al. [41] used a rather simple structure in the form of 
three axial perpendicular square bares to represent the unit cell and obtained temperature 
distributions by solving the heat equation for a representative geometrical model. Other 
simplified periodic structures that are solved numerically to represent the actual foam are 
Kelvin cell [47−48] and Weaire-Phelan cell [14, 49]. Coquard et al. [42] used FEM 
(Finite Element Method) for determining ke of the simplified models shaped in various 
forms such as cubic, dodecahedral and tetrakaidecahedral (Kelvin cell) having square and 
triangular strut cross-sectional area. Schmierer et al. [39] used computer tomography to 
investigate the geometrical parameters and they used the results to evaluate the geometric 
self-consistency of the tetrakaidecahedral (Kelvin cell) structure. They further solved the 
proposed model by using FEM for determining ke and validated the results with their own 
experimental data. Xu et al. [40] have done the thermal analysis for a one directional 
array of tetrakaidecahedral structure for SiC foams and validated their work with the 
steady state experimental data. Finally, after a brief review concerning the numerical 
techniques, it is important to notice at this point that in all the above mentioned numerical 
studies discussed so far the actual foam structure was simplified into a symmetrical, 
isotropic and periodic structure. 
Nevertheless, from the forced convection point of view, in most of the above mentioned 
studies (except some experimental studies conducted under vacuum) the focus was not on 
the determination of the separate components of the effective thermal conductivity of the 
each phase, but the focus was on the determination of the overall thermal conductivity of 
the two-phase system. Therefore, for studying forced convection through porous media 
some researchers [50−52] have determined the effective thermal conductivity of each 
phase by implementing Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6), where each conductivity term for the 
respective phase is determined by the product of the volume fraction and the bulk thermal 
conductivity of that phase (ks or kf for the solid or fluid-phase, respectively). Eq. (2.5) and 
Eq. (2.6), which is commonly known as parallel model, represent the upper bound of the 
effective thermal conductivities in case of a particular porous media without any 
geometrical consideration. Further, in some cases where there is a significant difference 
between the bulk thermal conductivity of the two phases, parallel model does not predict 
the correct results [1]. Therefore, if at all, a parallel model is implemented into a 
homogenized model, it is additionally complemented with the thermal tortuosity terms to 
accurately predict the diffusive heat transfer.  
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  sse  ε kk  1  (2.5) 
  ffe  ε kk   (2.6) 
Withal, knowing that the parallel model does not account for geometrical and flow 
characteristics of the two-phase system, Calmidi et al. [34, 53] calculated kse and kfe by 
putting the bulk thermal conductivity of each phase equal to zero (one at a time) into their 
analytical model, that was initially proposed for determining ke. But in their model, apart 
from knowing the values of ks and kf, it is also necessary to know the values of some 
additional geometrical parameters in advance for solving the model. These parameters 
can only be determined if the experimentally determined effective thermal conductivity of 
the actual foam for a range of porosity is known. Nevertheless, this model predicts 
reasonable results for low temperature applications. But still the above mentioned 
analytical model together with its requirement of validation through the experimental data 
was solved for a rather simplified structure and it might not be a true representative of the 
actual foam. To overcome this simplification, Petrasch et al. [54] have determined the 
effective thermal conductivity, ke, of the two-phase system based on the actual structure 
generated through computer tomography. As this approach implements the effects 
incurred due to the anisotropy of the foams, it is also important to use such approach 
while determining the separate components of the effective thermal conductivity of the 
two phases. Additionally, the main advantage of implementing a microscopic model for 
determining the effective thermal conductivity lies in the fact that the resulted values of 
kse and kfe will have the effect of tortuosity incorporated in them. This means there will be 
no need to consider additional thermal tortuosity terms. 
2.3 Mechanism of thermal dispersion 
The effect of thermal dispersion in case of forced convection through open cell foams can 
be considered as an additional contribution of heat transfer through the fluid-phase, more 
predominantly at high Reynolds numbers. As the fluid moves through the complex 
structure of the foam, it disperses around the obstacles and remixes at the downstream 
while forming eddies [23]. At first this dispersion effect enhances the convective heat 
transfer from one phase to another phase due to remixing. Secondly, in case the fluid-
phase is directly supplied with a heat flux from the side channel boundaries, the thermal 
dispersion enhances the overall advection and dissipation of heat through the fluid-phase 
in comparison with the case of heat transfer from the side channel boundaries to a fluid 
flowing inside an empty channel. Consequently, this feature makes open cell foams a 
high heat dissipating medium compared to other finned structures. While solving a forced 
convection problem, the enhanced convective heat transfer due to dispersion effect, is a 
factor that is considered in terms of volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv. But to carry 
this enhanced heat transfer through the fluid-phase, additional terms are required to be 
defined in the homogenized models. Moreover, the enhanced heat transfer from the side 
channel boundaries to the fluid-phase has to be considered as well. Accordingly, in 
homogenized models, these additional factors are implemented as dispersion 
conductivity, kd. Further, it is important to understand that dispersion conductivity is a 
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fictitious quantity that appears in a homogenized model as a result of volume-averaging 
of the actual microscopic conservation equations. Considering that the effect of thermal 
dispersion is implicitly defined in a microscopic model as these models are solved for the 
actual unsteady velocity fields to consider the enhanced advection and dissipation of the 
heat. 
Nevertheless, the one-equation model for a simplified two-dimensional case, as shown in 
Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.8) (where x is the longitudinal direction of flow and y is the lateral 
direction of applied heat flux over the two-phase system), is used extensively to 
investigate the effect of thermal dispersion through low porosity porous media [55−57]. 
In one-equation model, it is assumed that the effect of interstitial convective heat 
exchange between the two phases is negligible. This means that the one-equation model is 
only valid when there is sufficient heat exchange between the two phases to assume local 
thermal equilibrium (LTE). Therefore, the mechanism of heat transfer in the one-equation 
model is simplified by considering the fact that the conduction of heat is followed by the 
dispersion of heat through the effective two-phase medium. But contrary to the 
assumption of LTE, while applying the volume average technique to obtain the one-
equation model, Moyne et al. [17] mathematically demonstrated that the absolute LTE is 
not possible. Accordingly, it is not possible to consider T as a local equilibrium 
temperature but it can be considered as the average temperature of both the phases. 
Nonetheless, with all its limitations, the one-equation model has been used in case of low 
porosity porous media [58−61] and the analytical solutions are also available in literature 
[59, 62]. But at this point it is sufficient to give this argument that while analyzing the 
overall heat transfer in case of high porosity open cell foams, the one-equation model 
cannot be used as it does not include the convective heat exchange between the two 
phases. 
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Kuck p Pffdd ρC  (2.8) 
where up is the local physical velocity, x is the longitudinal direction of flow and y is the 
transverse direction of applied heat-flux.  
2.4 Mechanism of interstitial convection 
In a macroscopic model, the presented forced convection problem collectively deals with 
conductive, convective and dispersive modes of heat transfer. To experimentally 
investigate this coupled problem, there are two methodologies found in the literature to 
perform forced convection experiments, one of them is a steady state process and another 
one is a transient process. But irrespective of the type of experiment, it is important to 
understand that by performing these experiments one can only measure the temperature, 
pressure and velocity profiles at certain points in the domain of interest and by 
interpolating these results one can have an idea about their variation throughout the 
domain. Further, these measurement results can be used in different ways depending on 
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the targeted application for determining certain macroscopic parameters, not necessarily 
the previously mentioned key parameters such as convective heat transfer coefficient. For 
example, Mancin et al. [63−66] have implemented a steady state forced convection 
experimental setup for determining the overall heat transfer enhancement in case of heat 
exchanger applications. They calculated the enhancement in terms of average wall heat 
transfer coefficient of a channel filled with metal foam by implementing the logarithmic 
mean temperature of the heated wall. With a similar motivation of improving a certain 
application, Kim et al. [67−68], Wang et al. [69] and Albanakis et al. [70] have performed 
comparative data analysis of the experimental results. As it is previously mentioned that 
different applications require different treatment and the above mentioned works [63−70] 
in particular were important for heat exchanger applications. But still the experimental 
data measured during these studies could have been used for a detailed investigation 
required to gain the knowledge of interstitial convective heat transfer at the pore level. 
Hence to move a step further, some researchers such as Dukhan et al. [71] and Bai et al. 
[13] used similar experimental data to validate their analytical models that they proposed 
for the determination of heat transfer characteristics of open cell foams by considering 
them as simplified periodic structures. Dukhan et al. [71] proposed a one-dimensional 
model for the foam geometry by considering it as an extended fin. Bai et al. [13] 
simplified the foam geometry in the form of a diamond-shaped unit cells with vertical and 
horizontal interconnected micro-cylinders to form a continuous network. But still these 
developments in the methodology were not sufficient for a rather complicated problem. 
Therefore, to consider the detailed investigation of the overall heat transfer problem, 
another methodology available in the literature is the macroscopic homogenization 
approach. For solving a forced convection problem using this approach and knowing that 
the one-equation model cannot be used as it is based on LTE, the two-equation model was 
proposed for implementing convective heat transfer coefficient into the energy equations. 
In case of a two-dimensional steady state application setup, the two-equation model along 
with the consideration of thermal dispersion is shown in Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10).  
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Accordingly, Lee et al. [72] determined the analytical solution for the above mentioned two-
equation model by considering the diffusion terms only in the transverse y direction of the 
applied heat flux without the consideration of thermal dispersion (i.e. kd = 0). For a 
conductivity ratio, κ >> 1, see Eq. (2.11), they concluded that the fluid-phase conduction is 
dominant and for κ << 1 solid-phase conduction is dominant. Although the above mentioned 
study was conducted for low porosity porous media but still a comparative analysis in case 
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of forced convection of air (k = 0.0265 W/m.K) through high porosity open cell metal foams 
verifies this theory. As Calmidi et al. [53] demonstrated for κ << 1, the case of forced 
convection of air through aluminum foams, the bulk of the heat is transferred directly to the 
solid-phase from the heating plates and from solid-phase to the fluid-phase through 
interstitial convection.  Hence the direct dispersion of heat from the heating plate to the 
fluid-phase was observed to be negligible. They also justified the LTNE assumption to be 
realistic for high porosity open cell foams. But in case of forced convection of water 
through aluminum foams, Hunt et al. [23] and Calmidi et al. [53] concluded that the direct 
dispersion of heat through the fluid-phase (for a similar case of κ << 1) is significantly high 
and account for most of the heat transfer. Nevertheless, as mentioned before for the case of 
air flow, Calmidi et al. [53] determined hv in case of LTNE by neglecting direct thermal 
dispersion i.e. by considering kd as zero. But by using a similar theory of considering kd as 
zero for a similar type of combination of high porosity aluminum foams and air, Garrity 
et al. [50] were not able to validate the numerical results with the experimental data when 
they moved towards the higher velocity regimes. As they increased the values of hv (at 
high velocities) to fit their numerical model with the experimental data, both the phases 
reached thermal equilibrium and the absence of kd in the governing equations lead them to 
unrealistic increment in the value of hv to fit the experiments. The reason can be that 
Garrity et al. [50] have considered the parallel model for determining kse and kfe unlike 
Calmidi et al. [53] and hence they over predicted the thermal conductivity of the solid 
matrix used in the numerical calculations than the actual physical values. But again in 
case of a similar combination of high thermal conductivity aluminum foam and air, with a 
rather simplified assumption Dukhan et al. [73] have considered LTE, which means there 
is no interstitial convective heat transfer from one phase to another phase and 
implemented the one-equation model. For this reason they under predicted the 
temperature profiles at certain critical locations. Another researcher, Ichimiya [74] 
considered the two-equation model without the consideration of dispersion conductivity 
for low thermal conductivity ceramic foams but still he could validate the results as in his 
study the range of applied velocity was relatively low to observe any effect of thermal 
dispersion.  
Based on the brief discussion through the above mentioned literature, it can be concluded 
that the two-equation model as shown in Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10) without the consideration 
of dispersion conductivity in case of high porosity open cell foams gives contradictory 
results. For that reason the simplification of the problem by using these assumptions in 
both ways either LTE in case of one-equation model or the absence of dispersion 
conductivity in case of two-equation model leads to incorrect results. Hence, to solve the 
macroscopic models with accuracy, irrespective of the high or low thermal conductivity 
of the open cell foams, it is important to consider both thermal dispersion and interstitial 
convection heat transfer together. Accordingly, in case of low porosity porous media with 
this hypothesis of considering LTNE and thermal dispersion together in the two-equation 
model, Amiri et al. [26, 75] and Alazmi et al. [76−77] numerically solved the two-equation 
model and investigated various effects such as thermal dispersion, variable porosity and the 
validity of LTE. Amiri et al. [26] concluded that the assumption of LTE becomes less 
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pronounced for increased velocities and thermal dispersion in transverse (y) direction plays a 
major role. Alazmi et al. [76] concluded that LTNE and thermal dispersion both contribute 
towards the thermal transportation. Hence from these theories, it can be hypothesized that 
even in case of high porosity open cell foams it is important to consider both LTNE and 
thermal dispersion while implementing the two-equation model.  
Finally, it can be concluded from the discussion so far that there is a lack of information 
regarding the combined analysis of interstitial convective heat transfer and thermal 
dispersion. Because in most studies either a one-equation model is considered for dominant 
direct dispersion effects or a two-equation model (for kd = 0) is considered for dominant 
interstitial convection. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the above mentioned hypothesis 
while implementing the homogenization approach. Accordingly, the next two chapters of 
this thesis are at first focused on implementing the above mentioned hypothesis in terms of 
considering LTNE and thermal dispersion together. Secondly, the next two chapters are 
focused on evaluating the validity of the homogenized macroscopic models.      
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Chapter 3                                               
Steady state forced convection through 
open cell foams 
Ϙ 3.1 Goals and objectives 
Ϙ 3.2 Experiments 
Ϙ 3.3 Analysis 
Ϙ 3.4 Numerical procedure 
Ϙ 3.5 Data acquisition 
Ϙ 3.6 Results and discussion 
Ϙ 3.7 Conclusions 
The purpose of the study presented in this chapter is to investigate the limitations of the 
macroscopic models and to propose some reliable ideas as conclusion that can be used to 
overcome the existing limitations. Therefore, a combined experimental and numerical 
study is presented. The experimental study comprises of steady state forced convection 
experiments which involve three different regimes of heat transfer. Further, in the 
macroscopic models these three regimes of heat transfer namely conduction, thermal 
dispersion and interstitial convection are governed by stagnant effective thermal 
conductivity, ke, dispersion conductivity, kd and volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv 
respectively. Moreover, the complex structure of the open cell foams is simplified into a 
rather realistic Kelvin cell model for the determination of ke. The influence of the 
geometrical parameters such as pore diameter, d, and foam porosity, ε, is investigated by 
examining 10, 20 and 30 PPI (pores per inch) alumina foams for a porosity range of 0.79 
to 0.87. The findings of this chapter reveal that it is important to consider both local 
thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE) and thermal dispersion together for improved analysis. 
Further, it is revealed that although with the above consideration, it is possible to exhibit 
the effect of geometrical parameters on each regime of heat transfer but the accuracy of 
the results predicted through macroscopic models remain under question as there is no 
basis to validate the results. 
3.1 Goals and objectives 
After the brief discussion through the literature mentioned in Chapter 2, it was concluded 
that the two-equation model as shown in Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10) without the consideration 
of thermal dispersion in case of high porosity open cell foams gives contradictory results. As 
even in case of low thermal conductivity open cell foams there is always a certain amount 
of temperature difference between the two phases that will lead to interstitial convective 
heat transfer and hence LTE cannot be considered. Secondly even in case of high thermal 
conductivity open cell foams there will always be certain amount of heat directly 
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transferred due to thermal dispersion through the fluid-phase and hence kd can never be 
zero. Therefore, based on the contradictions in the available literature regarding the 
combined analysis of interstitial convection and thermal dispersion through high porosity 
open cell foams, the objectives of this chapter are as follows: 
 Investigation of the importance of considering local thermal non-equilibrium and 
thermal dispersion together in a steady state application setup. 
 Investigation of the dependence of numerically fitted parameters on the accuracy of 
the experimental results. 
 To reveal the limitations of the macroscopic models and specifically the two-equation 
model in case of steady state analysis.  
 To find reliable alternatives that can help in overcoming the limitations concerning 
macroscopic models.  
3.2 Experiments 
3.2.1 Apparatus 
To accomplice the above mentioned objectives, a new testing facility in the form of a 
wind tunnel was designed and assembled. Accordingly, the experimental setup in the 
form of a square wind tunnel as shown in Fig. 3-1 is capable of accommodating samples 
of cross-sectional area, Ac = 0.05 × 0.05 m
2. It consists of a side channel blower  
(SC20A-150T, 1.5 kW, 190 m3/h), which is capable of supplying a volume flow rate up 
to 90 m3/h while maintaining a minimum pressure of 110 mbar. The side channel blower 
is connected to a resistance coil air heater  (LEISTER Lufterhitzer LHS 61S System, 
6000 W) through a pipe  (DN-50) of length 1.35 m. A thermal mass flow sensor  
(Hoentzsch TA10-165GE 140/ p16 ZG2b) equipped with an electrically heated sensor is 
used for measuring the air flow. It is inserted into the pipe  at a position that has 2/3 of 
the straight pipe section on its upstream and 1/3 on its downstream. The air heater  is 
further connected to the main test section  through an internally insulated square section 
 of length 0.8 m. The square section is insulated with 0.02 m thick insulation board 
(Promat-PROMAGLAF-HTI rigid boards). It has an internal cross-sectional area of 0.05 
× 0.05 m2 after fixing the insulation. A flow straightener  is provided at the entrance of 
the square section right after the air heater to overcome the eddy formation. The outlet of 
the square section is connected to the main test section. The main test section is a 0.50 m 
long square channel. It is designed to measure pressure drop, air temperature and side 
wall temperature of the cuboidal shape samples. The whole assembly is placed inside a 
steel chamber, which is internally insulated with the insulation board (Promat-
PROMAGLAF-HTI rigid boards) that has a thermal conductivity of 0.06 W/m∙K up to 
200 °C. The samples prepared for this work have dimensions of Vfoam = H × H × L = 0.05 
× 0.05 × 0.10 m3. The central length segment of the 0.50 m long square channel is used to 
conduct steady state experiments. For the steady state experiments, one side-face of the 
cuboidal shaped foam was heated by using 6 mm thick copper heating plate. Adjustments 
are made in the design of the test section to apply one, two and four-sided heating over 
the samples. For this work the experiments were conducted for only one-sided heating.  
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discussed. These limitations as already discussed are mainly thermal contact resistance 
and contact surface which ideally has to be in a single plane.   
3.2.3 Foam characterization and properties 
For characterizing the alumina foams, the thermophysical properties of their bulk material 
were used in this work. Therefore, identical slurries were used both for the production of 
the foams and the bulk material. The slurries were prepared by mixing three different 
alumina base materials. For preparing the bulk material, the slurries were slip casted into 
cylinders and for the production of foams the slurries were coated onto the commercially 
available polyurethane foams. Following a pre-sintering at 1200 °C the bulk material was 
molded into prescribed cylindrical shapes by using a commercial slate (for specific heat 
capacity: Ø 4.9 mm, 16 mm; for coefficient of thermal expansion: Ø 6.0 mm, 25 mm and 
for thermal diffusivity: Ø 12.6 mm, 4 mm). Detailed information on slurry production, 
coating of the foams and sintering of the samples are given in Voigt et al. [78]. 
Subsequently, the bulk material of the foams was tested in order to determine solid-phase 
internal porosity, εs, solid-phase density, ρs that includes solid-phase internal porosity, 
apparent solid-phase density, ρas that excludes internal porosity, thermal diffusivity, αs 
and specific heat capacity, cps. The details of the measurement procedure are given in 
Goetze et al. [79]. Further, by using the above mentioned properties the solid-phase bulk 
thermal conductivity, ks, was determined indirectly by using Eq. (3.1) as a function of 
temperature, see Fig. 3-4.  
ssss ρα pck   (3.1) 
 
Fig. 3-4 Indirectly determined ks as a function of temperature. 
The obtained results based on Eq. (3.1) were further used to determine stagnant effective 
thermal conductivity, ke of the foams. All the properties determined at room temperature 
are listed in Table 3-2.  
Table 3-2 Thermophysical properties of the bulk material at room temperature. 
sρ  (kg/m³) asρ  (kg/m³) sε  (%) sα  (m²/s) spc  (kJ/kg∙K) sk  (W/m∙K) 
3.40 x 103 3.95 x 103 14.02 6.68 x 10-6 0.82 18.66 
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3.3 Analysis  
3.3.1 Momentum transport 
In homogenization approach, the flow through porous media is described by a well-
known modified Navier-Stokes momentum equation, as already shown in Eq. (2.2), it is 
also termed as Darcy-Forchheimer-Brinkman equation. Various researchers [58−62] have 
verified the validity of this equation. In Cartesian coordinates, the x-component of the 
momentum equation for steady state analysis can be written by Eq. (3.2). Moreover, as 
already mentioned in the experimental procedure that a small foam was placed before the 
main foam for conducting forced convection experiments. Correspondingly, with a 
realistic assumption that only a periodically fully developed flow enters the main foam in 
the longitudinal x-direction, the momentum equation was further simplified into Eq. (3.3). 
This assumption has simplified the analysis as it has eliminated the question of addressing 
the flow effects in the entry region that otherwise needed to be encountered.  
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Subsequently, for determining foam permeability, K and inertial coefficient, F, Eq. (3.3) is 
further transformed into Eq. (3.4) by relaxing the no-slip boundary condition. Eq. (3.4) is a 
second order Forchheimer extended Darcy equation and it is derived by assuming the case of 
an infinitely large cross-sectional area compared to the axial length. Further, Eq. (3.4) was 
fitted with the experimentally determined pressure drop data, as shown in Fig. 3-5, where it 
can be noticed that for reduced pore size at a constant porosity of 87 % (form 10PPI-1 to 
30PPI-1foam) Δp increases and for reduced porosity of 79 % in case of 20PPI-1 foam Δp 
further increases. Nevertheless, the results obtained by curve fitting analysis can be seen in 
Table 3-3 for K and F. For the entire curve fitting analysis the coefficient of determination, 
R2 was found to be more than 99 %, which shows that the second order equation is sufficient 
for predicting pressure drop characteristics. Having determined the values of K and F, the 
next step was to determine the velocity profile by solving Eq. (3.3). Therefore, the value of 
pressure gradient from Eq. (3.4) was transferred to Eq. (3.3) and after further 
nondimensionalization it was transformed into Eq. (3.5). Although, it is possible to solve Eq. 
(3.5) analytically [62] if the central line velocity is known, but in the present work the 
momentum equation was scaled into dimensionless form by using inlet superficial velocity, 
ui. Accordingly, the velocity profiles were determined for each Reynolds number through an 
explicit numerical scheme that will be discussed in the coming paragraphs.  
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Fig. 3-5 Pressure drop as a function of inlet superficial velocity. 
3.3.2 Energy transport 
For conducting mathematical simulations, the energy equations as shown in Eq. (2.9) and 
Eq. (2.10) were changed into dimensionless form represented by Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7). At 
this stage it is important to notice that so far the simplified problem is discussed by assuming 
that the dispersion conductivity is isotropic in nature. And by doing so the numbers of 
starting variables to run every simulation are restricted to two, i.e. kd and hv in Eq. (2.9) and 
Eq. (2.10), considering that the other variables such as kse, kfe and u are already known 
separately. But in the coming paragraphs it will be seen that even this simplification does not 
help the cause and there are other limitations concerning the homogenized models.  
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Table 3-3 Geometrical parameters of investigated samples. 
Sample No. K (107 x m2) F ε d (m) dstr (m) as (m
2/m3) 
10PPI-1 2.22 0.159 0.8761 0.00556 0.000621 515.23 
10PPI-2 1.92 0.162 0.8775 - - - 
20PPI-1 1.38 0.326 0.7902 0.00433 0.000607 718.51 
20PPI-2 1.37 0.330 0.7967 - - - 
30PPI-1 1.61 0.302 0.8728 0.00309 0.000385 892.29 
30PPI-2 2.85 0.250 0.8803 - - - 
Moreover, as it was previously discussed that kd accounts for enhanced heat transfer due to 
thermal dispersion and it has been implemented into the governing equations as a diffusive 
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term [23], it is assumed that similar to kse and kfe, it is also a scalar quantity that represents 
the thermal dispersion of heat through the fluid-phase in transverse and longitudinal flow 
direction. Furthermore, based on the correlation proposed by Hunt et al. [23] and Calmidi et 
al. [53], the dispersion conductivity as expressed in Eq. (2.8) is changed into dimensionless 
form, as shown in Eq. (3.8). Subsequently, for the determination of volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient, hv, the correlation developed by Zukauskas [80] as shown in Eq. (3.9) is 
implemented. This correlation was developed for a case of external flow over a cylinder and 
in the present study it is considered in a same analogy of the external flow over the struts. 
For implementing these correlations separate CT (computed-tomography) analysis was 
performed for three samples (having one sample for each PPI number) to determine foam 
porosity, ε, pore diameter, d, strut diameter, dstr and specific surface area, as. 
Subsequently, the porosity was cross-checked by measuring the foam volume and weight. 
All the results from the CT analysis are presented in Table 3-3. However, the detailed 
analysis will be presented in the part-two of this thesis, where the microscopic models 
will be discussed.  
  eedd DaC kk H PrRe   (3.8)    
  37.05.0 PrRe fetfesstr Ckadhv  (3.9) 
where Re is the Reynolds number based on strut diameter, Cd and Ct are the correlation 
coefficients and Prfe is Prandtl number based on kfe.  
3.3.3 Boundary conditions 
Based on the previous studies [25−26, 75, 81], there are two ways to implemented the 
boundary condition at the heated interface. The first approach is to assume that each phase 
separately receives an equal amount of heat flux. Accordingly, based on their contact surface 
area, the amount of heat transferred to each phase can be determined. Nevertheless, it is an 
acceptable choice if a constant heat flux is directly applied at the interface of the two-phase 
system. But in the present study a copper base plate of 8 mm thickness is placed in contact 
with the two-phase system and a constant heat flux is applied at the outer surface of that base 
plate. Therefore, it is reasonable to go for the second approach, in which each phase receives 
a prescribed amount of heat flux based on their respective thermal conductivity and 
temperature drop, as shown in Eq. (3.10). As a consequence, the two-equation model that 
was already coupled through hv is further coupled and therefore, it is required to solve it 
through an iterative procedure. Correspondingly, if it is assumed that the interface 
temperature of the high thermal conductivity copper base plate is uniform (irrespective of 
the fact if it is in contact with solid or fluid) then Eq. (3.10) can be simplified into Eq. (3.11), 
where Tb is the local base plate temperature. Through a comparative analysis it was observed 
that the output of Type-I and Type-II boundary conditions is same for the present case. But 
keeping the broader range of conductivity ratio, κ, in mind, it was finally decided to go for 
Type-I boundary condition, as shown in Eq. (3.10).  
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Furthermore, adiabatic boundary conditions were imposed at the insulated boundaries of 
both the phases. For the fluid-phase, Dirichlet boundary condition was considered at the inlet 
by using the measured fluid temperature and Neumann boundary condition was considered 
at the outlet. In case of solid-phase, Neumann boundary conditions were considered both at 
the inlet and the outlet.  
3.4 Numerical procedure 
3.4.1 Effective thermal conductivity 
Based on the thermophysical properties determined for the bulk material, the stagnant 
effective thermal conductivity of the open cell foams was determined by simplifying the 
foam structure in the form of a rather realistic Kelvin cell model. A Kelvin cell skeleton, 
as shown in Fig. 3-6 (a), is considered as equivalent to the skeleton of one cell of the 
actual foam having random spherical shape. By regenerating the unit cell in three 
orthogonal directions it can be prolonged into a three dimensional array. Each edge of the 
Kelvin cell is assumed as the axis of the actual strut of the foam. All the struts are 
generated in the form of a hyperbola, as shown in Fig. 3-6 (b). The cross-sectional 
diameter at the center of the hyperbolic strut is kept half of its diameter at both the ends. 
At all the vertices, spheres are inserted of diameter equal to the diameter of the hyperbolic 
strut cross-section at the ends. All these parameters are kept in same ratio with respect to 
each other and varied with respect to the length of the struts. To vary the porosity of the 
simplified structure a variable geometrical parameter termed as strut ratio, Lr, is 
introduced, which is the ratio of minimum strut diameter to the length of the strut. For 
example for a strut length of 1 mm, strut minimum diameter is varied form 0.25 mm to 
0.50 mm and accordingly the strut maximum diameter and the spheres diameter are 
varied from 0.50 mm to 1.00 mm to achieve a porosity ranging from 0.79 to 0.93.  
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3-6 (a) Line skeleton of the Kelvin cell model, (b) Trimmed section of the unit cell 
along six faces. 
For determination of the stagnant effective thermal conductivity, ke, simulations were 
conducted using ANSYS 14.5 Workbench. Accordingly, the three dimensional geometry 
of the unit cell, see Fig. 3-6 (b), was used to generate the fluid-phase geometry. 
Subsequently, two cubical shapes (as high thermal conductivity heat source and heat sink) 
were merged over the two orthogonal faces (out of six) of the solid-fluid assembly and an 
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unstructured grid was generated for the entire assembly. Thereafter, a steady state thermal 
analysis was done by applying a certain heat flux across the unit cell and the temperature 
drop was measured to determine ke = q̇/(ΔT/H). Numbers of unit cells in the direction of 
the applied heat flux were changed from one to six and the change in the determined 
values of ke were found to be negligible. Further simulations were conducted to determine 
kse and kfe for solid and fluid phase, respectively. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of 
the each phase was sequentially considered to be negligibly small (10-15 W/m∙K in this 
case). For conducting these simulations, ks = 18.66 W/m∙K (see Table 3-2) and kf = 
0.0265 W/m∙K were used. The results of the simulations are shown in Table 3-4. It can be 
observed through Table 3-4 that with increased porosity thermal conductivity of the 
foams decreases. Secondly, it was also observed that if strut ratio, Lr is kept constant or in 
other words if the porosity of the periodic structure is kept constant then the increment in 
the value of pore diameter had no effect on the value of thermal conductivity.  
Table 3-4 Effective thermal conductivity of the investigated samples based on Kelvin cell 
model. 
Sample No. ε kse (W/m∙K) kfe (W/m∙K) ke (W/m∙K) 
10PPI-1 
10PPI-2 
20PPI-1 
20PPI-2 
30PPI-1 
30PPI-2 
0.8761 
0.8775 
0.7902 
0.7967 
0.8728 
0.8803 
1.0282 
1.0114 
1.9939 
1.9183 
1.0216 
1.0206 
0.0212 
0.0212 
0.0177 
0.0179 
0.0212 
0.0212 
1.0570 
1.0402 
2.0244 
1.9485 
1.0503 
1.0494 
3.4.2 Solution of transport equations 
For solving the momentum equation, as shown in Eq. (3.5), an explicit numerical scheme 
was implemented in Matlab. A two-dimensional grid was applied for a fully developed 
flow in x-direction along with no-slip boundaries in transverse y and z directions. Further, 
an equal step size, as shown in Table 3-5, was considered in both y and z direction. 
Various grid sizes such as 80 × 80, 100 × 100 and 160 x 160 were implemented. Finally, 
a grid size of 100 × 100 for a convergence criterion of 10-10 produced a grid independent 
solution for average dimensionless velocity, Usa,  see Table 3-5 for ui = 1.1 m/s. 
Table 3-5 Grid independency test of explicit numerical scheme for 10PPI-1. 
ΔX = ΔY = ΔZ nX nY nZ Usa θs,sa θf,sa Nusa 
2.00 × 10-2 100 50 50 0.92 0.0181 0.0171 8.55 
1.25 × 10-2 160 80 80 0.95 0.0173 0.0163 8.74 
1.00 × 10-2 200 100 100 0.97 0.0170 0.0160 8.87 
6.25 × 10-3 320 160 160 0.97 0.0170 0.0160 8.87 
Although, the momentum equation was solved for a two-dimensional case in transverse 
y-z directions, it can be noticed that in case of energy equations (also a two-dimensional 
analysis in x-y directions) z-direction is assumed as a symmetrical plane. Therefore, the 
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resulted outcome of the momentum equation was transformed into one-dimension by 
taking the average along y-direction, as shown in Fig. 3-7 for ui = 1.1 m/s. Thereafter, the 
averaged outcome was further supplied to the energy equations.  
 
Fig. 3-7 Velocity profile across 10PPI-1 foam along y-direction at ui = 1.1 m/s.   
Subsequently, the energy equations, as shown in Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7), were solved by 
using three different numerical schemes implemented in Matlab. First one is explicit 
approach based on the local formulation, second one is implicit approach based on the 
global formulation and the third one is alternate direction implicit (ADI) approach. In the 
explicit approach, all the unknowns at the respective grid points in the numerical domain 
were solved sequentially by moving forward in space coordinates with simultaneously 
updating the values calculated at the previous grid point. In the implicit approach, all the 
unknowns at the respective grid points in the numerical domain were solved 
simultaneously in an iterative process. Convergence was assumed when the 
dimensionless solid and fluid temperatures differed by less than 10-5 during the 
consecutive iterations. In the alternate direction implicit approach, unknowns were solved 
first along the rows and then along the columns for each numerical domain. For the same 
grid size when all the approaches were compared, it was noticed that ADI method takes 
less number of iteration to achieve the convergence but at the same time each iteration 
takes more computational time. It was also observed that by using ADI method grid 
independent solution can be achieved for less number of grid points that otherwise would 
require more number of grid points in case of other approaches. Hence, all the simulations 
were performed on a uniform grid by using ADI approach. Further, for all the three cases 
the convective terms were discretized by using first order upwind scheme and the 
diffusion terms were discretized by using central differencing scheme. In order to obtain 
grid independent solution for the energy equations, various sets of grid dimensions were 
implemented such as 100 × 50, 160 × 80 and 200 × 100, as shown in Table 3-5. In case of 
ADI and implicit approach grid size of 100 × 50 gave grid independent solutions and in 
case of explicit approach the grid independency was obtained for a grid size of 200 × 100. 
Table 3-5 shows the results of grid independency test (in case of explicit scheme) in terms 
of dimensionless space averaged solid-phase temperature, θs,sa, fluid-phase temperature, 
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θf,sa and average wall Nusselt number, Nusa performed in case of 10PPI-1 foam for Ct = 
2.56 and Cd = 0.71 (the chosen values of correlation coefficients will be elaborated in the 
coming paragraphs).  
3.5 Data acquisition 
In the present study, to reduce the contact resistance between the foam and the base plate, 
additional measures were taken such as grinding the foam face and applying additional 
pressure. Based on these measures, the best possible temperature profiles were achieved 
and one such example is shown in Fig. 3-8 (a) for inlet superficial velocity between 1.0 to 
1.1 m/s. As the pore diameter decreases while moving from 10PPI-1 to 30PPI-1 foam 
having similar porosity (ε ~ 0.87), the local base plate temperature difference, (Tb – Ti) 
reduces due to enhanced convection and dispersion. This is because of the fact that 
30PPI-1 foam has higher specific surface area, as, and smaller pore diameter, d, compare 
to 10PPI-1 foam. Secondly, in case of 20PPI-1 foam due to its lower porosity (ε ~ 0.79), 
(Tb – Ti) is even lower than that for 30PPI-1 foam. This seems to be surprising at first as 
both the pore diameter and the specific surface area of 20PPI-1 foam lie between those of 
10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams, see Table 3-3. But it can be explained with the argument that 
20PPI-1 foam has higher thermal conductivity due to its lower porosity that leads to 
higher heat conduction. Secondly, as a result of greater difference in the thermal 
conductivities of both the phases, it is expected that the two phases will have higher 
temperature difference that will lead to higher convective heat transfer in case of 20PPI-1 
foam. Hence, the decreased value of (Tb – Ti) for different samples signifies the behavior 
of enhanced heat transfer from the heated wall induced due to all three regimes of heat 
transfer. Therefore, an average base plate Nusselt number, Nu as shown in Eq. (3.12), 
which is a function of average base plate temperature, is a suitable choice for comparative 
data analysis. Therefore, based on Eq. (3.12) the experimental data were transformed into 
average base plate Nusselt number, Nu, as shown in Fig. 3-8 (b). The variation of Nu for 
different samples again emphasis on the fact that in case of 30PPI foams the convective 
and dispersive heat transfer is more intensive due to reduced d and increased as. And 
again 20PPI foams with their higher conductive heat transfer in comparison to 10 and 
30PPI foams have lower Nusselt numbers. Correspondingly, Eq. (3.13) was implemented 
to determine the error associated with Nu. The error in the measured total power (W) 
based on the instrumental error was 2.0 %. The error in measuring the foam dimensions 
was considered to be less than 0.1 %. The error associated with ke that includes both 
numerical and experimental error was approximately 3.5 %. The error associated with the 
average temperature of seven thermocouples placed inside the base plate was 
approximately 4.0 %. Therefore, based on the above uncertainties the error associated 
with Nu calculated through Eq. (3.13) was approximately 5.4 %.  
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(a)      
 
(b) 
      
(c)     
      
Fig. 3-8 (a) Temperature difference (Tb – Ti) between the local base plate temperature and 
the average inlet air temperature along the flow direction for ui = 1.0 − 1.1 m/s, (b) 
Experimentally determined average base plate Nusselt number as a function of Red.Prfe, (c) 
Variation of dimensionless base plate and exit fluid temperature of 30PPI-1 for variable 
heat flux at Red = 580. 
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Additionally, to see the effect of different heat flux on the determination of key 
parameters, some further experiments were conducted. As can be seen in Fig. 3-8 (c), the 
dimensionless base plate temperature as well as the dimensionless air temperature has 
been changed with the changed heat flux. This is due to the fact that a higher heat flux 
causes higher system temperatures which ultimately reduce the effective thermal 
conductivity of the two-phase system. Hence, at higher system temperatures the 
conduction of heat in y-direction has been reduced which ultimately reduces the 
volumetric range of convection in y-direction. This means that most of the convection and 
dispersion takes place near the heating surface. Therefore, with increased system 
temperature, different values of effective thermal conductivity, ke, are to be used for 
numerical analyzes of these system temperatures. Secondly, the system temperature is 
also varied from higher to lower values for increased values of Reynolds number, which 
also changes ke of the system. Hence using the same value of ke for different values of 
heat flux and Reynolds numbers would have an effect on the value of numerically 
determined key parameters. Although, in this work ke is determined at the room 
temperature, it is used for determining the desired parameters with an assumption that it 
remains constant for the whole range of Reynolds number used in this work for relatively 
lower heat fluxes. 
Further, it is important to understand that Nu as described by Eq. (3.12) can be used as the 
upper limit of local wall Nusselt number (determined for the actual interface 
temperatures). As we should notice that Tb is the temperature of the base plate and not of 
the actual contact interface. The difference between the base plate and the actual contact 
interface temperature can be understood by recognizing the fact that the copper base plate 
has higher thermal conductivity that leads to lower Biot number. Therefore, the 
temperature across its thickness remains constant and most of the temperature drop takes 
place near the actual contact interface. This presents the case of a constant wall 
temperature that can be verified through Fig. 3-8 (a), as all the temperature points 
measured inside the base plate along the direction of flow forms approximately a constant 
temperature curve. Although, the actual interface temperature is expected to be lower at 
the inlet and higher at the outlet to show an increasing trend along the flow direction. 
Therefore, having measured Nu and the fluid temperature, the next step is their correct 
interpretation so that the numerical results can be fitted with them. 
Accordingly, having almost constant local base plate temperature, Tb, as the fluid moves 
forward it absorbs more and more heat and attains maximum possible temperature at the 
exit. In case of ideal thermal contact between the foam and the base plate this maximum 
possible temperature at the exit is expected to be equal to or less than the measured 
temperature of the base plate at the exit. This means, in case of ideal thermal contact for a 
significantly long domain, there would be no heat transfer from the base plate to the two-
phase system at the exit. For that reason, the experimentally measured average base plate 
Nusselt number in ideal case will be equal to the numerically calculated local wall 
Nusselt number at exit, Nuo (Nusselt number calculated for the last control element at the 
exit of heated end in case of a two-dimensional analysis by using either Ts or Tf as both 
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are same as per Eq.(3.11)). Therefore, the simulation parameters in the numerical analysis 
were varied until the numerically calculated local wall Nusselt number at exit, Nuo falls 
above or equal to the experimentally measured average base plate Nusselt number, Nu for 
fitting the numerical models, which is further cross checked by comparing the 
numerically calculated and experimentally measured fluid temperature at the exit.  
3.6 Results and discussion 
3.6.1 Local thermal equilibrium 
Now moving forward with the numerical analysis, it is known that the experimentally 
measured fluid-phase and base plate temperatures are available to curve fit the 
numerically determined fluid and solid-phase temperatures. Secondly, it is known that 
there are two unknowns Cd (correlation coefficient of dispersion) and Ct (correlation 
coefficient of convection) in the governing equations, see Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9), for 
changing the temperature profiles and to fit them with the experimental data. To 
understand the simulation procedure, the numerical results are demonstrated in case of 
30PPI-1 foam in Fig. 3-9. For starting every simulation a certain range of feasible values 
of Ct (0.1 to 1.0 in this case) for Cd = 0 (assumption of no dispersion effect) were 
incorporated to initiate the solution. It can be seen in Fig. 3-9 (a) that after reaching a 
certain value further increase in Ct leads to no significant change in the value of Nuo. The 
same effect can be seen in Fig. 3-9 (b) and (c) for an individual experimental point (at ui = 
1.18 m/s in this case). At first, see Fig. 3-9 (b), with increased Ct (means increased 
convective heat transfer) the solid-phase temperature (or for that matter the fluid-phase 
temperature) at the heated interface reduces to a certain extent. Then further increment in 
Ct has no effect on the value of dimensionless solid temperature, θs in Fig. 3-9 (b). 
Similarly, at Ct = 1.0 the values of dimensionless solid-phase and fluid-phase 
temperature, θs and θf, respectively, coincides over each other at the exit for X = 2 in Fig. 
3-9 (c). This outcome in case of both the phases signifies that they are in thermal 
equilibrium. The thermal equilibrium between the two phases was assumed when the 
dimensionless temperature difference, Δθ between them at every grid point (excluding at 
the inlet boundary) was less than 10-2. Further, Fig. 3-10 shows three cases for Ct = 0.1, 
0.3 and 0.8 along the complete longitudinal axis, X = x/H (of length 2 having H = 50 mm) 
but only for the half of the transverse axis, Y = y/H (of length 0.5 near the heated surface). 
The three cases in Fig. 3-10 are divided into three segments of Y = {(0.0-0.5), (0.5-1.0), 
(1.0-1.5)} for three values of Ct = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.8 respectively, where the values of Δθ 
that are less than 10-2 are depicted by blue color and area of highest Δθ are depicted by 
red color. In case of Ct = 0.1 there is a significant heat interaction between the two phases 
near the heating plate and with increased value of Ct at 0.8 both the phases have attained 
thermal equilibrium. As with increased values of Ct the temperature profiles do not match 
with the experiments, it can be concluded that there is significant contribution due to 
direct dispersion of heat through the fluid-phase and hence Cd cannot be zero more 
significantly at higher velocities. So the next step in the simulation procedure was to 
increase Cd with a small step size of 0.05 and again conduct the simulations for a same 
feasible range of values for Ct.  
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Fig. 3-9 (a) Nu and Nuo as a function of Red.Prfe for 30PPI-1 at Cd = 0.0 and Ct = 0.1 − 1.0, 
(b) θb and θs as a function of X for 30PPI-1 at ui = 1.18 m/s, (c) θs and θf as a function of Y 
for Ct = 0.1 and 1.0.  
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Fig. 3-10 LTNE condition depicted by Δθ (red when high) between the solid and fluid 
phase for Ct = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.8 for 30PPI-1 at ui = 1.18 m/s and Cd = 0.0.    
Similar procedure was repeated until a unique combination of Ct and Cd was found. As 
shown in Fig. 3-11 (a) and (b) that for Ct = 0.94 (LTE between the two phases at Δθ less 
than 10-2) and Cd = 0.85 the numerical results were fitted with the experimental results in 
case of 30PPI-1 foam. Similarly, in case of 10 and 20PPI foams based on the similar 
procedure, unique sets of values of Ct and Cd were determined. The results can be seen in 
the first row of the Table 3-6 for LTE analysis. Further, there can be an argument 
concerning the choice of Δθ less than 10-2 as the definition of LTE, so to examine this 
choice if it is decided go for numerically more profound thermal equilibrium by selecting 
the values of Δθ less than 10-3, then the value of Ct required to attain such equilibrium 
gives infeasible values of interstitial heat transfer coefficient. And even Δθ less than 10-2 
is a relative term in the sense that depending upon the heat flux ranging from 1 to 5 
kW/m2, the actual temperature difference would be 0.5 to 2.5 K based on the actual 
system temperature.  
Table 3-6 Variation of Ct and Cd for different foams. 
Analysis Δθ 
Ct Cd 
10PPI 20PPI 30PPI 10PPI 20PPI 30PPI 
LTE 1.0x10-2 2.56 2.70 0.94 0.71 1.83 0.85 
LTNE 1.0x10-2 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.76 1.91 0.85 
Now in spite of the experimental limitations such as thermal contact resistance and 
contact surface that ideally has to be in a single plane, there are three important points at 
this stage that cannot be denied. The first point is the significance of considering local 
thermal non-equilibrium and thermal dispersion together. As it can be conceptualize 
through Fig. 3-9 (a) and (b) that in case of ideal thermal contact Nu will be even higher 
and θb will be even lower. And therefore it will be required to further increase the values 
of Ct and Cd for best fit with the ideal experimental data. This means even in ideal case Cd 
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will have some non-zero value. Furthermore, the second point that can be noticed here is 
the dependence of the numerically determined parameters, as shown in Table 3-6, on the 
accuracy of the experimental data. Consequently, it can be seen as one of the limitation of 
the macroscopic models that the outcomes of these models are as accurate as the 
experimental results. Subsequently, the third point specifies one more limitation mainly 
for macroscopic steady state analysis. As it was argued in the introduction of this study to 
use two-equation model along with thermal dispersion over one-equation model, but 
while doing that we came to a situation where for every small step increment in Cd the 
value of Ct was increased until LTE. This means we ultimately drawn the results that 
probably can also be drawn through one-equation model. Therefore, even if the values 
presented in Table 3-6 for LTE analysis were determined by curve fitting the numerical 
data against the ideal experimental data, it cannot be said that these values would 
represent a unique solution. As there can be other possible combinations of Ct and Cd that 
can satisfied the experimental results. Therefore, the uniqueness of the results presented 
in Table 3-6 for LTE is questionable. 
(a)      
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3-11 (a) Nu and Nuo as a function of Red.Prfe for 30PPI-1 at Cd = 0.25 − 1.50 and Ct = 
0.94, (b) θb and θs as a function of X for 30PPI-1 at ui = 1.18 m/s. 
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Apart from that, to justify the previously made argument that the numerically calculated 
temperature profiles at the contact interface cannot exceed the experimentally measured 
base plate temperature, Tb, but it can only be either equal to or less than Tb at the exit of 
the system, a brief investigation in case of 10PPI-1 foam was done. As in contradiction 
with the presented work, Calmidi et al. [53] (in case of aluminum foams) have fitted their 
results by comparing numerically calculated average wall Nusselt number, Nusa with 
experimentally determined average base plate Nusselt number, Nu. But when the similar 
fitting criteria like the one used by Calmidi et al. [53] was implemented in this work then 
it lead to lower estimation of Cd, as shown in Fig. 3-12 (a). But in the present study there 
was the possibility to measure the fluid temperature to cross-check such fitting criteria. 
As it can be seen in Fig. 3-12 (b) that if θb(Tb) is considered as the upper limit of 
numerically predicted temperature only then one can satisfy the experientially measured 
air temperature.  
(a)      
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3-12 (a) θs as a function of X for 10PPI-1 for different interpretations of Nu’s, (b) θf as a 
function of Y for 10PPI-1. 
Nevertheless, Calmidi et al. [53] have investigated high thermal conductivity aluminum 
foams and in their case they had variations of around 15 % in the base plate temperature 
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along the longitudinal direction of flow. But in the present case this variation is less than 
1 % due to low thermal conductivity of the foams. Moreover, Calmidi et al. [53] 
concluded in their study that the effect of thermal dispersion is negligible unlike in the 
present study it is already demonstrated that the effect of thermal dispersion cannot be 
neglected at least for the low thermal conductivity foams. This conclusion is further 
augmented through a direct comparison with the results of Calmidi et al. [53] as shown in 
Fig. 3-13, where it can be seen that by considering Nusa as a fitting criterion the numerical 
results do not match with the experimental data whether Cd is considered as zero or not. 
 
Fig. 3-13 Nusselt number as a function of Red.Prfe for direct comparison with Calmidi et al. 
[53]. 
Nevertheless, despite the limitations of macroscopic models discussed previously through 
the three points, it is still possible to draw conclusions about the behavior of different 
regimes of heat transfer with changed geometrical parameters. Because if we see the 
outcomes of the analysis performed so far for the case of LTE then it can be seen in Fig. 
3-14 (a) that with reduced pore diameter from 10PPI to 30PPI foams, the effect of thermal 
dispersion increases. Secondly, in case of 20PPI foams having higher thermal 
conductivity and having their pore diameter lying between that of 10 and 30PPI foams 
(see Table 3-3), the effect of thermal dispersion is also in-between. Further, Fig. 3-14 (b) 
shows that with increased velocity the dispersion effect is more dominant because less 
and less heat is transferred through the solid-phase. While comparing 30PPI and 10PPI 
foams (having similar porosity) it can be seen in Fig. 3-14 (b) that in case of 30PPI foams 
the fraction of heat directly transferred to the solid-phase is less than for 10PPI foams due 
to dominant thermal dispersion in case of 30PPI foams with decreased pore diameter. 
3.6.2 Local thermal non-equilibrium 
Previously, for all the samples with an assumption of LTE, certain values of Ct were 
calculated, as shown in Table 3-6, and recalculation of hv using these values shows that 
10 and 20PPI foams have higher values of hv in comparison with 30PPI foams. This 
contradiction with the literature in case of LTE analysis can be observed in Fig. 3-15 (a), 
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as Younis et al. [82], Calmidi et al. [53] and Hwang et al. [51] have predicted higher 
values of hv for higher PPI numbers or for lower porosities. Therefore, based on the 
previous investigations [51−53, 82] it is verified that with decrease in the pore diameter hv 
increases and hence 30PPI foams will have higher values of hv in comparison with 10 and 
20PPI foams.  
(a)      
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3-14 (a) Conductivity ratio, kd/ke as a function of ui, (b) Fraction of total heat flux 
transferred to the solid-phase as a function of ui. 
 
Accordingly, if 30PPI foams are considered to achieve local thermal equilibrium at Ct = 
0.94 in LTE analysis, see Table 3-6, and knowing that other samples cannot have hv 
values higher than the ones for 30PPI foams, then it is evident that 10PPI and 20PPI 
foams will surely have the existence of LTNE. The same argument was verified by 
determining the value of Cd by using the maximum possible value of Ct (0.94 in case of 
30PPI foams). The recalculated values of hv for 10 and 20PPI foams based on Ct = 0.94 
for the LTNE analysis are presented in Fig. 3-15 (a) in comparison with the previous 
values calculated for the case of LTE analysis and the other literature values.  
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(a)      
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3-15 (a) Comparison with the available literature in terms of hv (Ct), and (b) and kd (Cd). 
Subsequently, the values of hv in case of LTNE analysis can now be justified as they are 
lowest for 10PPI foams and highest for 30PPI foams owing to their different strut 
diameters (as h ∝ 1/(dstr)0.5). Moreover, the numerical values of Cd calculated for Ct = 
0.94 are shown in the last row of Table 3-6 and recalculated conductivity ratio (kd/ke) 
along with total heat-flux transferred into the solid-phase are plotted in Fig. 3-14 (a) and 
(b) in comparison with the results calculated for LTE analysis. In Fig. 3-14  it can be 
observed through the encircled groups that for reduced values of Ct from LTE to LTNE 
analysis, the effect of thermal dispersion in terms of Cd values has increased to overcome 
that reduction. Subsequently, the recalculated values of conductivity ratios are also 
depicted in Fig. 3-15 (b) along with other literature data. The literature results in Fig. 3-15 
(b) proposed by Hunt et al. [23] and Calmidi et al. [53] were determined for water as a 
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flowing fluid but through a direct comparison it can be concluded that in case of air-flow, 
thermal dispersion effects are equally high and cannot be neglected. Furthermore, the 
main aim of presenting a comparison between the present study and the available 
literature in Fig. 3-15 is to justify the choice of Ct = 0.94 for all the samples. Because 
concerning this study, a qualitative comparison with the literature is not valid as this 
study emphasizes more on the limitations of the macroscopic models then on the accurate 
estimation of the desired parameters.   
Nevertheless, through this limiting analysis it can be verified from Fig. 3-16 that at Ct = 
0.94, 30PPI foams are in thermal equilibrium but 10PPI and 20PPI foams are in LTNE. 
But after rechecking Fig. 3-16, it can be concluded that 20PPI foams have less effective 
interstitial heat interaction (or in other words far from thermal equilibrium) between the 
two phases in comparison with 10PPI foams. This is in contradiction with the literature 
[51] as at first with increased surface area, a 20PPI foam identical to 10 and 30PPI foam 
in terms of porosity (ε ~ 0.87) supposed to have higher heat interaction compared to a 
10PPI foam and secondly, with further decreased porosity the actual 20PPI foams in the 
present study (ε ~ 0.79) supposed to have further increased values of hv. Therefore, the 
choice of Ct = 0.94 in case of 20PPI foams is questionable. Moreover, in this LTNE 
analysis the values of Ct in case of 30PPI foams (that is used as a benchmark for other 
foams) that bring it to a thermal equilibrium can be an overestimation or an 
underestimation. But this can only be clarified by determining hv separately through other 
sources or by analyzing the complete problem from the microscopic point of view. 
 
Fig. 3-16 LTNE condition depicted by Δθ (red when high) between the solid and fluid 
phase for ui from 1.0 to 1.1 m/s.  
3.7 Conclusions 
In the present chapter, a steady state forced convection problem was investigated by 
implementing macroscopic homogenized numerical models. The resulted outcomes of 
this study bring forward the similar conclusions that are already present in the literature 
such as strong dependence of convective heat transfer and thermal dispersion on the pore 
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diameter and specific surface area of the open cell foams, as shown in Fig. 3-14 and Fig. 
3-15. But at the same time, in this study it was demonstrated that the most appropriate 
choice is to consider LTNE and thermal dispersion together in the governing equations. 
Further, it was revealed that this consideration brings numerical complications in solving 
the problem even when the dispersion conductivity is considered isotropic in nature. 
Moreover, it was experienced through this study that in case of macroscopic models one 
basically uses the experimental results to fit the numerical models. Therefore, it would be 
fallacious to say that the numerical models are validated against the experimental results. 
To overcome all these limitations, it is required to determine the key parameters of the 
macroscopic homogenized models through other sources so that these key parameters can 
be used in solving these computationally inexpensive macroscopic models rather 
accurately for designing the existing and forthcoming applications. Finally, this practice 
will present the basis of validating the numerical results with the experimental data 
through a direct comparison. Nevertheless, as we know that the convective heat transfer 
coefficient of a system mainly depends on the geometrical and flow characteristics [83], it 
is also reasonable to determine hv separately through some other technique and use its 
value in the steady state application setup for the accurate determination of kd. 
Accordingly, the implementation of such technique is the topic of the next chapter of this 
thesis.  
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Chapter 4                                          
Transient forced convection through 
open cell foams 
Ϙ 4.1 Goals and objectives 
Ϙ 4.2 Experimental procedure 
Ϙ 4.3 Analysis 
Ϙ 4.4 Method of solution 
Ϙ 4.5 Results and discussion 
Ϙ 4.6 Conclusions 
The purpose of the study presented in this chapter is to determine the concerned key 
parameters for the forced convection of air through open cell foams. It is achieved by 
performing two different types of experiments on alumina foams having different PPI 
number (10, 20 and 30) and porosity (0.79 – 0.87). The first sets of experiments are based 
on the transient heat transfer. The aim of performing these experiments is to determine 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv. The second sets of experiments are based on the 
steady state heat transfer, which is the outcome of the previous chapter. The aim of 
implementing the steady state experiments is to determine dispersion conductivity, kd by 
supplying the values of hv as an input parameter from the transient analysis. Further, to 
supply effective thermal conductivity data to both the transient and the steady state 
analyses, the Kelvin cell model is implemented. The findings of this chapter exhibit that 
the convection heat transfer in case of transient analysis and the thermal dispersion in 
case of steady state analysis are the dominant modes of heat transfer. Further, this study 
reveals that by employing the proposed combined analysis, it is possible to predict the 
values of key parameters rather accurately. But still, the accuracy of the results predicted 
through the macroscopic models largely depends on the accuracy of the experiments.  
4.1 Goals and objectives 
In the last chapter, at first it was demonstrated that the assumption of local thermal 
equilibrium (LTE) is not valid in case of high porosity open cell foam. Secondly, with a 
focus on the steady state application setups, it was also demonstrated that the absence of 
thermal dispersion in the two-equation model leads to incorrect results. Finally, it was 
revealed that the two-equation model with the consideration of thermal dispersion is not 
sufficient in itself to investigate the detailed transport phenomena through open cell 
foams due to numerical complications. As in that case there are two unknowns in terms of 
solid-phase and fluid-phase temperature to fit the numerically determined temperature 
curves with the experimental data, but to run every simulation it is initially required to 
guess the values of volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv and dispersion conductivity, kd 
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along with the values of effective thermal conductivity of the two phases known 
separately.  
Subsequently, in the context of the above mentioned problem, as it is known that the 
convective heat transfer coefficient of a system depends on the boundary layers formed 
over the heat transferring interface, which further depends on the geometrical and flow 
characteristics [83]. Hence, irrespective of the different methods implemented for 
determining hv, its value needs to be same as long as the applied flow field is same. So it 
is reasonable to determine hv separately by implementing some other technique and use 
its value in the steady state application setup for the accurate determination of kd. One 
such technique to determine hv is the single-blow transient method. It is a transient 
process during which the stream of gas, which is gradually raised to higher temperatures, 
is passed through a system which is initially at lower temperatures. Younis et al. [82] 
have implemented the same technique for determining hv for ceramic foams. They 
concluded that hv has a strong dependence on the mean pore diameter. Fu et al. [84] 
further extended the work of Younis et al. [82] by developing heat transfer correlations 
for different characteristic lengths such as mean pore diameter, the reciprocal of the 
speciﬁc surface area, the ratio of the inertial to viscous friction coefficients and hydraulic 
diameter. They concluded that the choice of characteristic length affects the results of 
empirical correlation between Nusselt and Reynolds number as well as the applicable 
range of Reynolds number. Further, Yee et al. [85] also determined hv by passing 
preheated air through ceramic foams and concluded that for a given Reynolds number the 
value of hv increases with increased PPI number (PPI - pores per inch). Hwang et al. [51] 
also used single-blow transient technique for determining hv. They studied the effect of 
porosity and concluded that for a fixed Reynolds number the value of hv increases with 
decreased porosity. Finally, based on all the above mentioned works, one important 
aspect that can be noticed is that all of them implemented two-equation model without the 
consideration of radiative heat transfer by performing experiments at relatively lower 
temperatures. Further, Yee et al. [85] and Hwang et al. [51] have also implemented the 
models of dispersion conductivity in the two-equation model for implementing the effects 
of thermal dispersion. But none of them reported about the actual amount of heat 
transferred due to thermal dispersion. On the other side, Younis et al. [82] and Fu et al. 
[84] have assumed thermal dispersion to be negligible and therefore it was not considered 
in the two-equation model. Hence, it is important to further investigate the role of thermal 
dispersion in case of transient analysis to answer the question of considering or dropping 
dispersion conductivity from the analysis.  
Nevertheless, based on the available literature [51, 82, 84−85], it can still be concluded 
regarding the transient experiments that the time span of these processes (until the system 
reaches the thermal equilibrium) depends on the fluid velocity and on the specific heat 
capacity of the solid-phase. Secondly, unlike in case of a steady state application setup, 
where a constant heat flux is applied to both the phases of the two-phase system, in case 
of a transient process, heat is supplied only to the fluid-phase which further transmits it to 
the solid-phase through convection. It means that for a constant value of convective heat 
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transfer coefficient, the temperature difference between the two phases is relatively larger 
during the short time span of a transient process in comparison with the temperature 
difference between them in a steady state process. It further augments the possibility of 
convective heat transfer (over the solid-fluid interface) as the dominant mode of heat 
transfer during a transient process. Consequently, it can be assumed to some extent that 
thermal dispersion through the fluid-phase in the longitudinal direction of flow has 
negligible contribution towards the overall heat transfer. But still it is important to 
quantify this negligible contribution before making such assumptions and to further drop 
it from the analysis. Nevertheless, if it can be proved that heat transfer due to thermal 
dispersion is negligible then the value of kd can be dropped form the transient analysis 
which will make it possible to determine hv (then the only unknown in the two-equation 
model for the transient analysis) by curve fitting the transient homogenized numerical 
models with transient experimental data along with the values of effective thermal 
conductivities known separately. Furthermore, using the values of hv from the transient 
analysis, it will be possible to determine kd (then the only unknown in the two-equation 
model for steady state analysis) for more practical steady state applications, where the 
fluid-phase thermal dispersion effects are more significant and cannot be dropped from 
the analysis. Therefore, the main objective of this chapter is to conduct separate transient 
experiments and implement the results of steady state experiments from the previous 
chapter to determine all the key parameters necessary to design a steady state application 
setup. Moreover, the objectives of this study are outlined as follows: 
 To demonstrate that interstitial convection is the dominate mode of heat transfer in 
case of a transient analysis.   
 To reveal that the combined consideration of LTNE and thermal dispersion that is 
important for a steady state application setup can be relaxed for a transient analysis. 
 To investigate the effects of radiative heat transfer (if any) on the overall thermal 
transportation for the temperature ranges considered in the present study. 
 Determination of volumetrically heat transfer coefficient, hv through transient analysis 
along with the values of effective thermal conductivity known through Kelvin cell 
model.  
 Determination of dispersion conductivity, kd through combined transient and steady 
state analysis along with the values of hv, kse and kfe known separately. 
 Further augmentation of the argument that says it is important to consider LTNE and 
thermal dispersion together in case of steady state analyses.  
 Investigations of the adequacy of the proposed combined transient and steady state 
analysis to find out if there is a need to do detailed microscopic analyses or not.  
4.2 Experimental procedure 
The experiments for this study were conducted in three steps. In the first step, pressure drop 
measurements were conducted, then after the steady state heat transfer experiments and 
finally the transient experiments were performed. The first two steps of the experiments are 
already preformed as part of the previous chapter. Hence, the last step in the experimental 
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As we compare the energy equations for both types of analyses, it can be observe that in 
case of the transient analysis only one-dimensional space coordinate is considered, i.e. in 
the longitudinal direction of flow. Therefore, the diffusion terms in the transverse 
direction are dropped from the analysis. This simplification is reasonable, as in case of 
transient analysis the temperature gradient along the transverse direction is negligible 
compared to the longitudinal direction. But in case of steady state analysis, the transverse 
diffusion terms were not dropped because of the applied heat flux in that direction. 
Furthermore, as we can observe in Eq. (4.2) that the dispersion conductivity, kd, is not 
neglected from the analysis but based on the evidences of negligible thermal dispersion 
effects this term can be dropped. Nevertheless, the initial simulations in this work were 
performed with the consideration of kd and the details of the complete analysis will be 
presented later in this chapter. Finally, after all the simplifications discussed so far Eq. 
(4.1) and Eq. (4.2) were further non-dimensionalized into Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4) for 
conducting numerical simulations.   
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All the dimensionless variables appeared in Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4) have same meaning as 
already defined for Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) except the dimensionless temperature of the solid and 
the fluid phase, as they were based on the applied heat flux in case of steady state analysis 
and in the transient analysis they are defined on the basis of applied maximum inlet air 
temperature that is measured at time tm. Further, it is important to understand that tm not only 
indicate the time at which maximum inlet air temperature occurs during the transient 
process, but it also represents the total time period of the transient process under 
consideration. In other words, starting from the initial state once the inlet air temperature 
reaches the desired maximum temperature, only till that instant of time the results of the 
transient process are considered for numerical analysis and the reason for such 
implementation will be clear in the next paragraphs. Further, to solve the energy equations, 
the measured average inlet air temperature is used as the inlet boundary condition for the 
fluid-phase. Furthermore, the initial steady state temperature measured at the inlet and the 
outlet of the sample is used as the initial numerical condition. All other boundary conditions 
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are considered to have zero space gradients. The set of chosen initial and boundary 
conditions are shown in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 Initial and boundary conditions. 
0τ   0s   0f   
0X  0s 


X

 Ef,Nf,    
2X  0s 

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X

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
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
 
4.4 Method of solution 
In case of transient experiments the methodology used for solving Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) is 
based on simple implicit scheme. Accordingly, both the equations were solved through an 
iterative procedure by updating the scalar values (temperature) calculated from one equation 
into another equation. By stepping forward in time at every time step a converged solution 
was obtained.  To check the accuracy of the results, they were compared with CN (Crank-
Nicolson) implicit numerical scheme. Further, for both the cases the convective terms were 
discretized by using first order upwind scheme and the diffusion terms were discretized 
by using central differencing scheme. Finally, to generate grid independent solutions, four 
value of space intervals, ΔX, and two values of time interval, Δτ, were investigated. The 
resulted outcome of the grid independence study can be seen in Table 4-2 in terms of 
dimensionless space and time averaged solid-phase temperature, ϕs,sa,ta and fluid-phase 
temperature, ϕf,sa,ta performed in case of 10PPI-1 foam for Ct = 0.655 and Cd = 0 (the chosen 
values of correlation coefficients will be elaborated in the coming paragraphs).  
Table 4-2 Grid independency test of implicit numerical scheme for 10PPI-1. 
  Δτ = 2.50 × 10-2 (nτ = 40) Δτ = 1.25 × 10-2 (nτ = 80) 
ΔX  nX ϕf,sa,ta ϕs,sa,ta ϕf,sa,ta ϕs,sa,ta 
4.00 × 10-2 50 0.284 0.161 0.284 0.161 
2.00 × 10-2 100 0.282 0.159 0.282 0.159 
1.25 × 10-2 160 0.282 0.159 0.282 0.159 
1.00 × 10-2 200 0.282 0.159 0.282 0.159 
Accordingly, once the numerical scheme was developed, the next step was to investigate the 
variation of thermophysical properties such as density, thermal conductivity and specific 
heat of both the phases as a function of temperature. As in case of a typical transient process, 
temperature varies with respect to time and therefore thermophysical properties also changes 
with time. Accordingly, the simplest possible choice was to assume these properties as 
constant. But during a typical transient experimental run, air is supposed to expand with 
increased temperature. Such an expansion in case of a closed system will result into a 
significant increase in the pressure. But in the present case we have an open cycle flow 
system.  
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(a)      
        
(b) 
 
Fig. 4-2 (a) Variation of inlet air temperature difference and inlet superficial velocity, (b) 
Variation of actual and differential pressure of air across the 30PPI-1 foam as a function 
of time. 
Correspondingly, to run this system, initially the side channel blower was supplied with a 
certain electrical power. This power once adjusted, remains constant during the process. 
Hence, as the air expands with increased temperature, it exerts an opposite working force on 
the blower, which results in the reduction of the blower speed and ultimately it reduces the 
flow discharge through the system. Therefore, with increase in temperature, the inlet 
superficial velocity through the foam reduces. In a particular case for 30PPI-1 foam as 
presented in Fig. 4-2 (a), the inlet air temperature is increased by 80 K in a time span of 25 
seconds and the superficial velocity changed from 8.05 to 7.30 m/s with an increase of 4−5 
mbar in the actual inlet air pressure as well as the differential pressure across the foam, as 
shown in Fig. 4-2 (b). Therefore, it is evident that in case of fluid-phase, the density and the 
specific heat is changed with time. Hence, at first as a part of this work, variable thermal 
properties for the fluid-phase were implemented in the numerical analysis. The measured 
instantaneous mean air temperature [(Ti,t + To,t) × 0.5] across the foam and the instantaneous 
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actual air pressure, pi,t at every time interval were used to calculate the air density. Similarly, 
variable specific heat was also implemented as a function of instantaneous mean air 
temperature for every time step. Hence moving forward in time at every time-interval during 
the numerical simulations these values were calculated. So it can be said that between two 
consecutive time intervals these properties were considered to have a stepwise profile. 
Secondly, the same numerical analysis was also performed with constant thermal properties 
determined for the initial system temperature. Finally, it was found that in case of relatively 
low system temperatures (below 100 °C), both the approaches resulted into the correlation 
coefficients that were same up to four significant figures. Furthermore, in case of the solid-
phase, it is expected that with increased temperature, the specific heat of the solid-phase will 
increase and the thermal conductivity will decrease, as already shown in Fig. 3-4 of Chapter 
3. But unlike the case of fluid-phase, in case of solid-phase it is difficult to experimentally 
measure the solid-phase temperature. Therefore, it is difficult to calculate the thermal 
properties of the solid-phase at every time interval. But in a transient process, it takes a 
certain time for the heat to penetrate through the low thermal conductivity solid-phase 
having high Biot number, to further change its core temperature and ultimately change its 
thermal properties. Therefore, by analyzing the relatively lower time span of the actual 
transient process, it can be assumed that the thermal properties of the solid-phase calculated 
for the initial temperatures will produce similar results. Furthermore, through an energy 
balance between the numerical and experimental results, it is possible to determine the error 
associated with this simplification of considering constant thermophysical properties. 
Accordingly, the significance of these errors will be reported in the results section.   
4.5 Results and discussion 
4.5.1 Transient experiments 
In the present study, at first the main focus is on the transient experiments and based on 
their resulted outcomes later on the steady state experiments will be discussed. 
Accordingly, the transient experimental results of the inlet and the outlet air temperatures 
are used to investigate the effect of heat transfer due to different modes. One typical 
example of such temperature profiles is presented in Fig. 4-3. The difference between the 
average inlet air temperature and the average outlet air temperature, ΔT, as a function of 
time in case of 10PPI-1 foam is plotted in Fig. 4-3 (a). For all the cases of different flow 
velocities, the air heater was controlled to raise the air temperature to a same maximum 
value. Hence, the amount of heat required to be transferred to the solid-phase through 
convection (to bring it in thermal equilibrium with the fluid-phase at that controlled 
maximum temperature) is also constant for all set of velocities. Now, as the velocity 
through the foam increases, the process of bringing both the phases in equilibrium also 
accelerates. Therefore, at higher velocities, air transfers this prespecified fixed amount of 
heat relatively faster to the solid-phase. This can be verified in Fig. 4-3 (a), as at any point 
of time the lowest value of ΔT occurs in case of highest inlet superficial velocity, ui,ta 
(averaged over time as it is a variable during the transient process), which signifies that 
the solid-phase is more towards attaining equilibrium.  
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(a)      
 
(b) 
      
(c)     
      
Fig. 4-3 (a) Average fluid temperature difference, ΔT, from the inlet to the exit for 10PPI-
1 as a function of time for variable uo, (b) Average fluid temperature at the inlet and outlet 
for 30PPI-2 foam as a function of time for variable uo. (c) ΔT for different foams as a 
function of time. 
The same argument can be justified by interpreting the results in a different way, as 
shown in Fig. 4-3 (b), where in case of 30PPI-2 foam, both the inlet and the outlet air 
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temperatures are plotted for different time averaged superficial velocities, ui,ta. To 
elaborate further, in Fig. 4-3 (b) the inlet air temperature (for all the velocities) reaches 
approximately the same maximum value (105 °C in this case) with increased time 
through a similar path. But with increased velocity, the outlet air temperature increases 
comparatively faster towards getting equal to the inlet air temperature, which is the ideal 
condition of thermal equilibrium between the two phases i.e. when air has same 
temperature at the inlet and outlet. Finally with the discussion so far, it can be said that 
with increased velocity the convective heat transferred to the solid phase also increases. 
Similar to the results presented in Fig. 4-3 (a) for the 10PPI-1 foam, further experimental 
analysis for different foams is plotted in Fig. 4-3 (c). In this case for a similar inlet 
superficial velocity (averaged over time), 30PPI-1 foam attains thermal equilibrium 
relatively faster in comparison to 10PPI-1 foam. Although in both the cases, the air heater 
was functioned to raise the air temperature to a same value and due to similar porosity of 
0.87, both 10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams have similar solid fraction, which means the 
amount of heat required to bring them in thermal equilibrium with the fluid-phase is also 
same. But still the rate of convective heat transfer in case of 30PPI-1 foam is higher than 
that for 10PPI-1 foam. Therefore it can be concluded that with reduced pore diameter 
(from 10PPI to 30PPI foams) the convective heat transfer is accelerated. Secondly, the 
20PPI-1 foam has higher solid fraction due to its lower porosity (ε ~ 0.79) in comparison 
with 10 and 30PPI foams and therefore it requires more time to reach thermal 
equilibrium. But focusing back on the 10 and 30PPI foams, we have seen in Fig. 4-3 (a) 
that with increased velocity as we move towards higher pore diameter Reynolds number, 
Red, the convective heat transfer also increases. So there can be an argument in case of 
Fig. 4-3 (c) that although this comparison is done for similar superficial velocity but the 
value of Red is different in case of different PPI of the samples. Therefore, to conclude 
that convective heat transfer increases with decreased pore diameter, it is important to 
compare the results in terms of similar pore diameter Reynolds number. Consequently, the 
transient experimental data for different foams at a particular pore diameter Reynolds 
number was also analyzed. The resulted experimental points as shown in Fig. 4-4 (a) were 
measured over a process time (tm) of 10 seconds and the continuous lines in the figure 
represent the numerically fitted results. Also the same experimental points depicted in 
Fig. 4-4 (a) in case of 10PPI-1 foam can also be seen in Fig. 4-4 (b). But even before 
proceeding with any numerical analysis (as it will be discussed later), the experimental 
points plotted in Fig. 4-4 (a) give a significant idea about the behavior of convective heat 
transfer with changed geometrical parameters. As it can be seen that for approximately 
similar Reynolds numbers, 30PPI-1 foam has higher convective heat transfer compared to 
10PPI-1 foam as the thermal equilibrium between the two phases tends to reach faster in 
case of 30PPI-1 foam. And secondly the 20PPI-1 foam having a higher solid proportion 
needs more time to reach thermal equilibrium. For a 20PPI foam of porosity (ε ~ 0.87) 
similar to the one for 10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams, the outlet temperature curve should be 
found between the outlet temperature curves measured for 10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams. 
But in the present case without performing any numerical analysis, it is difficult to answer 
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whether 20PPI-1 foam (ε ~ 0.79) will have higher or lower values of convective heat 
transfer coefficients in comparison to the other samples. 
a)      
        
(b) 
    
Fig. 4-4 (a) Comparison of experimentally determined ϕf with numerical ones for 
different foams, (b) Fitting procedure depicted in case of 10PPI-1 foam. 
Therefore, to answer the above question and to determine the values of desired key 
parameters, it is important to numerically investigate the significance of convective and 
dispersive heat transfer in case of transient analysis. According as we focus back on the 
energy equations for the transient analysis, Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2), we notice that we have 
a similar complication of having two unknown fitting variables in terms of kd and hv like 
we had in case of energy equations for the steady state analysis, Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10). 
Because of this complication in case of steady state analysis a local thermal equilibrium 
(LTE) analysis was performed in the previous chapter to determine the overestimated 
values of Ct as shown in Table 4-3 for LTE analysis. Further based on these overestimated 
values, in the previous chapter we determined the values of Cd (also shown in Table 4-3) 
that could probably be determined through the one-equation model as well without having 
determined Ct. Nevertheless, these results demonstrated that thermal dispersion is the 
dominant mode of heat transfer in case of steady state analysis. Further, to change the 
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overestimated values of Ct, in the previous chapter we performed a local thermal non-
equilibrium (LTNE) analysis and determined a new set of values that were probably not 
accurate but still they were comparable with the literature values. Subsequently, based on 
those values of Ct as shown in Table 4-3 for LTNE analysis, Cd was recalculated (also 
shown in Table 4-3). Further, it was demonstrated that although convective heat transfer 
is not the dominant mode of heat transfer in case steady state analysis but still it cannot be 
neglected. Therefore, to answer similar questions regarding the dominant modes of heat 
transfer and to overcome the similar complications of having two unknown fitting 
variables in case of the transient analysis, the values of Cd as shown in Table 4-3 (for 
steady state LTE analysis) were further implemented for the case of kd (Cd) ≠ 0 in the 
energy equations of transient analysis.  
Table 4-3 Correlations for convective and dispersive heat transfer data. 
Foam 
1. Steady state experiments 
1. a) LTE analysis 1. b) LTNE analysis 
Ct Cd Ct Cd 
10PPI 2.560 0.710 0.940 0.760 
20PPI 2.700 1.830 0.940 1.910 
30PPI 0.940 0.850 0.940 0.850 
Foam 
2. Transient experiments 
2. a) kd (Cd) ≠ 0 2. b) kd (Cd) = 0 
Ct Cd Ct Cd 
10PPI 0.665 0.710 0.655 0.000 
20PPI 1.000 1.830 0.955 0.000 
30PPI 0.700 0.850 0.665 0.000 
Subsequently, by varying the value of Ct, as shown in Fig. 4-4 (b) for the case of 10PPI-1, 
the numerically determined outlet air temperature curves were fitted with the experimentally 
determined outlet air temperature curves. Furthermore, through a similar procedure a unique 
set of values for all the foams of different PPI number were determined. The resulted 
outcome of that analysis can be seen in Table 4-3 for the case of kd (Cd) ≠ 0 and numerically 
fitted curves for different foams can also be seen in Fig. 4-4 (a) for a particular Reynolds 
number. Moreover, based on the physical characteristics of concerned transient heat 
transfer process, it was also discussed in the introduction of this work that if it can be 
proved that heat transfer due to thermal dispersion is negligible then kd can be considered 
as zero. Therefore, for a direct comparison, the case of kd (Cd) = 0 was also analyzed. 
Subsequently, based on the fitting analysis the resulted outcomes for the case of kd (Cd) = 
0 are also presented in Table 4-3.  
Accordingly, for presenting a direct comparison between the two cases of kd (Cd) ≠ 0 and 
kd (Cd) = 0, the experimentally and numerically generated results were further transformed 
into suitable instantaneous energy terms namely instantaneous convective energy, Qconv,t 
(based on the difference of volume averaged solid temperatures, Ts,av and fluid 
temperatures, Tf,av), instantaneous conductive energy, Qcond,t, instantaneous radiative 
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energy, Qrad,t and instantaneous dispersive energy, Qdisp,t represented by Eq. (4.5) to (4.8), 
respectively. For comparative analysis, all these instantaneously calculated energy terms 
were cumulatively added with moving forward in time to represent a total accumulated 
energy for a certain process time, tm. Further, it is required to notice that due to the 
experimental limitations, it was not possible to experimentally calculate the energy terms 
that involve solid-phase temperatures, for such cases as shown in Eq. (4.5) to (4.7), the 
energy terms were only numerically predicted. Subsequently, in case of 30PPI-1 foam 
instantaneous convective energy, Qconv,t was numerically determined for the case of kd 
(Cd) = 0 i.e. the case that mainly considers the heat transfer due to convection by 
neglecting thermal dispersion. Subsequently, the values of Qcond,t and Qdisp,t were 
numerically determined for the case of kd (Cd) ≠ 0 i.e. the case that additionally considers 
the heat transfer due to diffusive and dispersive terms as well. Further, the value of 
instantaneous dispersive energy, Qdisp,t was also determined experimentally. Finally, to 
determine the value of instantaneous radiative energy, Qrad,t, the value of effective 
radiative conductivity, kr was approximated based on the Rosseland equation as shown in 
Eq. (4.7). Furthermore, based on the work of Dietrich et al. [86], as they experimentally 
predicted the value of Rosseland mean extinction coeﬃcient, KR = 503 ± 102 m
-1 for a 
30PPI Al2O3 foam of 85 % porosity in the present work the same value of KR was used 
for the case of 30PPI-1 Al2O3 foam of 87 % porosity. Subsequently, for a maximum 
application temperature, Ts,m of 100 °C, the value of kr was found to be 0.039 W/m∙K.  
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Further, based on the values of above mentioned energy terms, the percentage of relative 
heat transfer due to different heat transferring modes with respect to instantaneous 
convective energy, Qconv,t was calculated. In case of 30PPI-1 foam the resulted outcomes 
are presented in Fig. 4-5 (a). Accordingly, it is apparent that during a short time spanned 
transient process the heat transfer due to thermal dispersion, conduction and radiation is 
negligibly small compared to the convective heat transfer into the solid-phase. The total 
relative heat transfer based on Eq. (4.9) is less than 1 % in Fig. 4-5 (a). Further, it can be 
notice in Fig. 4-5 (a) that for calculating the experimental points, the value of Qconv,t was 
not used as it can only be predicted numerically. Therefore, a separate air sided energy 
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balance was performed to determine the energy transferred by the fluid-phase represented 
by Qair,t in Eq. (4.10), which was further used to replace Qconv,t for calculating the 
percentage of relative heat transfer. This replacement was justifiable for a consideration 
that the energy released by the fluid-phase, Qair,t is equivalent to the energy absorbed by 
the solid-phase by convection, Qconv,t. Further, it is also possible to calculate Qair,t both 
experimentally and numerically. Finally, after concluding that radiative heat transfer is 
negligible, as apparent in Fig. 4-5 (a), it was not considered into the calculations while 
analyzing the other foams. Consequently, based on Fig. 4-5 (b) and Fig. 4-5 (c), similar 
conclusions (regarding the other modes of heat transfer) can also be drawn in case of 
10PPI-1 and 20PPI-1 foams as in case of 30PPI-1 foam. Therefore, based on the 
outcomes of Fig. 4-5, it can be concluded that convective heat transfer in case of transient 
analysis is the dominant mode of heat transfer and hence kd can be dropped from the 
analysis to solve the problem of having two unknown fitting variables in the energy 
equations.           
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Accordingly, the results presented in Table 4-3 in case of kd (Cd) = 0 were used for the 
further analysis. Subsequently, as we know that these results are based on several 
simplifications such as the consideration of constant thermophysical properties, one-
dimensional analysis without the consideration of no-slip boundary conditions and the 
elimination of radiative and dispersive heat transferring terms from the analysis. 
Therefore, to determine the error associated with all these simplifications, a direct 
comparison of experimentally determined instantaneous energy terms (such as fluid-
phase released energy [Qair,t]E) with numerically determined instantaneous energy terms 
(such as convective energy, [Qconv,t]N, solid-phase absorbed energy, [Qfaom,t]N as shown by 
Eq. (4.11) and fluid-phase released energy [Qair,t]N ) was performed. The results of this 
comparative analysis are presented in Fig. 4-6. It can be observed through the real fits of 
Fig. 4-6 (a) and Fig. 4-6 (b) that both Qconv,t and Qfaom,t depict similar results. It is also 
expected as the amount of convective energy to the solid-phase has to be equal to the 
amount of absorbed energy by the solid-phase. But through a similar logic, if Fig. 4-6 (a) 
and Fig. 4-6 (b) are compared with Fig. 4-6 (c) then the amount of absorbed energy by the 
solid-phase has to be equal to the amount of released energy from the fluid-phase, but this 
is not the case due to numerical errors. Accordingly, a negative 5 % error was 
encountered to change these real fits into the best fits, as shown in Fig. 4-6 (a) and Fig. 
4-6 (b). Consequently, as the numerical models predicted 5 % more solid-phase absorbed 
energy it was also expected that they predicted 5 % less fluid-phase released energy. 
Therefore, a positive 5 % error was encountered to change the real fits, as shown in Fig. 
4-6 (c), into the best fits. This 5 % error can be seen as the result of all the simplifications 
made in the analysis.  
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Fig. 4-5 Relative heat transfer in case of different modes of heat transfer with respect to 
convective heat transfer, (a) for 30PPI-1, (b) for 20PPI-1, (c) for 10PPI-1.   
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Fig. 4-6 Direct comparison of experimentally determined fluid-phase released energy, (a) 
with numerically determined convective energy, (b) with numerically determined solid-
phase absorbed energy, (c) with numerically determined fluid-phase released energy. 
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Subsequently, keeping the numerical error of ± 5% in mind, it can still be concluded that in 
case of transient experiments convective heat transfer is the dominant mode of heat 
transfer and other contributions due to heat diffusion along with other simplifications can 
be neglected to at all have a workable macroscopic model. Furthermore, as a part of this 
study, our main goal was to determine all the necessary parameters required to design a 
steady state application setup. Therefore, at this point, it is also important to verify the 
results of the present transient study with the previous studies. Therefore, based on the 
values of Ct calculated for the case of kd = 0 in Table 4-3, they were further used to 
recalculate volumetric heat transfer coefficient and the results are presented in Fig. 4-7 in 
comparison with the previous studies. The choice of the comparison parameters, namely 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient and inlet superficial velocity in Fig. 4-7 are well 
thought out. As in case of defining a Nusselt number and Reynolds number based on 
some of the previous studies as shown in Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13), it brings different 
characteristic lengths such as pore diameter, d, strut diameter, dstr and specific surface 
area, as, into the calculation. Although in the present study, these parameters are 
calculated through CT analysis, but the different methods used in the previous studies or 
for that matter the different interpretation of certain geometrical parameters can lead to a 
wrong comparison between two inappropriate quantities. On the other side in most of the 
studies hv is a direct outcome of the combined numerical and experimental analysis as a 
function of inlet superficial velocity.   
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Consequently, Fig. 4-7 presents a simplified comparison in terms of volumetric heat 
transfer coefficients. Accordingly, Calmidi et al. [53] determined hv for aluminum foams 
having PPI numbers ranging from 5 to 40 for porosity in-between 0.91 to 0.97. The 
samples that are tested in the present study, their pore diameter is also within this range. 
Therefore, having said that pore diameter has dominant effect on convective heat transfer, 
the results of our study also lies in between the upper and lower limit of what Calmidi et 
al. [53] tested. Further in comparison with the work of Younis et al. [82], their 30PPI 
foam (92 % Al2O3, ε ~ 0.83) has lower porosity compare to the one present in this study 
namely 30PPI-1 foam (100 % Al2O3, ε ~ 0.87). This difference in porosity can leads to 
higher value of hv. But the similar reason does not help the cause, as their 10PPI foam (92 
% Al2O3, ε ~ 0.87) has same porosity as in present case, 10PPI (100 % Al2O3, ε ~ 0.87), 
but they have determined higher values of hv compared to the present study. There can be 
two ways to explain this contradiction. First one is that the foams they investigated have 
an axial thickness of 12 to 14 mm, unlike in the present case of 100 mm. Hence, there can 
be a significant entrance effect as already quoted by Hwang et al. [51] in their work. 
Secondly, it can also be the case that we are comparing two samples which have 
completely different geometrical structures being made through completely different 
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process route. Because as we compare their 10PPI foam (92 % Al2O3, ε ~ 0.87) with the 
one in the present study, we found that their sample has a pore diameter of 1.52 mm and 
on the other side our sample has a pore diameter of 5.56 mm. Even if we consider that the 
different authors have different interpretation of the pore diameter and the window 
diameter can be considered as a pore diameter, even than in the present case the window 
diameter in case of 10PPI foam is 3.40 mm. Therefore, it can be concluded that mainly 
because of smaller pore size their foams have higher convective heat transfer coefficient 
compared to the foams tested in the present study. The similar arguments are also true in 
case of Hwang et al. [51], as the foams they investigated have smaller pore sizes 
compared to the ones investigated in this study.   
 
Fig. 4-7 Comparison of hv determined in the present study with some of the literature 
values. 
4.5.2 Steady state experiments 
Now, having determined relatively accurate values of convective heat transfer coefficient 
through the transient analysis, the next step is to implement these results in the numerical 
analysis of the steady state application setup. The reason for doing that, as already 
discussed in the start of this chapter, is the complication of having two unknowns Ct 
(correlation coefficient of convection) and Cd (correlation coefficient of dispersion) in the 
energy equations of steady state analysis. Therefore, the values of Cd in case of steady 
state analysis are determined through a combined numerical analysis as shown in Fig. 4-8 
by implementing the values of Ct, as shown in Table 4-3 in case of kd =0. As shown in 
Fig. 4-8, in case of transient analysis, Ct is determined for Cd = 0 along with the values of 
thermophysical properties and effective thermal conductivity data. Further, the values of 
Ct are supplied to the steady state analysis for determining Cd.  
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(a)      
              
    (b) 
    
Fig. 4-9 (a) Enhanced heat transfer due to thermal dispersion, (b) Fraction of heat 
transferred directly to the solid-phase. 
4.6 Conclusions 
In the present study, two different types of experiments were analyzed for determining the 
dispersion conductivity in case of a steady state application setup by using the values of 
the volumetric heat transfer coefficient determined through the transient experiments. 
Based on the experience gained through this study it can be concluded that in case of a 
transient analysis interstitial convection is the dominant mode of heat transfer. Therefore, 
to overcome the numerical complications in case of a transient analysis, it is justifiable to 
neglect the terms of dispersion conductivity. Further, it was also demonstrated that for 
relatively lower temperature applications, it is a safe choice to neglect the effects of 
radiative heat transfer as well. Moreover, the argument of considering LTNE and thermal 
dispersion together in the analysis of a steady state application setup endorsed in the last 
chapter is further augmented in the present chapter. Additionally, it can be concluded that 
the dominance of certain mode of heat transfer in the actual physical process plays an 
important role in deciding whether to choose macroscopic homogenized models or not for 
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numerally analyzing such physical process. Because, if there is only one dominant mode 
of heat transfer such as thermal dispersion then the one-equation model can be used, if 
convection is the dominant mode of heat transfer then the two-equation model can be 
used (as in the present case of transient analysis). But if both modes of heat transfer are 
equally active in the actual physical process then the macroscopic homogenized model 
cannot be used. Therefore, if one of them is relatively dominating than the other one, then 
only by neglecting the lesser dominant mode of heat transfer, the macroscopic 
homogenized model can be used. But if the lesser dominating mode of heat transfer has 
relative significance and it cannot be dropped from the analysis (as for steady state 
analysis, although thermal dispersion was the dominating mode of heat transfer but the 
convection was equally important), then it is recommended not to use macroscopic 
models and go for detailed simulations. Otherwise, in such case the macroscopic models 
will predict relatively accurate results for the dominant mode of heat transfer (the values 
of Cd in Table 4-3 for LTE steady state analysis) with profoundly inaccurate results for 
the lesser dominating mode of heat transfer (the values of Ct in Table 4-3 for LTE steady 
state analysis).        
(a)      
        
(b) 
    
Fig. 4-10 (a) Temperature difference, Δθ, between the two phases (red when high) for kd = 
0, (b) Δθ for the two phases with the consideration of thermal dispersion. 
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Chapter 5                                                  
Outcomes and limitations 
Macroscopic models were implemented in the part-one of this thesis to determine the 
concerned key parameters. The motivation to do so was the required computational time 
in analyzing a thermal transportation process. Accordingly, at first a steady state analysis 
was performed, which is rather important from the application point of view. For the 
concerned steady state application setup, in Chapter 3 of this thesis, it was demonstrated 
that the most appropriate choice is to consider LTNE and thermal dispersion together in 
the governing equations. But this consideration brings numerical complications in solving 
the problem even when the dispersion conductivity was considered as isotropic. 
Therefore, a transient analysis was proposed to separately determine the volumetric heat 
transfer coefficient. Consequently, based on the resulted outcome of the combined steady 
state and transient analysis, in Chapter 4 of this thesis, a methodology was presented to 
determine the key parameters in a rather rational manner. Moreover, the combined 
analysis presented the similar conclusions that are already present in the literature such as 
the strong dependence of the convective heat transfer and thermal dispersion on the pore 
size and foam porosity. Accordingly, one of the logical step forward is to develop an 
experimental data base for a range of geometrical and material properties of the open cell 
foams. Further, that data can be analyzed by implementing the proposed methodology to 
develop the desired correlations concerning each key parameter.  
However, during the implementation of the presented methodology it was experienced 
that the accuracy of the numerical outcomes highly depends on the accuracy of the 
experimental results. It further means that there is no basis to validate to the macroscopic 
models. Furthermore, not to forget that in the presented methodology, the dispersion 
conductivity was assumed to be isotropic to simplify the numerical procedure. However, 
it might not be true in the physical scenario. Therefore, based on the experience gained 
through the work presented so far, it can be concluded that there is a need to determine 
the key parameters through detailed microscopic analysis. Afterwards, these key 
parameters can be used in solving the computationally inexpensive macroscopic models 
for designing an application. Further, this practice will present the basis of validating the 
numerical results with the experiments. According, the part-two of this thesis is dedicated 
to the microscopic analysis.  
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Chapter 6                                                  
Heat transfer analysis based on 
microscopic heterogeneous models 
Ϙ 6.1 Introduction to microscopic models 
Ϙ 6.2 Mechanism of momentum transport  
Ϙ 6.3 Mechanism of energy transport 
6.1 Introduction to microscopic models 
The microscopic models are based on the direct simulation of heat transfer and fluid flow 
at the pore-scale of the concerned geometries. In case of open cell foams, the concerned 
geometries can be classified as the actual foam geometries generated through the image 
based techniques and the simplified foam geometries, such as Kelvin cell and Weaire-
Phelan cell, generated through CAD modeling tools. Because of the complex foam 
geometries, most of the microscopic analyses available in the literature are limited to the 
simplified geometries. The main reason is the required computational time for simulating 
the flow through the actual structures. Besides, by implementing the simplified 
geometries the whole computational effort can be brought down to a single unit cell by 
using suitable periodic boundary conditions in place of no-slip boundary conditions. 
Accordingly, to represent the actual foam geometries, the simplified geometries can be 
characterized to have the similar porosity and specific surface area. On the other hand, to 
reduce the computational efforts without losing the essential geometrical features of the 
actual foam geometries (that may otherwise affect the desired output) some researchers 
have also implemented the representative element volumes, REVs, having similar 
thermophysical properties like the actual foam volume.  
Additionally, unlike in case of macroscopic models, where it is required to define an 
additional term to account for the thermal dispersion of heat through the flowing medium, 
in case of the microscopic models such phenomenon is implicitly defined. Accordingly, a 
generalized microscopic governing equation that can be momentum or energy equation 
has four important terms, which are transient, convective, diffusive and source terms, as 
shown in Eq. (6.1). Correspondingly, the enhanced advection and dissipation due to 
recirculation and eddy formation in the fluid-phase is implicitly considered in the detailed 
analysis. 
      ψgradψdivψρdiv
ρψ
SV
t


 
 (6.1) 
6.2 Mechanism of momentum transport 
From the flow regime point of view, fluid flow through open cell foams can be classified 
into four categories i.e. Darcy, Forchheimer, post-Forchheimer and Fully turbulent flow 
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[87−89]. Accordingly, for low pore size Reynolds number, Red < 1, the flow behavior is 
dominated by viscous forces. For example, in case of low permeability porous media such 
as soil, due to relatively lower pore diameter, the Reynolds numbers are restricted to 
lower values and therefore the fluid flow is highly dependent on the viscosity. 
Subsequently, for 1−10 < Red < 150, the flow is considered to be in Forchheimer regime 
and it is dominated by inertial forces. Further, in this case, the pressure drop is a function 
of second order velocity polynomial. With further increased Red, the flow behavior tends 
to be more and more unsteady. Correspondingly, based on the experimental evidences 
[87−88] there exit a relatively lower critical Reynolds number, Red, cr = 300 (unlike the 
case of pipe flow where Red, cr = 2300), at which the laminar flow completely changes 
into the fully turbulence flow. Furthermore, the region between 150 < Red < 300 is termed 
as post-Forchheimer regime in which the flow is partly laminar and partly turbulent along 
with the appearance of laminar wake oscillations [90].  
Focusing on the microscopic analysis, when it comes to the direct simulation of the fluid 
flow through the open cell foams, it is highly probable that in most engineering 
applications the flow is turbulent. But contrary to this argument, most of the available 
numerical work, focusing on the open cell foams, is performed only for the laminar flow 
regime. Correspondingly, with a similar objective, many researchers have determined the 
pressure drop across the simplified/actual foam geometries for pore size Reynolds 
number restricted to the Darcy−Forchheimer regime. They further used the pressure drop 
data to determine the permeability and the inertial coefficient of the open cell foams.  
Accordingly, based on the geometrical classifications, in case of simplified geometries, 
Boomsma et al. [91] performed numerical simulations for the fully developed fluid flow 
through Weaire-Phelan cellular unit cell by mapping the velocity profiles from the outlet 
patch to the inlet patch. They observed that the pressure drop across the simplified 
geometry increases as the lateral channel boundaries are changed from the periodic 
boundary conditions to the no-slip boundary conditions. Krishnan et al. [15−16] also 
performed direct flow simulations through simplified geometries constructed by 
subtracting different packing of spheres such as BCC, A15 and FCC from a cube. They 
determined pressure drop data for relatively lower Reynolds number and further 
determined the permeability based on the Darcy’s law. By adopting the similar idea as 
implemented by Krishna et al. [15−16], Suleiman et al. [92] also constructed a long 
domain simplified geometry. Subsequently, they assumed the flow to be laminar and 
determined the pressure drop data. But as expected, in post-Forchheimer regime they 
found disagreement between the experimental and the simulated pressure drop data. 
Further, to determine the permeability and the inertial coefficient, Xu et al. [90] 
implemented the Kelvin cell model. They observed that for Red = 254 the flow becomes 
unsteady and the vortices are formed behind the struts. Finally, based on the above 
mentioned work and the similar works present in the literature but not mentioned here, it 
can be concluded that there is a need to simulate the fluid flow through simplified 
geometries (such as the one mentioned above) for the entire flow regime. Through a 
validation with the experimental data, the outcome of such studies will decide the 
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suitability of the simplified geometries as a true representative of the actual foam 
geometries or not. Although based on the geometrical analysis of the actual foam 
geometries, it is possible to characterize the simplified geometries to have similar 
porosity and specific area, but the argument that goes against their implementation is their 
symmetrical and isotropic nature.      
Nevertheless, keeping the above mentioned argument in mind, some researchers have 
performed the fluid flow simulations through the actual foam geometries generated 
through image based techniques. Such as, Petrasch et al. [93] and Haussener et al. [94] 
have determined the permeability and inertial coefficient by using numerically 
determined pressure drop data for a laminar flow. Iasiello et al. [12] performed a 
comparative analysis between the real and simplified foam geometries and concluded that 
the pressure drop across the simplified geometries shows a discrepancy of more than 
100% and the outcome of the real structures fit well when compared to the experimental 
data. Further, to focus on a broader flow regime, Hutter et al. [95] performed large eddy 
simulations through a simplified foam geometry to get an insight into the flow behavior. 
Subsequently, they manufactured the same simplified geometry from a transparent 
material by stereo-lithography. Based on the experimental evidences they found that the 
measured pressure drop and turbulence statistics compare well to the simulated results. 
But, unlike the case of computationally modelled and physically manufactured geometry 
implemented by Hutter et al. [95], in case of large scale actual foam geometries it is not 
realistic to perform LES or DNS, as in the present day scenario, it is computationally not 
so feasible. Therefore, in most cases it is a regular practice to implement the Reynolds 
averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equation. Principally, RANS equation is similar to a 
Navier Stokes equation, where it is used to solve the mean deterministic part of the flow 
with an addition of turbulent stochastic part of the flow represented by Reynolds stresses 
terms. To solve these additional Reynolds stresses terms various turbulence models are 
used. The advantage of choosing this approach lies in the fact that the deterministic part is 
rather persistent as the turbulent part is solved separately by the turbulence models. 
Therefore, a mesh that has a cell size of very high order of magnitude (in comparison 
with the Kolmogorov length scale) can still be used. Accordingly, to develop a certain 
methodology to deal with the design of a particular class of applications, as in the present 
case it is the heat exchangers based on the open cell foams; it is worth performing the 
fluid flow simulation (for the entire flow regime) through the actual foam geometries by 
implementing the available turbulence models. Subsequently, based on the experimental 
validation an appropriate turbulence model can be proposed.    
6.3 Mechanism of energy transport 
Along with the case of momentum transport, to additionally deal with the case of energy 
transport, again there are two types of geometries discussed in the literature i.e. 1) 
simplified geometries and 2) actual geometries. In case of simplified geometries, Krishna 
et al. [15−16] imposed a constant heat flux boundary condition over the solid-fluid 
contact interface, which means they only solved the energy transportation through the 
fluid-phase by neglecting the conductive heat transfer through the solid struts. 
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Nevertheless, based on the difference of the area-averaged interface temperature and the 
volume-averaged bulk fluid temperature, they predicted the maximum possible values of 
the convective heat transfer coefficient as a function of geometrical and flow 
characteristics. Since the results are independent of the solid-phase thermal properties, 
they are equally applicable to the identical geometries made of different materials. In case 
of actual foam geometries, Iasiello et al. [12] and Haussener et al. [96] used a similar 
methodology like the one implemented by Krishna et al. [15−16] to determine convective 
heat transfer coefficient, h. Further, Iasiello et al. [12] additionally determined the values 
of h for the simplified geometries. Subsequently, based on the experimental evidences, 
they concluded that the simplified geometries under predict the values of h.  
Finally, with a focus on the entire flow regime, it can be concluded from the discussion so 
far that there is a lack of information available to comment on the suitability of simplified 
periodic geometries as a true representative of the actual foam geometries. And even in case 
of actual foam geometries, the literature review shows that there is a need to perform the 
numerical simulations for the entire flow regime to further determine the concerned key 
parameters. Therefore, the next two chapters of this thesis are focused on the detailed 
analysis of the fluid flow at the pore scale of both simplified and actual foam geometries.   
Note: From here onwards in this thesis work, to distinguish the scalar and vector fields of 
the macroscopic homogenized models from the microscopic detailed models, they will be 
placed inside angle brackets, such as previously defined inlet superficial velocity, ui, in a 
homogenized model will now be represented by ⟨ui⟩.        
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Chapter 7                                                  
Pore-scale analysis of 
simplified foam geometries 
Ϙ 7.1 Goals and objectives 
Ϙ 7.2 Problem description 
Ϙ 7.3 Geometrical characterization 
Ϙ 7.4 Effective thermal conductivity 
Ϙ 7.5 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 
Ϙ 7.6 Thermal dispersion conductivity 
Ϙ 7.7 Experimental validation 
Ϙ 7.8 Conclusions 
The purpose of the study presented in this chapter is to determine such volume-averaged 
key parameters that can characterize the complex thermal transportation process through 
open cell foams. These key parameters are represented by effective thermal conductivity, 
ke, volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, and dispersion conductivity, kd. Accordingly, 
to achieve the desired objective, the foam geometry is transformed into a set of periodic 
structures by utilizing the geometrical information (in terms of specific surface area, as, 
and foam porosity, ε,) gained through the computed tomography of each 10, 20 and 30 
PPI alumina foams of porosity ranging between 0.79−0.87. Further, the representative 
unit cells of the implemented periodic structures, namely truncated octahedron (TO) and 
regular dodecahedron (RD), are incorporated into different microscopic models. 
Thereafter, the resulted outcomes of these computationally expensive microscopic models 
are transformed into volume-averaged key parameters that are subsequently used to solve 
the computationally inexpensive macroscopic models, which are focused on the full scale 
domain of interest. Additionally, the numerical outcomes of the macroscopic models are 
validated through steady state and transient forced convection air experiments. The 
findings of the study presented in this chapter reveal that concerning conductive and 
convective modes of heat transfer, the truncated octahedron  periodic structures having 
porosity (critical for conduction) and specific surface area (critical for convection) similar 
to the actual foams can be seen as their suitable representative. But in case of thermal 
dispersion (owing to heat dissipation due to recirculation and eddy formation), the 
tortuous structure of the actual foam is critical. And for such phenomena, the periodic 
structures cannot represent the actual foams.          
7.1 Goals and objectives 
The goal of the proposed study in this chapter is focused on the development of a 
methodology that can collectively determine all the key parameters through a coupled 
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solution of macroscopic and microscopic models. Furthermore, the presented 
methodology will be equally executable for both the actual and the simplified foam 
geometries. But the main objective of the study presented in this chapter is to use the 
presented methodology in testing the suitability of simplified periodic structures as a true 
representative of the actual foam geometries. The motivation to investigate simplified 
foam geometries is due to their symmetricity and periodicity that makes it possible that 
the results generated for a single unit cell can represent the whole array. This feature 
drastically reduces the required computational time required to analyze a single unit cell 
in comparison with the whole geometry of the actual foam. 
7.2 Problem description 
Having discussed the objective of this chapter, the outline of the methodology is 
presented in Fig. 7-1 with the principal focus on the pore-scale microscopic numerical 
models. As already mentioned that the key parameters required to solve the macroscopic 
models are determined through the detailed modeling, therefore the work plan starts with 
the microscopic models. Accordingly, the first step is to construct the three dimensional 
simplified foam structures that are characterized by the geometrical information gained 
through the computed tomography of the actual foams. Further, the next step is to 
generate the mesh for the single fluid-phase geometry, which is produced by subtracting 
the simplified foam structures from their respective volume space. Similarly, in case of an 
actual foam structure, a representative element volume, REV, can be segmented from the 
actual volume and based on the voxel information of the CT scans a mesh can be 
generated. But in this chapter, the focus is only on the simplified structures, although the 
following methodology is equally applicable for the actual structures as well. 
Nevertheless, once the mesh is generated, the next step is to setup a mathematical model 
based on the finite volume method, which incorporates the actual microscopic 
conservation equations. Further, the analysis can be classified on the basis of the flow 
regime to be laminar or turbulent. Thereafter, the analysis is further classified into 
convective and dispersive microscopic models. In case of convective microscopic models, 
the heat transfer and fluid flow problem for a single fluid-phase (by neglecting the 
conduction through the solid-phase) is investigated for a constant heat flux (CHF) 
boundary condition. Accordingly, the said boundary condition is applied at the interface 
where the fluid-phase is supposed to be in contact with the solid-phase. Further, based on 
the simulated temperature field, the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is determined. 
Subsequently, in addition to CHF boundary condition, in case of dispersive microscopic 
models, constant wall temperature (CWT) and adiabatic boundary conditions are also 
applied at the solid-fluid contact interface to deal with the problem of thermal dispersion 
through the fluid-phase. Whereas, the CHF and CWT boundary conditions are 
implemented to investigate the longitudinal thermal dispersion, the adiabatic boundary 
conditions are required to investigate the lateral thermal dispersion. Additionally, in case 
of both convective and dispersive microscopic models, the required inputs are the 
thermophysical properties of the fluid-phase along with the above mentioned boundary 
conditions.  
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longitudinal flow direction. By doing so, it gets possible to determine the directional 
components of the dispersion conductivity, which were so far considered to be isotropic 
in the part-one of this thesis. The detailed methodology along with the desired boundary 
conditions is discussed in the forthcoming paragraphs. Now to summarize, once all the 
key parameters such as kse, kfe, hv and kd are known through different detailed analyses, 
the next step is to use these parameters and to solve the macroscopic models for the 
realistic physical cases for which the steady state and transient forced convection 
experimental data is available. Finally, by practicing this methodology, the outcomes of 
the numerical models can be validated with the experimental data and accordingly, the 
possible representation of the actual foams in terms of simplified periodic structures can 
be decided.  
7.3 Geometrical characterization 
7.3.1 Computed tomography analysis of open cell foams 
In the present work, as already mentioned through Fig. 7-1, a computed tomography 
analysis was performed to geometrically characterize the actual foams. Accordingly, for 
all the three samples (namely 10PPI-1, see Fig. 7-2 (a), 20PPI-1 and 30PPI-1) that are 
made of alumina (Al2O3), CT scans of resolution of 83 µm were generated. Thereafter, 
the raw CT data as shown in see Fig. 7-2 (b) was imported into a commercial software 
called Mavi. Subsequently, the raw CT data went through sequential modifications, as 
shown in Fig. 7-2 (c) to (h). At first, the block of the raw data was cropped by 5 % from 
all the six faces. After that through a binarization process solid mass of the foam was 
distinguished from the air space, see Fig. 7-2 (c). Subsequently, all the closed inner pores 
were filled and processed through another binarization process to only focus on the area 
of those surfaces that are directly exposed to the flowing medium. Further, all the loose 
solid bodies that were sliced from the continuous foam geometry while cropping the side 
faces of the foam, were eliminated through a label extraction process. Thereafter, all the 
pores were identified through a watershed transformation and subsequently distinguished 
through different color labels, as shown in Fig. 7-2 (g). After that all the open pores that 
shared the side boundaries of the foam were also eliminated from the analysis, as shown 
in Fig. 7-2 (h) for the one-fourth corner of a specific CT image.  Subsequently, based on 
the inbuilt algorithms of the Mavi software, modified CT data was further used to 
determine the desired geometrical parameters in terms of foam porosity, ε, specific 
surface area, as, pore diameter, d, and strut diameter, dstr, as shown in Table 7-1.  
Table 7-1 Geometrical parameters determined through CT analyses. 
  Actual foam geometry Simplified foam geometry 
Foam ε as  
(m2/m3) 
d  
(mm) 
dstr  
(mm) 
d-TO  
(mm) 
dstr-TO 
(mm) 
d-RD  
(mm) 
dstr-RD 
(mm) 
10PPI-1 0.8761 515.23 5.562 0.621 5.747 0.859 5.589 0.855 
20PPI-1 0.7902 718.51 4.331 0.607 4.948 1.001 4.873 1.008 
30PPI-1 0.8728 892.29 3.086 0.385 3.341 0.507 3.291 0.511 
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In both the simplified structures, all the edges have same length designated by the strut 
length, Lstr. Accordingly, each edge of these structures is assumed as the axis of the actual 
strut of the foam. All the struts are generated in the form of a circular cylinder. At all the 
vertices, spheres are inserted of diameter equal to the diameter of the strut cross-section. 
Furthermore, all the dimensions are kept in a constant ratio with respect to each other and 
only varied in proportion with the length of each strut in order to achieve different 
geometrical configurations. Further, it is worth noticing that truncated octahedron can be 
seen as a building block of a three dimensional array but regular octahedron can only be 
extended in one direction. Nevertheless, to achieve the desired geometrical 
characteristics, a variable termed as strut ratio, Lr, which is the ratio of strut diameter to 
the length of the strut, was introduced in Chapter 3. Accordingly, in case of truncated 
octahedron unit cell, by varying Lr between 0.24 − 0.60 a porosity range of 0.96 − 0.77 
was achieved. Similarly, in case of regular dodecahedron unit cell, by varying Lr between 
0.24 − 0.48 a similar porosity range was achieved. In a particular case of the 10PPI-1 
foam, the desired porosity of 0.876 (see Table 7-1) was achieved for the particular values 
of Lr, as shown in Fig. 7-4 (a), for both the simplified geometries.  
(a)      
        
(b) 
           
Fig. 7-4 (a) Determination of strut ratio for known porosity, (b) Determination of strut 
length for known specific surface area. 
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fluent3DMeshToFoam. Moreover, all the meshes were constructed with tetrahedral 
elements. Further, the resulted temperature fields were changed into the dimensionless 
form by using Eq. (7.2), where Tm is the maximum process temperature and T∞ is the 
minimum process temperature. 
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Subsequently, different boundary conditions were implemented to determine all the 
required parameters, as shown in Table 7-2 for the case of truncated octahedron unit cell. 
In all the three cases, as shown in Table 7-2, the numerical solver was supplied with the 
same mesh. To depict an actual experimental setup, additional heating and cooling plates 
having Bi << 1 (to have uniform temperature distribution) were assembled at the two 
opposite faces of the periodic unit cells. In case of truncated octahedron the chosen faces 
were the top and the bottom face and in case of regular dodecahedron the logical choice 
was the two decagon bases named as inlet and outlet in Fig. 7-6 (a). In both the cases, the 
thickness of the base plates was considered to be 0.25d. 
Table 7-2 Boundary conditions for the 3D conduction model in case of truncated 
octahedron unit cell.   
Case - 1 for ke Case - 2 for kse Case - 3 for kfe 
solid-fluid contact interface:  
fs TT   
   fffsss nn TkTk  ˆˆ  
  0ˆ  fffn Tk    0ˆ  sssn Tk  
inlet, outlet, front and back sides: 
0 s,fT  0 sT  0 fT  
top-hot plate contact interface & bottom-cold plate contact interface: 
fs,b TT   
   fs,fs,bbb nn TkTk  ˆˆ  
sb TT   
   sssbbb nn TkTk  ˆˆ  
  0ˆ  fffn Tk  
fb TT   
   fffbbb nn TkTk  ˆˆ  
  0ˆ  sssn Tk  
top of hot plate: 
 bbbn Tkq  ˆ    
bottom of cold plate: 
 bbbb n TkTTh   ˆ)(   bbbb n TkTTh   ˆ)(   bbbb n TkTTh   ˆ)(  
four sides of hot and cold plate: 
0 bT  0 bT  0 bT  
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(a) 
  
(b) 
Fig. 7-8 (a) Solid-phase effective thermal conductivity, (b) Fluid-phase effective thermal 
conductivity. 
7.5 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 
In case of convective mode of heat transfer, before implementing any numerical model, it is 
important to confirm the flow regime to be laminar or turbulent for the applicable flow 
discharge under question. Accordingly, at the pore level of an open cell foam, the flow over 
a single strut can be put in an analogy with the external flow over a cylindrical body. As per 
this analogy, the strut diameter, dstr, of the concerned periodic structures can be used as the 
characteristics length to define the strut diameter Reynolds number, Re. Consequently, based 
on the available literature [97], it was found that in the wake region of the cylinder for Re > 
10, the flow separation begins. Accordingly, if relatively small entrance region of the foam is 
excluded from the analysis then with a focus on rather large downstream region (where the 
flow is periodically fully developed) it is reasonable to say that in that region the flow will 
be vortical in nature. In addition to that, by choosing the pore diameter, d, as the 
characteristic length, Hall et al. [98] experimentally determined the range of pore diameter 
Reynolds number, Red, for different flow regimes in case of 10, 20 and 30 PPI open cell 
ceramic foams with air as the flowing medium. They concluded that for Red > 150, the flow 
is fully turbulent. Although, in case of conventional porous media, based on the available 
literature [89, 99] it is considered with a common consensus that the critical Reynolds 
number at which flow is fully turbulent is Red, cr = 300, which is in contradiction to the 
conclusions made by Hall et al. [98]. Nevertheless, the high porosity open cell foams 
investigated in the present work are rather identical to the one investigated by Hall et al. 
[98]. Therefore, in the present study for 2500 > Red > 250 [300 > Re > 30] the velocity fields 
are determined for the fully turbulent flow. Further, to numerically analyze and differentiate 
the flow regimes based on the Reynolds number, it is important to implement direct 
numerical simulation (DNS) models. As in case of DNS models, it is possible to capture 
velocity fluctuations over time at the cost of higher grid resolution and increased 
computational time. But as it is already discussed, it is not practical to implement DNS in 
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case of large-domain actual foam structures. However, in case of simplified periodic 
structures such as the one presented in this work, it is still feasible to implement DNS 
through a single unit cell. But keeping the objective of this study in mind, the overall heat 
transfer is determined by implementing Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equation, RANS, 
and time-averaged scalar transport equation that account for the overall energy dissipation. 
Additionally, the output of RANS simulations is further validated through the experimental 
results. Furthermore, the continuity and momentum equations for a steady-state 
incompressible flow, with the assumption of constant thermophysical properties are 
presented by Eq. (7.3) and (7.4), respectively. The laminar viscous stress tensor is evaluated 
according to Eq. (7.5) and the additional namely Reynolds stresses terms that accounts for 
the turbulence effect, are represented by Eq. (7.6) and (7.7).  
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Based on the nature of the problem, there are different RANS based turbulent models 
available to solve the Reynolds stress terms. Further, in case of near wall treatment, RANS 
models are categorized into low-Re (Reynolds) and high-Re turbulence models. In case of 
low-Re models special consideration is required to numerically simulate the flow near the 
boundary walls. It is generally required to have a rather refined mesh near the boundary 
walls with y+ < 1. But in case of high-Re turbulent models, such as standard k-ε model, it is 
not necessary to have such low y+ values, as the governing equations are not required to be 
integrated up to the boundary walls. Consequently, based on the universal behaviors of the 
near wall flows, the values of desired output parameters in the near wall region are 
determined through standard wall functions [100]. However, for low Reynolds number 
problem, due to unsatisfactory near wall performance of the high-Re standard k-ε model, 
low-Re k-ε models (such as Launder-Sharma k-ε model) were recommended, where the 
governing equations are integrate to the wall [101−102]. Nevertheless, Wilcox k-ω model 
also integrates the governing equations up to the boundary walls and it does not require any 
wall damping functions unlike in case of low-Re k-ε models where it is desired. But still the 
outcomes of k-ω model are affected by the free stream value of ω assigned at the inlet 
boundary [103]. Therefore, to overcome the limitations of standard k-ε and k-ω models and 
to use their advantages at the same time, Mentor et al. [104−105] proposed a hybrid model, 
called k-ω SST model, that uses k-ω model in near wall area and k-ε model in the fully 
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turbulent region. Accordingly, in the present work, k-ω SST model (without the use of wall 
functions for y+ < 1) is implemented to solve the concerned problem. However, a 
comparative analysis between the outcomes of k-ω SST model with the outcomes of 
Launder-Sharma k-ε model is also presented. 
Correspondingly, to define the values of turbulence kinetic energy, k, and turbulence 
frequency, ω, at the inlet boundary conditions (the necessity of k-ω SST model), it was 
required to determine the turbulence intensity, I. In case of a fully develop pipe flow, I is 
expressed by Eq. (7.8). Accordingly, the same expression was used in the present study 
by resembling the pore diameter, d, of a simplified periodic structure with the diameter of 
a pipe. Eq. (7.8) gave the values of I between 6 to 8 % for 2500 > Red > 250. 
Subsequently, the value of k and ω at the inlet boundary conditions were also evaluated 
by Eq. (7.8) with characteristic length scale, l = 0.07d. Moreover, the value of k over the 
solid walls was considered to be zero and the value of ω was determined through an 
automatic wall treatment. In OpenFOAM, ω is defined through a utility called 
omegaWallFunction, as shown in Eq. (7.9). Based on the y+ values, this utility switched 
the simulations between low-Re and high-Re turbulence models. For a near wall refined 
grid with y+ < 1, ωp is dominated by ωvis and for y
+ > 1, ωp is dominated by ωlog. As in the 
present work, a near wall refined grid with y+ < 1 is used in all the cases, Eq. (7.9) helped in 
integrating the governing equations till the wall to resolve the near wall physics. 
Furthermore, the turbulent viscosity, μt, is determined by implementing an OpenFOAM 
based utility called mutLowReWallFunction, which is designed for low-Re turbulent 
models. It should not be confused with a wall function as it sets the value of μt = 0 at the 
wall and in the near wall region it directly determines μt from the simulated results for k and 
ω. In addition to that, to avoid erroneous arithmetic operations in case of Launder-Sharma 
k-ε model, the values of k and ε over the solid walls were not implemented to be zero but a 
very small value (=10−15) was considered.  
Subsequently, for incompressible air flow at significantly low Mach number under 
consideration, the viscous dissipation term, Φ, was dropped from the desired energy 
equation. Further, the energy equation was time-averaged, as shown in Eq. (7.10), to 
evaluate the temperature fields.  
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Withal, focusing back on the concerned forced convection problem, having determined the 
values of effective thermal conductivities in the last caption of this chapter, the next 
parameter is the volumetric heat transfer coefficient that accounts for the amount of heat 
transfer from one homogenous phase to another. Accordingly, in the present study, the 
maximum possible value of volumetric heat transfer coefficients were determined for an 
ideal scenario, where a constant heat flux is directly applied over the fluid interface that is 
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supposed to be in contact with the solid-phase. Therefore, in the present analysis, there is no 
consideration of heat transfer within the solid-phase. To be able to do that, the simplified 
periodic structures were subtracted from their respective cubical and prismatic volume 
spaces. Subsequently, the representative fluid-phase volumes were further used to generate 
their discrete substitutes in terms of curvature based unstructured meshes. Accordingly, the 
next task was to solve all the above mentioned governing equations along with the 
necessary boundary conditions, as shown in Table 7-3, for this single (fluid) phase 
problem. As it can be seen in Table 7-3 that at the inlet boundary both the mean 
deterministic temperature and the mean deterministic velocity are defined as spatial 
functions. These functions provide the values for a periodically fully developed flow 
(FDF). To achieve that, at first, a uniform inlet flow (UIF) was defined at the inlet and 
after every numerical iteration, the values from the outlet boundary were mapped back to 
the inlet. In case of velocity fields, to satisfy the continuity equation, the values calculated 
at the outlet were mapped without any change as both the inlet and the outlet patch are 
identical in shape and area. But in case of temperature fields, to maintain a certain 
temperature drop in the longitudinal flow direction, the average outlet temperature was 
calculated after every iteration. Then the value of initially defined inlet temperature was 
deducted from the average outlet temperature to find out the average temperature 
difference, ΔT. Subsequently, before the outlet temperature fields were mapped at the 
inlet-patch, this average temperature difference (ΔT) was spatially deducted. Furthermore, 
by implementing the symmetry boundary conditions, the number of unit cells in y and z-
direction were virtually extended to an infinite number. In case of a scale quantity, the 
symmetry boundary condition functions like a zero gradient boundary condition. That 
means the boundary nodes are assigned the near cell values. But in case of a vector 
quantity, only those vector components that are parallel to the boundary patch are 
assigned to the boundary nodes from the near cell values and the vector components that 
are normal to the boundary patch are assigned as zero on the boundary nodes.                       
Table 7-3 Boundary conditions for the convective microscopic model. 
Boundary: fluid-phase temperature field velocity field 
inlet patch )( zy,ff TT   0),(  xzy, i uuu  
0,0  wv  
outlet patch 0 fT  0,0,0  wvu x  
solid-fluid contact interface  fffn Tkq  ˆ  0,0,0  wvu  
Truncated octahedron: 
front, back, top and bottom sides symmetry symmetry 
Regular dodecahedron: 
side faces  symmetry symmetry 
Subsequently, along with the above mentioned boundary conditions, the system of 
governing equations, see Eq. (7.3) to (7.10), were solved by implementing an 
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OpenFOAM based solver known as buoyantSimpleFoam. This solver is originally meant 
for solving a steady-state (turbulent or laminar) problem for both compressible and 
incompressible flow. But in the present work, it was switched to deal with only 
incompressible turbulent flow by implementing a function call rhoConst that defines the 
constant density. Subsequently, the solver by default implements the SIMPLE algorithm. 
Additionally, to verify the results of buoyantSimpleFoam, another OpenFOAM based 
solver was also implemented, which is known as simpleFoam. This solver is originally 
meant for solving a steady-state (turbulent or laminar) problem only for incompressible 
and isothermal flow. Therefore, the solver was modified and recompiled to add the 
energy equation. The modified solver was then named as simpleTempFoam.  
Correspondingly, based on the previously discussed procedure, the mesh was constructed 
in Ansys-Meshing and it was implementation in OpenFOAM via an inbuilt utility 
fluent3DMeshToFoam. Further, to discretize the velocity based convective terms, first 
and second-order upwind schemes were investigated. But when the results of the two 
schemes were compared, it was found that there was a slight difference in results and the 
solutions of the second-order upwind scheme converged relatively slower. Nevertheless, a 
rather accurate second-order upwind scheme was finally adopted to discretize the velocity 
convective terms and for all the other convective terms first-order upwind scheme was 
implemented. A convergence criterion of 10−7 was considered to evaluate the desired 
scale and vector fields. Finally, based on the outcomes of both buoyantSimpleFoam and 
simpleTempFoam, it was found that both the solvers produced similar results. However, 
for the subsequent work, it was decided to perform all the simulations with 
buoyantSimpleFoam solver. Subsequently, in case of fully developed flow through a 
single TO unit cell, a grid independent solution was obtained for a mesh size of 266000, 
265000 and 340000 in case of 10PPI-1, 20PPI-1 and 30PPI-1, respectively. In case of RD 
geometries it was achieved for a mesh size of 277000, 281000 and 347000, respectively. 
In both the cases, the volume-averaged fluid-phase temperature was used for the mesh 
independency analysis. Nevertheless, for the chosen resolved meshes, the average y+ 
values for the applicable range of Reynolds numbers were less than 0.25. Furthermore, 
knowing the fact that a thermally and hydraulically fully developed flow is implemented 
through the simplified structures that are applied with symmetry boundary conditions, the 
logical choice was to considered only a single unit cell (in the longitudinal flow direction) 
for conducting the simulations. However, to determine the thermal entrance length, 
simulations were also conducted for the increased number of unit cells assigned with 
uniform velocity and temperature fields at the inlet. 
The numerical results in terms of velocity and temperature fields at the middle plane of 
the truncated octahedron unit cell are shown in Fig. 7-9. The two depicted cases were 
solved for different flow regimes having Red = 263 in Fig. 7-9 (a) and Red = 876 in Fig. 
7-9 (b). Further, in conjunction with the velocity fields, the temperature fields that are 
depicted in Fig. 7-9 (c) and (d) exhibit that in the regions away from the solid-fluid 
interface (where maximum velocities are achieved) the temperature values are relatively 
lower with having maximum temperatures at the interface where the heat flux is applied.  
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Correspondingly, through a comparison between Fig. 7-9 (c) and (d), it can be noticed 
that with increased Reynolds number (having constant heat flux in both the cases) the 
volume-averaged fluid-phase temperatures reduces. Additionally, similar results for the 
velocity and the temperature fields at the middle plane of regular dodecahedron unit cell 
are shown in Fig. 7-10. In this case, it can be seen through Fig. 7-10 (a) and (b) that the 
main-flow follows a rather straight trajectory through this unit cell unlike in case of 
truncated octahedron unit cell. Because of such flow pattern, the volume-averaged values 
of the fluid-phase temperatures, as shown in Fig. 7-10 (c) and (d), are relatively higher 
compared to the results shown in Fig. 7-9 (c) and (d). Therefore, based on these visual 
results, it is reasonable to say that truncated octahedron periodic structures are more 
efficient compared to regular dodecahedron periodic structures when it comes to 
convective heat transfer, although both the structures having same porosity and specific 
surface area. Furthermore, to endorse such conclusion, the values of volumetric heat 
transfer coefficient, hv, as a function of Red were also determined, as shown in Fig. 7-11 
(a) and (b). In order to do so, at first the area-averaged solid-fluid interface temperature, 
as shown in Eq. (7.11), and volume-averaged fluid-phase temperature, as shown in Eq. 
(7.12), were determined. Subsequently, by using these two expressions, hv values were 
determined by implementing the Newton’s law of cooling, as shown in Eq. (7.13).  
Consequently, the resulted points that were interpolated into the continuous curves are 
presented in Fig. 7-11. The continuous curves in Fig. 7-11 (c) and (d) represents a 
correlation for Nud = Ct,d (Red)
n, where the changed value of pore diameter d has no effect 
in case of simplified geometries as along as the porosity is same. Further, the  results in 
Fig. 7-11 (e) and (f) support the previously mentioned argument of the comparative 
convective heat transfer efficiency, as the value of hv predicted for TO geometry are 
higher than RD geometry. Furthermore, for a single unit cell, it was found that the values 
of hv predicted for the periodically fully developed flow (FDF) were significantly less 
than the values determined for the uniform inlet flow (UIF) in case of both types of 
geometries. Subsequently, for increased number of unit cell in the longitudinal flow 
direction, additional simulations were performed with uniform inlet velocity and 
temperature. Based on the results in terms of hv, it was found that as the numbers of cells 
were increased, the outcome of UIF simulations converged towards the outcome of FDF 
simulations that were performed over a single unit cell, as shown in Fig. 7-12. But most 
importantly, when the results of FDF simulations were compared with the curve fitted 
results of the transient experimental analysis in Chapter 4, as shown in Fig. 7-11 (a) and 
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(b), it was found that RD geometries under predict the values of hv by 7−17%, which 
already disqualifies them as a substitute of actual foams. On the other hand, TO 
geometries over predict the results by 2−9%, which was actually expected, considering 
the fact that in the presented methodology solid-phase conduction is neglected and 
constant heat flux is applied for an ideal scenario. Nevertheless, suitability of TO 
geometries can only be decided through a validation with the experimental data. In order 
to do that, it is required to determine the dispersion conductivity as well, which is the 
topic of the next caption. 
  
  
  
Fig. 7-11 Results of convective microscopic models in case of uniform inlet flow (UIF) 
and fully developed flow (FDF) in comparison with curve fitted results of Chapter 4. 
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Fig. 7-12 Effect of increased number of unit cells for TO geometry in case of 10PPI-1. 
Before moving forward to determine the other key parameters, a brief study was also 
performed to compare the results of k-ω SST turbulence model with the results of Launder-
Sharma k-ε turbulence model. Accordingly, for a truncated octahedron geometry consisting 
of six longitudinal unit cells, two sets of simulations were performed to cover the desired 
range of Reynolds number. Consequently, for truncated octahedron representation of the 
10PPI-1 foam, the comparative analysis is presented in Fig. 7-13, where it was found that 
both the turbulence models predicted almost similar results (in terms of hv and Δp/L ) with a 
relative difference of less than 1 %. However, because of previously mentioned advantages 
of k-ω SST model over low-Re k- ε models, it was decided to perform all the simulations 
with k-ω SST model for the subsequent work. 
      
Fig. 7-13 Comparative analysis of different turbulence models in case of 10PPI-1 foam 
represented by a truncated octahedron unit cell. 
7.6 Thermal dispersion conductivity 
Having determined the two key parameters in terms of effective thermal conductivity and 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient, the third key parameter is dispersion conductivity 
that account for the heat transfer due to thermal dispersion. In case of three dimensional 
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actual foam structures, it is represented by a tensor. But in case of a simplified periodic 
structure, for a mean longitudinal flow in x-direction, the components of dispersion 
conductivities in lateral y and z directions are equivalent because of the symmetricity of 
the concerned periodic structures. According, there are only two components that are 
required to be determined i.e. longitudinal dispersion conductivity, kd,x, and lateral 
dispersion conductivities, kd,y = kd,z.                     
7.6.1 Longitudinal dispersion conductivity   
In order to determine longitudinal dispersion conductivity, a dispersive microscopic 
model was developed. The fluid-phase geometries and their resolved meshes that were 
implemented for the previous case of convective microscopic models were also used for 
the current case. Accordingly, the previously implemented buoyantSimpleFoam solver 
was also implemented for simulating the present problem. To solve the problem, a similar 
set of conservation equations (that are already defined for the fluid-phase in order to 
determine hv) were also used for the dispersive microscopic model. For all the simulations 
a convergence criterion of 10−7 was considered to evaluate the desired scalar and vector 
fields. To determine longitudinal dispersion conductivity, two cases were investigated. 
First one is based on the constant heat flux, CHF, and second one is based on the constant 
wall temperature, CWT, applied at the solid-fluid contact interface. Accordingly, the 
boundary conditions for both the cases, as shown in Table 7-4, were defined in a manner 
to have a mean temperature drop only in longitudinal direction. Additionally, at the inlet 
of the unit cell, constant velocity and temperature fields were defined. Focusing on the 
case of CHF, it can be noticed that the desired velocity and temperature fields are already 
known through the convective microscopic models. As in case of convective microscopic 
model, other than the case of periodically fully developed flow (FDF), additional 
simulations were also performed with uniform inlet flow (UIF) for increased number of 
unit cells. But the previous analysis was restricted to the determination of hv. Therefore, 
the same output will now be further analyzed, to determine kd,x.    
Table 7-4 Boundary conditions for longitudinal dispersion model.  
Boundary: fluid-phase temperature field velocity field 
inlet patch  Constantcoldf TT   Constantεii  uu
0,0  wv  
outlet patch 0 fT  0,0,0  wvu x  
solid-fluid contact interface Case 1: CHF 
 fffn Tkq  ˆ  
Case 2: CWT 
 Constanthotw TT   
0,0,0  wvu  
front, back, top and bottom sides symmetry symmetry 
Subsequently, focusing on the case of CWT, the numerical results for the necessary scalar 
and vector fields were additionally generated. For both CHF and CWT cases, one 
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averaged temperature values in direct comparison with the microscopically determined 
values. Further, it was expected that subsequent consideration of kd,x in Eq. (7.14) and Eq. 
(7.15) will lead to the minimization or complete nullification of this discrepancy between 
the macroscopic and microscopic models. Therefore, the next task was to determine such 
values of kd,x through a direct comparison between the two models.  
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Before moving forward with the above mentioned comparative analysis, it is important to 
recall that as a particular fluid moves across the tortuous geometry of a porous media 
placed in a channel, an increased process drop is experienced due to enhanced inertial 
effects owing to the recirculation of the fluid. Consequently, in case of a temperature 
gradient this recirculation enhances the overall heat transfer. Now, for a constant 
discharger (m3/s), if the physical velocity at the inlet of the porous media is represented 
by ⟨ui⟩/ε, then the removal of the porous media from the respective channel will lead to 
an average flow velocity of ⟨ui⟩. Additionally, in the absence of the porous media, the 
effect of enhanced heat transfer and pressure drop will be lost even though in both the 
cases the flow discharger is same. Therefore, the case of empty channel is in same 
analogy with the macroscopic models, as shown in Eq. (7.14) and Eq. (7.15), because 
these models also need additional terms (in terms of kd,x) to account for the enhanced 
dispersive heat transfer. Further, it can be noticed that both the equations are supplied 
with an additional source term on the right hand side to account for the amount of 
convective heat transfer. Nevertheless, to account for this enhanced heat transfer due to 
thermal dispersion, it is reasonable to characterize it in terms of the velocity difference 
represented by Eq. (7.16), where the first term represents the volume-average of the 
microscopically simulated longitudinal velocity to take care of all the recirculation and 
remixing and the second term represents the velocity through the empty channel. Further, 
for an overall heat transfer from the solid-fluid contact interface to the fluid-phase, a 
mean temperature difference was defined by implementing Eq. (7.17). Subsequently, 
based on the mean temperature difference (determined either for the case of CHF or 
CWT) the additional amount of heat transfer due to thermal dispersion was evaluated by 
the first term, as shown in Eq. (7.18) on the left hand side. Correspondently, for the 
known temperature drop, {⟨Ti⟩−⟨To⟩}, determined either through Eq. (7.14) or Eq. (7.15) 
for the respective case of CHF or CWT, the effect of longitudinal thermal dispersion was 
evaluated by considering it as a thermal diffusion process characterized by longitudinal 
dispersion conductivity, kd,x, as shown in Eq. (7.18). Moreover, to validate the proposed 
methodology, the difference between the volume-averaged fluid-phase temperature of the 
microscopic and the macroscopic model was minimized by varying the values of kd,x. 
Accordingly, an additional kd,x term was added to kfe in Eq. (7.14) or Eq. (7.15), that was 
varied from zero till the lowest root mean square errors were achieved. The outcome of 
the subjected analysis was same as the outcome of Eq. (7.18) up to two decimal places. 
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Correspondingly, by using the expression shown in Eq. (7.18), the values of kd,x were 
determined for all the samples. But before it was done, the results were analyzed for the 
increased number of unit cells, to determine the effect of entrance length. Accordingly, 
similar to the case of convective microscopic models, in case of dispersive microscopic 
models the values of kd,x started saturating after certain number of cells, as shown in Fig. 
7-15. Further, it was observed that in case of CHF the values of kd,x were higher than the 
case of CWT. Now, as already discussion through Fig. 7-14, the reason for that can be 
because of the fact that in case of CHF there is a gradual increase in temperature for a 
rather uniform heat transfer along the longitudinal direction. On the other hand, in case of 
CWT most of the heat transfer takes place in the starting region. 
 
Fig. 7-15 Effect of increased number of unit cells on the value of kd,x for truncated 
octahedron geometry in case of 10PPI-1. 
Nevertheless, the calculated results for the longitudinal dispersion conductivity are 
presented in Fig. 7-16, where the continuous curves in Fig. 7-16 (a) and (b) represents a 
correlation for kd,x / kf = Cd,x (Red)
n. Based on the resulted outcomes, if we focus only on 
10PPI-TO (ε ~ 0.87) and 30PPI-TO (ε ~ 0.87) foams, where both have approximately 
same porosity, it can be concluded that at least in case of periodic structures the pore 
diameter (changing from 10 to 30 PPI) has no significant effect on the dispersion 
conductivity as along as the porosity is constant. But on the other side, with a focus on 
porosity, it can be seen both in Fig. 7-16 (a) and (b) that with decreased porosity from 
10PPI-TO (ε – 0.8761) to 30PPI-TO (ε – 0.8728) and finally to 20PPI-TO (ε – 0.7902), 
the dispersion conductivity increases. Further, through a direct comparison between the 
two cases in Fig. 7-16 (c) and (d), again it can be seen that in case of CHF the values of 
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kd,x are higher than the case of CWT. However, only through a validation with the 
experimental data it can be decided that which case rather resembles the steady state heat 
transfer applications.   
  
  
Fig. 7-16 Longitudinal dispersion conductivity in case of CHF and CWT for truncated 
octahedron unit cell.  
7.6.2 Lateral dispersion conductivity   
Now focusing on the lateral components of the dispersion conductivity, the methodology 
used for the estimation of longitudinal dispersion conductivity was further implemented 
in a similar manner to estimate lateral dispersion conductivities, kd,y and kd,z. Accordingly, 
the set of conservation equations, the mesh data, the thermophysical properties and the 
other physical assumptions that were implemented in the previous case were also 
implemented for this case. Subsequently, the boundary conditions, as shown in Table 7-5, 
were defined in a manner to have a mean temperature drop only in the lateral direction. In 
order to do so, two orthogonal lateral faces (top and bottom in this case) were assigned 
with constant temperatures with Thot > Tcold. Thereafter, the other two orthogonal lateral 
faces (front and back in this case) were assigned with a linear temperature gradient in 
positive y-direction, with T = Thot at y = 0 and T = Tcold at y = H, where H is the height of 
the unit cell under question. Similarly, a linear temperature gradient was also applied at 
the inlet patch to allow a mean temperature gradient only in the lateral y-direction. At the 
outlet patch a zero temperature gradient was applied. Now, as it can be seen through 
Table 7-3 and Table 7-4 that hv and kd,x were determine by applying periodical boundary 
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conditions over the side boundaries. But in the present case for the applied temperature 
boundary conditions, it is important to investigate the effects of the lateral size of the 
domain on the desired output. Therefore, no-slip boundary conditions are implemented 
over all the four side faces of TO unit cell.  
Table 7-5 Boundary conditions for lateral dispersion model.  
Boundary: fluid-phase Temperature field velocity field 
solid-fluid interface 0 fT  0,0,0  wvu  
Inlet 
yhotf
y
T
H
TT   Constantεii  uu
0,0  wv  
outlet 0 fT  0,0,0  wvu x  
front/back 
yhotf
y
T
H
TT   
0,0,0  wvu  
top 
coldf TT   0,0,0  wvu  
bottom  
hotf TT   0,0,0  wvu  
Correspondingly, for increased number of unit cells both in lateral and longitudinal flow 
directions, the numerical results for the desired scalar and vector fields were generated. 
One such example of the generated temperature fields over the outlet patch of the 
truncated octahedron unit cell is presented in Fig. 7-17. Accordingly, Fig. 7-17 represents 
the case of a constant number of unit cells in the longitudinal direction with increased 
number of unit cells (form 1×1 to 4×4) in the lateral direction. Based on the visual 
analysis of Fig. 7-17, it can be said that the temperature across the concerned geometry 
follows a certain invariable pattern. This conclusion was further validated by interpreting 
the results based on Eq. (7.19). It was found that once the values of number of unit cells 
in the lateral and the longitudinal direction are increased to a certain extent then the 
amount of lateral heat transfer per unit volume remains constant. It is important to notice 
that the physical background of Eq. (7.19) is similar to the case of comparing a channel at 
first filled with a porous media with a flow velocity of ⟨ui⟩/ε and then the subsequent 
removal of the porous media from the respective channel leads to an average flow 
velocity of ⟨ui⟩. Nevertheless, by further implementing the outcomes of Eq. (7.19) in 
terms of Eq. (7.20) and Eq. (7.21), the values of lateral dispersion conductivity, kd,y, with 
respect to the longitudinal cross-section area were evaluated.  
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Therefore, based on the unchanged valued of kd,y/Ac, the next step was to determine the 
value of kd,y = kd,z for the samples investigated in the present work, i.e. for cross-sectional 
area, Ac = 50×50 mm
2.  
(a)      
        
(b) 
 
Fig. 7-18 Variable array analysis to determine lateral dispersion conductivity of 10PPI-
TO, (a) Variable longitudinal cross-sectional area (1×1 to 6×6 unit cell) with respect to 
constant axial length, (b) Constant longitudinal cross-sectional area (3×3 unit cell)  with 
respect to variable axial distance.    
Subsequently, the value of kd,y for 10PPI-1 foam (simplified as a truncated octahedron 
array) in comparison with the curve fitted outcomes of Chapter 4 are presented in Fig. 
7-19. Accordingly, as anticipated, the values kd,y were rather lower for the simplified 
periodic geometry in comparison to the actual foam geometry. However, the significance 
of this behavior (in comparison with the longitudinal thermal dispersion and convective 
heat transfer) can only be answered through an experimental validation. Therefore, at this 
stage, all the necessary key parameters such as kd,x, kd,y, kfe, kse and hv are known through 
the microscopic models to characterize the thermal transportation process by 
implementing the volume-averaged macroscopic models, which is discussed of the next 
caption.      
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Fig. 7-19 Lateral dispersion conductivity of 10PPI-1 foam in comparison with the curve 
fitted results. 
7.7 Experimental validation 
The next step in the analysis was to implement all the volume-averaged key parameter 
(determined through computationally expensive microscopic models) into the 
computationally inexpensive macroscopic models with a focus on the actual physical 
problems. Two such experimental problems were investigated for this work, namely 
transient and steady-state forced convection of air through open cell foams. The detailed 
validation procedure is as follows:  
7.7.1 Transient forced convection experiments    
Based on the experimental temperature fields measured in Chapter 4, the next task was to 
predict the temperature at the same locations by implementing the macroscopic model. 
Accordingly, a two-equation transient macroscopic model, as shown in Eq. (7.23) and Eq. 
(7.24), was used. It can be noticed that all the key parameters in these two equations are 
already known. Further, for the concerned physical problem, suitable boundary conditions 
were applied that are already defined in Chapter 4.  
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Subsequently, for both truncated octahedron, TO, and regular dodecahedron, RD, unit cells, 
by supplying the measured inlet fluid-phase temperature curves as an input parameter to Eq. 
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(7.24) of the two-equation model, the outlet fluid-phase temperature curves were predicted. 
For a process time, tm, of 10 seconds, the experimental and numerical results in 
dimensionless form, as defined by Eq. (7.25), can be seen in Fig. 7-20 (a) for TO unit cell 
and in Fig. 7-20 (b) for RD unit cell. Based on the root mean square deviation of the 
numerical results from the experimental points, it can be seen that the truncated octahedron 
unit cell resemble the actual foams in close proximity unlike the regular dodecahedron unit 
cell. It is due to the fact that the values of hv predicted for RD unit cell, in Fig. 7-11 (b), were 
relatively lesser than the curve fitted results of Chapter 4. On the other hand, the values of hv 
predicted for TO unit cell were relatively higher, in Fig. 7-11 (a), than the curve fitted 
results.  
(a)      
        
(b) 
 
Fig. 7-20 Experimental validation of the transient numerical model along with their 
deviation, σ, from the curve fitted experimental data, (a) truncated octahedron unit cell, 
(b) regular dodecahedron unit cell. 
Nevertheless, it is required to interpret the outputs of Fig. 7-20 with a focus on the relative 
significance of each mode of heat transfer in the present transient analysis. Accordingly, it is 
already mentioned in Chapter 4 that during a transient forced convection experiment the 
dominant mode of heat transfer is convection over the solid-fluid interface. It was further 
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concluded that for low temperature applications, thermal conduction and dispersion of heat 
through the fluid-phase have negligible contribution of less than 1%. Consequently, the 
different values of hv have the main influence on the output of the transient two-equation 
model. To add on to that, it is important to mention that Iasiello et al. [12] implemented a 
similar methodology for determining hv for truncated octahedron unit cell (similar to the 
one in the present work) and also for the actual foam geometry based on the CT scan data. 
For a similar idealistic constant heat flux boundary condition, they concluded that truncated 
octahedron unit cell under predicts the values of hv. Based on their work, it is reasonable to 
say that the values of hv presented in this chapter are also under predictions. But these under 
predicted values of hv in case of TO unit cell are successfully able to predict the outlet 
temperature curves in Fig. 7-20 (a). Therefore, irrespective of the fact if one is dealing with 
the actual or the periodical structure, it is required to understand that in the present work an 
ideal scenario is considered by applying constant heat flux over the solid-fluid interface. As 
a result of that the thermal transportation within the solid-phase is completely neglected, 
which either can be high or low depending on the solid-phase bulk thermal conductivity. 
Therefore, in the experimental case, where solid-phase is present, the actual heat transfer due 
to convection is supposed to be lower than the one predicted by neglecting the solid-phase. 
And for that reason it can be concluded that although the values of hv determined for TO unit 
cell are under predicted values in comparison to the actual foams [12] but still these values 
are rather high (due to ideal boundary conditions) in comparison to the actual experimental 
situation. Therefore, even if the presented values of hv (that are already high) are replaced 
with further increased values obtained for the  actual foam geometry, then for a same applied 
heat flux in both the situations the changes in the outlet temperature curves (as shown in Fig. 
7-20) will be fractionally different. Hence, it can be concluded that when it comes to 
predicting the interstitial convection process through open cell foams then TO simplified 
periodic structures of similar porosity and specific surface area can be seen as a true 
representative of the actual foams.  
7.7.2 Steady state forced convection experiments 
Having verified the applicability of truncated octahedron unit cell based periodic 
structures to represent the actual foams for a transient forced convection process, it is also 
important to verify their applicability for a steady-state forced convection process. It is 
desired to do so because steady-state processes are more important than transient 
processes for the heat exchanger applications. Accordingly, the experimental results 
presented in Chapter 3 are used in this chapter to validate the applicability of simplified 
periodic structures. Now, having already evaluated all the necessary key parameters, the 
next task is to implement a two-equation macroscopic model as shown by Eq. (7.26) and 
Eq. (7.27) to numerically predict the desired temperature fields by applying the suitable 
boundary conditions that are already mentioned in Chapter 3. 
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Correspondingly, the experimentally measured base plate temperatures were transformed 
into average base plate Nusselt number, Nu, as already defined in Eq. (3.12) of Chapter 3. 
Further, based on the output of Eq. (7.26) and Eq. (7.27), two types of Nusselt numbers 
were evaluated. The first Nusselt number was defined in a similar manner like the one 
presented by Calmidi et al. [53] by implementing the numerically determined average 
contact interface temperature i.e. average wall Nusselt number, Nusa, where contact 
interface is the area of contact between the two-phase system and the heated base plate. 
The second Nusselt number was defined for the contact interface temperature at the exit, 
i.e. local wall Nusselt number at the exit, Nuo. The comparison of both types of 
numerically determined Nusselt numbers (in case of TO unit cell) with the experimentally 
determined average base Nusselt number is presented in Fig. 7-21 (a) for 10PPI-1.  
(a)      
         
(b) 
 
Fig. 7-21 Experimental validation of the steady state numerical model in case of truncated 
octahedron unit cell, (a) heat transfer validation by implementing the value of kd,x from 
CHF analysis, (b) pressure drop validation. 
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Evidently, it is clear through Fig. 7-21 (a) that numerically determined Nusselt numbers 
are far from satisfying the experimental results. Morover, the results presented in Fig. 
7-21 (a) were evaluated by implementing the values of kd,x determined for the case of 
CHF. Similarly, when the values of kd,x, determined for the case of CWT, were 
implemented into Eq. (7.26) and Eq. (7.27), the results were no different than the ones 
presented in Fig. 7-21 (a). Nevertheless, in case of transient analyses, the numerical 
results seemed to satisfy the experimental results, but it is clearly not the case for steady-
state analysis. It can be that there is a substantial effect of contact resistance especially in 
case of steady-state experiments (unlike in case of transient experiments) as it is not 
evaluated as part of the present study. But even if that is the reason behind this mismatch, 
in Fig. 7-21 (a), then it is required to understand that with improved experiments (having 
ideal contact between the foam and the heating system) the experimental Nusselt numbers 
will be even higher in Fig. 7-21 (a) and will further deviate from the numerical Nusselt 
numbers. Therefore, as it is already explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 that unlike the 
case of transient experiments, where convection over the solid-fluid interface is the 
dominant mode of heat transfer, in case of steady-state experiments both convection and 
thermal dispersion through the fluid-phase are significant. Therefore, unlike in case of 
transient process where hv was the deciding factor, in case of steady-state process both hv 
and kd are crucial. Now that the hv values have well satisfied the transient experiments, it 
is reasonable to say that the values of kd are incorrect or so to say they do not replicate the 
thermal dispersion within the actual foams. This conclusion is further augmented by the 
outcome of Fig. 7-21 (b), as it shows that the pressure drop across the actual foams is 
significantly high in comparison with the pressure drop across the simplified geometry, 
which further emphasis that the inertial effects that causes the enhanced thermal 
dispersive heat transfer are also significantly lower for the simplified geometries. 
Therefore, when it comes to steady-state experiments that are rather important from the 
application point of view, simplified periodic structures cannot represent the actual 
foams. Further, it can be concluded that the mechanism of conductive heat transfer and 
convective heat transfer mainly depend on the porosity, ε, and the specific surface area, 
as, of the foam, as truncated octahedron unit cell based simplified structures having 
similar ε and as were able to satisfy the transient experiments. Furthermore, it can be 
concluded that the mechanism of thermal dispersion highly depends on the tortuous and 
complex foam structure, as simplified structures having negligible lateral thermal 
dispersion were not able to satisfy the steady-state experiments.      
7.8 Conclusions 
With a broader objective of developing the set of correlations for the key parameters 
determined through computationally expensive microscopic models, a methodology is 
presented through which a thermal transportation application can be designed and 
simulated by implementing computationally inexpensive macroscopic models. In the 
present study, two different types of simplified periodic structures were implemented to 
investigate their applicability as a suitable representative of the actual foam geometry, 
with a motivation of reducing the required computational time. Accordingly, the set of 
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key parameters required to characterize the concerned thermal transportation process 
were determined by executing various microscopic models solved for the representative 
unit cells. Further, these key parameters were used to solve the macroscopic models 
covering the entire process domain of two different kinds of experiments. Subsequently, 
based on the outcomes of the presented methodology, it was realized that although a 
simplified periodic structure can represent the actual foams as along as the focus of 
attention is on the conductive and convective heat transfer that seems to mainly depend 
on the foam porosity and specific surface area. But these structures cannot represent the 
actual foams once the focus of attention is on the thermal dispersion that seems to 
additionally depend on the tortuous structure of the foams. Therefore, it is required to 
apply the presented microscopic models on the actual foam geometry to determine the 
desired vector and scalar fields. Accordingly, this is the task of the next chapter.  
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Chapter 8                                                  
Pore-scale analysis of 
actual foam geometries 
Ϙ 8.1 Goals and objectives 
Ϙ 8.2 Geometrical characterization and mesh generation 
Ϙ 8.3 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 
Ϙ 8.4 Thermal dispersion conductivity 
Ϙ 8.5 Experimental validation 
Ϙ 8.6 Conclusions 
The purpose of the study presented in this chapter is to determine such volume-averaged 
key parameters that can characterize the complex thermal transportation process through 
open cell foams. It is done by performing detailed heat transfer and fluid flow simulations 
through the representative element volumes (REVs) of the actual foam structures 
generated through image based techniques. Accordingly, three alumina samples of 10, 20 
and 30 PPI (pores per inch) cell size for a porosity range of 0.79 to 0.87 were chosen. 
Based on the methodology introduced in the previous chapter, different microscopic 
models are implemented for the segmented REVs to determine the desired key parameters 
such as volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, and dispersion conductivity, kd. 
Subsequently, these key parameters, that are the output of computationally expensive 
microscopic models, are used to solve the computationally inexpensive macroscopic 
models. Additionally, the dependency of the volume-averaged key parameters on the size 
of REVs, on the sampling of REVs and on the direction of applied flow is also 
investigated. Furthermore, for a certain size of a REV, the results for different channel 
boundary conditions such as no-slip and periodic boundaries are also presented. Finally, 
the numerical outcomes of the presented study are validated through the steady state and 
transient forced convection air experiments. The findings of the study presented in this 
chapter reveal that the previously proposed methodology successfully predicts the 
expected values of concerned key parameters. Further, based on the experimental 
evidences, these key parameters are able to simulate the testing conditions in terms of 
desired temperature fields solved through the macroscopic models.               
8.1 Goals and objectives 
The goal of the presented study is to implement the previously proposed methodology on 
the actual foam structures to determine the concerned key parameters through a combined 
solution of microscopic and macroscopic models. Accordingly, unlike the case of 
simplified periodic structures, the objective of this study is to address the issue of 
anisotropy while applying the proposed methodology. Therefore, it is desired to 
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Further, in case of all the numerical models, to apply the desired boundary conditions all 
the faces of the REVs were designated with different names, as shown in Fig. 8-3 (b). At 
this point it is important to notice that in case of simplified periodic structures there were 
pre-defined inlet and outlet boundaries in positive x-direction, but in the present case, 
based on the flow direction, the inlet and outlet boundaries are changed. For example, for 
a flow in positive x-direction left boundary represent the inlet-patch and right boundary 
represents the outlet-patch. Accordingly, based on the chosen flow direction, the resultant 
outputs of the various microscopic models (in terms of scalar and vector fields) will be 
pictured over different sliced planes. For example, for mean flow in x-direction the results 
will be pictured over the Plane-YY, for y-direction over Plane-ZZ and for z-direction over 
Plane-XX.          
8.3 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 
For determining the volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, of the actual foam 
geometries, a similar set of Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes and time-averaged scalar 
transport equation were implemented as the ones shown in Eq. (7.3) to Eq. (7.10) of 
Chapter 7. Based on the previous discussion, the mesh for the fluid-phase was generated 
by utilizing the snappyHexMesh utility of OpenFOAM (further details are presented in 
the Appendix). Subsequently, along with the desired boundary conditions, the concerned 
governing equations were solved by implementing an OpenFOAM based solver known as 
buoyantSimpleFoam. For a steady-state problem under consideration, the solver by-
default implements the SIMPLE algorithm. Even the discretization schemes and the 
convergence criteria were kept same as for the case of simplified periodic structures.  
Furthermore, it is important to notice that in case of simplified periodic structures, the 
side face boundary conditions for the convective microscopic model were mainly 
developed for the periodically fully developed flow (FDF), as shown in Table 7-3 of 
Chapter 7. But in the present case of actual foam geometries, only uniform inlet flow 
(UIF) boundary conditions were applied, i.e. both the temperature and the velocity at the 
inlet of the REVs were defined as constant uniform values, as shown in Table 7-4 of 
Chapter 7. For a constant heat flux applied at the solid-fluid interface along with the 
symmetry (periodic) boundary conditions applied at the four lateral faces, the numerical 
simulations were performed. One such example, in terms of velocity and temperature 
fields at Red = 263, is shown in Fig. 8-4 for a REV size of 26 mm cropped from the 
10PPI-1 foam. The numbers of mesh element for this case were around 7M (million). 
Nevertheless, unlike the case of simplified periodic structures, in case of actual foam 
geometry, it was necessary to check the level of anisotropy of the complex foam 
geometry under question. Therefore, as it can be noticed through Fig. 8-4 that to 
investigate the mean flow along three positive Cartesian coordinates, three different 
simulations were performed. Subsequently, by implementing the area-averaged solid-
fluid interface temperature and the volume-averaged fluid-phase temperature into Eq. 
(7.13) of Chapter 7, the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, and volumetric heat 
transfer coefficient, hv, with respect to all the three direction, were determined. Although 
for all the three cases, at the respective inlet boundaries a uniform velocity field was 
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Nevertheless, for the complex geometry under question, it was expected that for the three 
positive directions, the area of the respective inlet boundary is also different. This means, 
even though the applied inlet velocity is constant for all three directions, the applied mass 
flow rate under question is different. Subsequently, for the REV under question it was 
found that the percentage of relative difference between the areas of any two faces was 
less than 1 %. Furthermore, the percentage of relative difference between the maximum 
and minimum value of h, as shown in Fig. 8-4, was less than 1 %. Additionally, the 
relative difference in case of foam tortuosity was less than 3 %, with 1.140, 1.155 and 
1.126 for the fluid-flow in positive x, y and z direction, respectively for the three cases in 
Fig. 8-4. But this 3 % difference in case of τ lead to a difference of 25 % in case of 
pressure drop, as shown in first column of Table 8-1. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
for such relative differences, the anisotropy of the open cell foams under question is quite 
significant. 
8.3.1 Effect of directionality and no-slip versus periodic boundary conditions   
In comparison to the results presented in Fig. 8-4, additional simulations were performed 
to investigate the effect of reversed flow direction on the values of the desired outputs. 
Subsequently, it was found that the results (whether in terms of h, pressure drop or 
volume-averaged deterministic velocity in that particular direction) were relatively 
different, as shown in the first two columns of Table 8-1. This behavior shows that the 
heat exchanging effectiveness of these complex foam structures is directional dependent 
with a maximum heat exchange in a particular favorable direction. It can be explained by 
focusing on the proliferated inertial effects in the entrance regions. For different flow 
directions, the flowing medium has to pass through different entrance region before it 
changes from the uniform flow at the inlet to the periodic fully develop flow somewhere 
in the downstream region. Regardless to the size of the REV, it is expected that this 
directionality effect in terms pressure drop will surely be there. However, it is to be seen 
(in the coming paragraphs) that for increased REV sizes, how it affect the values of the 
volume-averaged parameters that characterize the thermal transportation process. 
Table 8-1 Investigation of no-slip versus periodic boundary condition along with effects 
of reversed flow directions for 10PPI-1 foam at Red = 263 for REV size of 26 mm. 
Periodic boundary Periodic boundary No-slip boundary 
xi
+ 
h 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
− 
h 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
+ 
h 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
x+ 112.22 132.2 0.714 x− 107.74 125.7 0.708 x+ 125.64 141.3 0.714 
y+ 112.24 158.0 0.723 y− 112.83 156.9 0.712 y+ 125.86 167.9 0.723 
z+ 111.20 165.8 0.705 z− 112.82 165.3 0.708 z+ 123.71 175.2 0.705 
Moreover, with a focus on the periodic boundary conditions applied so far for the above 
mentioned cases, it is known that in case of both the steady state and transient 
experimental setups (presented in the part-one of this thesis) the samples were placed 
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inside a square channel. Consequently, while performing the numerical simulations the 
logical choice is to apply no-slip boundary conditions over the lateral faces of the fluid-
phase. But as already mentioned that for the numerical simulations presented so far, a 
periodic boundary condition was applied for the REVs to virtually extent their side 
boundaries up to infinity. Although, in case of simplified periodic structures, the 
implementation of periodic boundary conditions was rather necessary to reduce the 
numerical domain to a single unit cell. But, in case of the actual foam structures such 
boundary conditions were applied to represent the rather large domain of the foam with 
relatively smaller REV geometries. As the main objective of this study is to determine the 
key thermal transportation parameters by implementing the REVs that can still represent 
the larger foam volumes, it is still desirable to increase the size of the respective REVs to 
a certain extent, so that there are negligible additional effects induced due to no-slip side 
boundaries on the values of key parameters. As far as the estimation of the permeability 
as a function of pressure drop is concern, it is expected that in case of actual experimental 
circumstances there will always be additional inertial effect due to side walls that will 
eventually increase the pressure drop in comparison to the pressure drop predicted for the 
periodic boundary conditions. Therefore, with a focus on the thermal transportation 
process, three additional simulations, other than the ones presented in Fig. 8-4, were 
performed. Keeping the whole simulation case same as before, the only thing that was 
changed was the side wall boundaries from periodic to no-slip B.C’s. Accordingly, the 
resulted outcomes are presented in the last column of Table 8-1. Based on the comparison 
of no-slip boundaries with the previous case of periodic boundaries (also presented in the 
first column of Table 8-1), where both cases have flow in positive direction, it is verified 
that for the RVE size of 26 mm the percentage of relative difference for h is between 
10−11 % and for pressure drop it is 5−7%. Therefore, to minimize the effect of enhanced 
inertial forces (induced due to the side boundaries) on the estimated key thermal 
parameters, the REV size was increased from 26 mm to 37 mm. Accordingly, with the 
changed geometry, the mesh size was also changed form 7 million to 9 million cells. 
However, to justify the comparison between the results of both 26 mm REV and 37 mm 
REV, the mesh parameters were kept same to generate an identical mesh with average y+ 
values in same range of 0.20−0.25. But certainly for such complicated geometry; it is 
difficult to comment how identical the meshes were. Nevertheless, based on the supplied 
mesh, a similar set of simulations were performed, like the ones presented in Table 8-1. 
The subsequent results for 37 mm REVs are presented in Table 8-2. Accordingly, Based 
on the comparison of no-slip boundaries with the periodic boundaries, in Table 8-2, it can 
be noticed that the percentage of relative difference for h is reduced form 10−11 % (in 
case of 26 mm REV) to 0.80−1.20 % (in case of 37 mm REV), which in not that 
significant. Accordingly, as far as the estimation of key thermal parameters is concern, a 
REV of size 37 mm is large enough to observe any enhanced effect due to side 
boundaries. On the other hand, the relative difference for Δp/L is only reduced form 
5−7 % to 3−5 %, which is still rather significant and advocates for the fact that the fixed 
side boundaries do have an significant effect resulting in increased pressure drop that 
cannot be neglected until the size of REV is beyond certain limit.  
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Table 8-2 Investigation of no-slip versus periodic boundary condition along with effects 
of reversed flow directions for 10PPI-1 foam at Red = 263 for REV size of 37 mm. 
Periodic boundary Periodic boundary No-slip boundary 
xi
+ 
h 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
− 
h 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
+ 
h 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
x+ 111.56 118.0 0.696 x− 109.94 122.1 0.717 x+ 110.68 123.7 0.696 
y+ 114.90 139.5 0.706 y− 113.64 145.7 0.725 y+ 113.52 145.3 0.706 
z+ 112.86 158.9 0.711 z− 115.90 160.1 0.710 z+ 111.86 165.4 0.711 
8.3.2 Effect of increased REV size for periodic boundary conditions   
Having investigated the effect of no-slip B.C’s, if the focus of attention is only restricted 
to the periodic boundary conditions with respect to increased REV size, it can be noticed 
through a comparison of Table 8-1 and Table 8-2 that the percentage of relative 
difference for h with increased REV size is between 0.5−2.5 %, which shown that the 
actual length (= 26 mm) of concerned REV under question is significantly higher than the 
thermal entrance length of the actual foam at Red = 263. Accordingly, as far as the 
estimation of key thermal parameters is concern, a REV of size 26 mm is large enough to 
compensate for the enhanced convective heat transfer in thermal entrance region and to 
give acceptable values of h for the large domain foams. But the same is not true for Δp/L, 
as for the similar periodic boundary conditions the value of Δp/L is reduced by 5−13% 
with the REV size changed from 26 mm to 37 mm. This behavior shows that the 
hydrodynamic entrance length of the concerned 10PPI-1 foam (at Red = 263) is rather 
significant in comparison to the REV size of 26 mm. Therefore, it is desired to further 
increase the size of the REV under question to predict rather acceptable values of Δp/L to 
represent the actual foam of relatively large domain.  
Further, it is expected that in case of 20 and 30 PPI foams, the hydrodynamic entrance 
length will be smaller in comparison to 10 PPI foams. This means as the pore size 
decreases from lower to higher PPI number of the foam, the size of RVEs intended to 
represent the actual foam reduces. Therefore, it is assumed that the REV size suitable for 
10PPI-1 foam will also be large enough for 20PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foam. Accordingly, 
knowing the fact that a REV size of 26 mm is not large enough for the 10PPI-1, as the 
Δp/L results for 26 mm REV and 37 mm REV differed by 5−13%, the next task was to 
further increase the REV size to 48 mm. Accordingly, with the changed geometry, the 
mesh size was also changed form 9 million cells (for 37 mm REV) to 10.5 million cells 
(for 48 mm REV). Subsequently, based on the supplied mesh for 48 mm REV, an 
additional simulation was performed for a mean flow only in positive z-direction. The 
choice of z-direction is desired because it represents the largest dimension (= 100 mm) of 
the foams for which the experimental data is also available to validate the simulated 
results. Nevertheless, the outcome to that simulation, in comparison to the results of 26 
mm and 37 mm REVs, is presented in the first column of Table 8-3, where refinement 
level-0 stands for the mesh resolution used so far.  
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For a rather invariable hydrodynamic entrance length (dependent on the physical 
geometry of the foam) as the REV size is increased form 26 mm to 48 mm, the volume 
fraction of the REV space, where flow is periodically fully developed, has also increased. 
Further, it can be noticed that the relative difference of Δp/L has also reduced form 4.5 % 
(from 26 mm REV to 37 mm REV) to 1.5 % (from 37 mm REV to 48 mm REV). 
Therefore, with a focus on hydrodynamic and thermal entrance length, it is acceptable to 
consider a 37 mm REV as a suitable size to predict key thermal parameters for 10PPI-1 
foam.     
Table 8-3 Mesh independency test for variable REV sizes for 10PPI-1 foam at Red = 263 
in positive z-direction. 
Refinement Level-0 Refinement Level-1 Refinement Level-2 
REV 
(mm) 
hz
+ 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 

avw  
(m/s) 
REV 
(mm) 
hz
+ 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 

avw  
(m/s) 
REV 
(mm) 
hz
+ 
(W/m2K) 
Δp/L 
(Pa/m) 

avw  
(m/s) 
26 111.20 165.8 0.705 26 109.24 165.4 0.705 26 109.12 165.3 0.705 
37 112.86 158.9 0.711 37 111.44 158.7 0.711 37 111.39 158.7 0.711 
48 112.80 156.4 0.711 48 112.46 156.2 0.712 48 112.37 156.2 0.712 
8.3.3 Mesh independence and geometry sampling study   
Having determined the acceptable REV size of 37 mm for 10PPI-1 foam, the next task 
was to vary the mesh parameters to perform mesh independent simulations. Accordingly, 
for 37 mm REV with average y+ values changing from 0.25 to 0.18 at Red = 263 two 
additional simulations (representing two refinement levels) were performed. The results 
are presented in the middle row of Table 8-3. Moreover, since the results generated for 26 
mm REV and 48 mm REV were used in the previous captions to draw important 
conclusions, it was important to justify the validity of those results. Therefore, it can be 
noticed in Table 8-3 that similar mesh independency simulations were also performed for 
26 mm and 48 mm REVs. Nevertheless, in case of all three REVs, it was found that 
already the refinement level-0 with average y+ values ranging from 0.20−0.30 was 
sufficient to have grid independent results. However, in case of selected REV of size 37 
mm, all further simulations were performed for refinement level-1.  
Additionally, a sampling study was also performed to check the identicalness of two 
respective REVs cropped from the different locations within the foam. To do that, three 
different REVs of same size (= 37mm), see Fig. 8-5, were segmented from the upstream, 
middle and downstream region of the 10PPI-1 foam. Subsequently, the meshes with 
identical mesh parameters (at refinement level-1) were generated. The average y+ value 
for all the three meshes was same till two decimal place and it was equal to 0.23 at Red = 
263. Correspondingly, based on the outcomes of the simulations performed for the 
positive flow in z-direction, it was found that the size of 37 mm (for three different 
REVs) was large enough to produce identical volume-averaged outcomes in terms of h 
with a relative difference of less than 1.50 % between the maximum and the minimum 
value. Even the relative difference for the pressure drop was found to be less than 0.5 %.    
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demonstrated in Chapter 7 (for simplified geometries) that the implementation of these 
over predicted values of hv leads to fractional difference in the values of concerned 
temperature fields. Accordingly, the same is expected for the current values of hv. 
However, it has to be verified in the coming paragraphs, where a detailed experimental 
validation will be conducted.  
 
 
 
Fig. 8-6 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient for 10, 20 and 30 PPI foams (for fluid flow 
in positive z direction) in comparison to the results of simplified periodic structures in 
Chapter 7 and curve fitted analysis in Chapter 4. 
In order to study the effect of variable geometrical parameters, the results of convective 
microscopic models were transformed into Nud versus Red, as shown in Fig. 8-6 (b). 
Based on the resulted outcomes, in terms of Nud = Ct,d (Red)
n, it can be concluded that with 
decrease in the pore diameter from 10PPI-1 to 30PPI-1 foams, the exponent, n, of Red 
decreases along with an increased value of Ct,d. This behavior is in agreement with the 
work of Younis et al. [82] that was based on the single-blow transient technique. 
Moreover, with increased porosity in case of 20PPI-1 foam, the value of Ct,d further 
increase, which is in agreement with the work of Hwang et al. [51] that was also based on 
the single-blow transient technique. Nevertheless, it is important to note that in case of 
simplified geometries, the changed pore diameter form 10PPI-1 to 30PPI-1 foams had no 
significant effect and the results of Nud versus Red correlations were lying over each other 
and it was the variable porosity of the foams that was the deciding factor. Finally, it can 
be said that irrespective of the foam material, the currently predicted values of hv are 
applicable to all the high porosity foams that are identical in geometry. 
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8.4 Thermal dispersion conductivity 
8.4.1 Longitudinal dispersion conductivity   
Having determined the volumetric heat transfer coefficients, the next task was to 
determine the longitudinal components of the dispersion conductivity. In order to do so, 
the resolved meshes for the chosen REVs (already used in the previous analysis of 
convective microscopic models) were implemented in the current dispersive microscopic 
models. Subsequently, a similar set of governing equation, as shown in Eq. (7.3) to Eq. 
(7.10) of Chapter 7, were implemented. Further, by implementing the suitable boundary 
conditions, as shown in Table 7-4 of Chapter 7, for both the cases of constant heat flux 
(CHF) and constant wall temperature (CWT), the concerned governing equations were 
solved by implementing an OpenFOAM based solver known as buoyantSimpleFoam. 
Moreover, the discretization schemes and the convergence criteria were also kept same as 
for the case of convective microscopic model. It is important to observe through Table 
7-4 of Chapter 7 that for determining the longitudinal dispersion conductivity only 
periodic boundary conditions were applied over the side walls, since the effect of no-slip 
boundary condition is already investigates. Furthermore, the output of the microscopic 
dispersion models was coupled together with the output of the macroscopic dispersion 
models, as shown in Eq. (7.14) for CHF and Eq. (7.15) for CWT. Subsequently, based on 
the similar procedure that was implemented for simplified geometries, the values of 
dispersion conductivities were determined. In case of CHF, the desired scalar and vector 
fields are already known through the previous analysis, where they were used to 
determine hv, as shown in Fig. 8-6. Accordingly, in the present analysis, the previously 
simulated data was further used to determine the dispersion conductivity, kd. One such 
example is presented in the first column of Table 8-4. These results were determined by 
implementing those simulations for which the values of hv is already presented in the first 
two columns of Table 8-1 and the results are visually depicted in Fig. 8-6. The resulted 
values of kd for different positive or negative directions (in Table 8-4) had further verified 
the directional favorability and the level of anisotropy that was previously evaluated 
through the different values of tortuosity. The reason for the directional unpredictability 
of the open cell foams is due to the manufacturing process. As it is possible to produce 
them with controlled geometrical parameters through sophisticated manufacturing 
technologies at increased cost, but it is not the case for the presently investigated foams. 
Table 8-4 Longitudinal dispersion conductivity as a function of different flow direction 
for 10PPI-1 foam at Red = 263 for REV size of 26 mm (Refinement level-0).      
Constant heat flux (CHF) Constant wall temperature (CWT) 
xi
+ 
kd 
(W/mK) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
− 
kd 
(W/mK) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
+ 
kd 
(W/mK) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
xi
− 
kd 
(W/mK) 
  iu  av  
(m/s) 
x+ 1.343 0.714 x− 1.303 0.708 x+ 1.050 0.714 x− 1.031 0.708 
y+ 1.492 0.723 y− 1.309 0.712 y+ 1.143 0.723 y− 0.991 0.712 
z+ 1.216 0.705 z− 1.250 0.708 z+ 0.927 0.705 z− 0.954 0.708 
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Based on the visual analysis of the temperature profiles for the case of CWT (as shown in 
Fig. 8-7) in comparison to the temperature profiles for the case of CHF (as shown in Fig. 
8-4), similar observations can be drawn that are typical for such boundary conditions. 
That means, with similar boundary conditions either in case of a channel flow or in case 
of the simplified geometries, the bulk fluid temperature for the case of CHF follows a 
rather linearly increasing trajectory and for the case of CWT it shows a rapid increase 
followed by an asymptotic saturation. Consequently, the thermal dispersion phenomena 
and hence the values of kd are higher in case of CHF in comparison to the case of CWT, 
as shown in Table 8-4. 
Having analyzed the values of kd with respect to different directions, subsequent 
simulations were performed for the entire applicable range of Red for a resolved mesh, 
which is already tested in terms of mesh independency in the previous analysis of the 
convective microscopic models. Hence, the subsequent simulations were performed for 
the fluid flow in z-direction with a focus on variable REV size, to determine the effect of 
thermal entrance length on the value of kd, as shown in Table 8-5. Accordingly, the 
previously made argument, that a REV of size 26 mm in case of 10PPI-1 foam is not 
sufficient for analyzing a convective heat transfer process, is also true in case of 
longitudinal dispersion, as evident through Table 8-5. Further, based on Table 8-5, it is 
acceptable to consider a REV of size 37 mm as a true representative of the actual foam.  
Table 8-5 Longitudinal dispersion conductivity as a function of REV size determined for 
a resolved mesh (Refinement level-1) in case of 10PPI-1 foam.  
 Red 263 2190 263 2190 
REV avw  (m/s) zz d,k (CWT) zz d,k (CHF) 
26 0.705 0.93 19.12 1.25 29.41 
37 0.711 1.05 22.37 1.34 31.72 
48 0.711 1.03 22.66 1.31 32.09 
Having separately determined the suitable size of 37 mm for the REV of 10PPI-1 foam, 
which comes out to be same as in case of convective microscopic models, it was assumed 
that the same is also true for 20 and 30 PPI foams. Therefore, for 20PPI-1 foam a REV of 
size 37 mm and for 30PPI-1 foam a REV of size 26 mm was choose. Subsequently, by 
performing simulations on the selected REVs, the values of kd were determined, as shown 
in Fig. 8-8. Based on the resulted outcomes represented by a correlation for kd,x / kf = Cd,x 
(Red)
n in both Fig. 8-8 (a) and (b), if one only focuses on 10PPI-1 (ε ~ 0.87) and 30PPI-1 
(ε ~ 0.87) foams, where both have approximately same porosity, it can be concluded that 
in case of actual foam structures as the pore diameter reduces with the porosity being 
constant then the longitudinal dispersion of heat increases. This conclusion is in 
disagreement with the case of simplified periodic structures, where the pore diameter 
(changing from 10 to 30 PPI) had no significant effect on the dispersion conductivity as 
long as the porosity was kept constant. On the other side, with a focus on porosity, it can 
be seen in both Fig. 8-8 (a) and (b) that with decreased porosity from 10PPI-1 (ε – 
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0.8761) to 30PPI-1 (ε – 0.8728) and finally to 20PPI-1 (ε – 0.7902), the dispersion 
conductivity increases. Additionally, it was found that the values predicted for actual 
foam structures were almost 100 % more than the results predicted for simplified periodic 
structures. Finally, through a direct comparison between the two cases in Fig. 8-8 (c) and 
(d), it can be seen that in case of CHF the values of longitudinal dispersion conductivity 
are higher than the case of CWT. Nevertheless, only through a validation with the 
experimental data it can be decided that which case rather resembles the steady state heat 
transfer applications. But before doing that it is important to determine the lateral 
components of dispersion conductivity as well.   
  
  
Fig. 8-8 Longitudinal dispersion conductivity in case of CHF and CWT for actual foams 
generated through CT scans. 
8.4.2 Lateral dispersion conductivity   
Having determined the longitudinal components of the dispersion conductivity the next 
task was to determine the lateral components as well. In order to do so, the resolved 
meshes for the chosen REVs (already used in the previous analysis of longitudinal 
dispersive microscopic models) were implemented in the current lateral dispersive 
microscopic models. Subsequently, a similar set of governing equation, as shown in Eq. 
(7.3) to Eq. (7.10) of Chapter 7, were implemented. Further, by implementing the suitable 
boundary conditions, as shown in Table 7-5 of Chapter 7, the concerned governing 
equations were solved by implementing the previously mentioned OpenFOAM based 
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solver known as buoyantSimpleFoam. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that in 
the previous cases mainly periodical boundary conditions were applied over the side 
faces. But in the present case no-slip boundary conditions are implemented over all the 
four side faces. Therefore, it was important to investigate the effects of no-slip boundaries 
over the desired outputs and to increase the size of concerned REVs until their effect is 
negligible. However, such investigations are already performed for the case of convective 
microscopic models, to determine the suitable size of the REVs to represent the respective 
foams. Accordingly, it is assumed that even for the current analysis those sizes are valid.      
Furthermore, for a fluid flow either in positive (x+, y+, z+) or negative (x−, y−, z−) axial 
directions, there are overall six components of longitudinal dispersion conductivity 
(kd,x+x+, kd,y+y+, kd,z+z+ or kd,x−x−, kd,y−y−, kd,z−z−) to account for longitudinal thermal 
dispersion in that particular direction, where the first subscript represents the flow 
direction and the second subscript represents the direction of longitudinal thermal 
dispersion. Similarly, in case of lateral dispersion, for a fluid flow in each i+ or i− 
direction, there are eight components of lateral dispersion conductivity (kd,i+j+, kd,i+j−, 
kd,i+k+, kd,i+k− and kd,i−j+, kd,i−j−, kd,i−k+, kd,i−k−), where the first subscript represents the flow 
direction and the second subscript represents the direction of lateral thermal dispersion. 
Therefore, overall there are 24 components of lateral thermal conductivity, see the first 
two matrices on the left hand side of both Eq. (8.2) and Eq. (8.3). Nevertheless, it is 
expected that for a fluid flow in a particular direction, the components of lateral thermal 
conductivity representing the lateral heat flow either in positive and negative direction 
along the lateral axis should be same, i.e. [kd,i+j+ = kd,i+j− = kd,i+j ] and [kd,i−j+ = kd,i−j− = 
kd,i−j], as shown by the equivalent matrices on the right hand side of both Eq. (8.2) and Eq. 
(8.3). Accordingly, if that is the case, then the number of components would boil down to 
12 from 24, where for each positive or negative flow direction there will be a dispersion 
conductivity tensor with 3 longitudinal and 6 lateral components, as shown in Eq. (8.4) by 
the first (I) and second (II) matrices. Subsequently, the difference between the equivalent 
terms will give the estimation of directionality factor, which is expected to be relatively 
small. But to come to these conclusions, it is important to determine all the necessary 
directional components and to further compare them on the basis of Eq. (8.2) to Eq. (8.4). 
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(8.4) 
Given the overview of the directional components of the lateral dispersion conductivity in 
the previous paragraphs based on Eq. (8.2) to Eq. (8.4), they were subsequently 
determined by combining the results of the microscopic and the macroscopic models, as 
already explained in the previous chapter for the case of simplified periodic structures. 
One such example of the pore-scale simulations is shown in Fig. 8-9, where the resulted 
outputs were used to determine those six lateral components that are presented by the first 
matrix of Eq. (8.2). Accordingly, in Fig. 8-9, the temperature profiles at different middle 
planes of a REV are pictured for the case of fluid flow in a particular positive axial 
direction (x+, y+, z+) along with a linearly reducing temperature gradient applied in the 
respective lateral (positive) directions. Similar to the case presented in Fig. 8-9, where 
dimensionless temperature has changed from 1 to 0 (i.e. Thot at a plane xi = 0 and Tcold at a 
plane xi = height of REV, H), in case of a stagnant fluid of a constant thermal 
conductivity it is expected that the area-averaged temperature of the sliced patches will be 
0.5. The same is also expected about the value of the volume-averaged temperature of the 
whole fluid-phase across the REV. But for the presented case in Fig. 8-9, the fluid is not 
at rest as it moves with a certain velocity in the longitudinal direction. This random flow 
across the pores of the foam promotes an additional heat transfer in the lateral direction. 
Therefore, the temperature profiles in Fig. 8-9 also show such random temperature 
fluctuations along with a mean temperature drop in a particular lateral direction.  
To estimate the effect of these temperature fluctuations in terms of additional heat 
transfer in lateral direction, Eq. (7.19) to Eq. (7.21) of Chapter 7 were implemented. 
Subsequently, the resulted outcomes in terms of dispersion conductivity tensor (for a 26 
mm REV of 10PPI-1 foam at Red =263) are presented by Eq. (8.5) and Eq. (8.6). 
Correspondingly, it can be noticed that Eq. (8.5) and Eq. (8.6) represents the first and 
second term of Eq. (8.2). Previously, it was expected to that the subsequent components 
of the first and second terms in Eq. (8.2) would be same to some extent, but it is evident 
through a direct comparison of the subsequent components of Eq. (8.5) and Eq. (8.6) that 
it is not true. For example, for a fluid flow in positive x-direction, the values of kd,x+z+ 
representing the applied temperature gradient in positive z-direction was found to be 
0.503 (W/mK) and the values of kd,x+z−  representing the applied temperature gradient in 
negative z-direction was found to be 0.309 (W/mK), see the top-right terms in Eq. (8.5) 
and Eq. (8.6).               
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Nevertheless, based on Eq. (8.3) the subsequent transformation of Eq. (8.8) and Eq. (8.9) 
leads to Eq. (8.10). Correspondingly, Eq. (8.10) alongside Eq. (8.7) proves to show 
similar trend, where for a fluid flow in i direction the lateral dispersion in j and k direction 
are nearly equivalent to each other i.e. kd,i+j ~ kd,i+k with a relative difference of 0.5−3.0 %.        
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To investigate the effect of directionality factor, the next task was to further analyze Eq. 
(8.7) and Eq. (8.10) by treating them as the first and second term of Eq. (8.4), 
respectively. Accordingly, the resulted third term of Eq. (8.4) is represented by Eq. (8.11), 
where each component proves the fact that the heat exchanging effectiveness of these 
complex structures is directional dependent with a maximum heat exchange in a 
particular favorable direction. In the present case of a 26 mm REV of 10PPI-1 foam, the 
directional dependence is relatively higher for a fluid flow in y-direction in comparison to 
other directions. In order to explain this behavior, when the structure of 10PPI-1 foam 
was analyzed, it was found that in the y-direction the pores were rather elongated. 
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Nevertheless, for further analyses, the simulations were performed only in z-direction. 
Since it represents the largest dimension (= 100 mm) of the foams for which the 
experimental data is also available to validate the simulated results. In addition to that, 
based on the previous analyses, for 10PPI-1 and 20PPI-1 foam a REV of size 37 mm and 
for 30PPI-1 foam a REVs of size 26 mm was choose. Furthermore, for a particular Red 
with fluid flow in both positive and negative z-direction, 8 out of 24 components of 
lateral dispersion conductivity, as shown in the first and second terms of both Eq. (8.2) 
and Eq. (8.3), were determined. Afterwards, based on the definition of the third term in 
both Eq. (8.2) and Eq. (8.3), those 8 components were transformed into 4 components, 
where two components (kd,z+x ~ kd,z+y) were applicable for the fluid-flow in positive z-
direction and the other two components (kd,z−x ~ kd,z−y) were applicable for the fluid-flow 
in negative z-direction. For the entire range of the applicable Red, the outcomes of all the 
simulations (performed over the selected REVs of all the three foams) confirmed that the 
relative difference between each two terms (kd,z+x vs kd,z+y and kd,z−x vs kd,z−y) was less 
than 0.5 %. On the other hand, the relative difference between the directionally opposite 
terms i.e. kd,z+x vs kd,z−x and kd,z+y vs kd,z−y was found to be around 10 % and 15 % for high 
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porosity 10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams. But for relatively lower porosity 20PPI-1 foam this 
difference was less than 1 %. This behavior reflects that either the 20PPI-1 foam is 
geometrically rather symmetrical or it means that with reduced porosity the fluid-flow is 
tends to be rather uniform in both positive and negative flow direction.  
Having considered the effect of different directions, the results were further plotted in 
Fig. 8-11 for fluid flow only in positive z-direction, where the continuous curves in Fig. 
8-11 (a) represents a correlation for kd,y / kf = Cd,y Red Prf Da. As it can be noticed that in 
Fig. 8-11 (a) the results for 20PPI-1 (ε ~ 0.79) foam lie right over the results for 30PPI-1 
(ε ~ 0.87) foam, it can be expected that the trend of dispersion conductivity curve of a 
20PPI foam of a porosity of 0.87 (similar to the one in case of 10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1), 
would be right in between the curves for 10PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams. Therefore, it can be 
said that with reduction in porosity the lateral thermal conductivity increases. However, 
with a constant porosity, if the pore diameter is reduced from 10PPI to 30PPI foam, then 
the lateral conductivity also increases.  
  
 
Fig. 8-11 Lateral dispersion conductivity in case of CHF and CWT for actual foams 
generated through CT scans. 
The same argument is also identifiable in Fig. 8-11 (b), where the lateral dispersion 
conductivity is divided by the effective thermal conductivity of the foam. However, the 
above mentioned argument was not entirely true in case of longitudinal dispersion 
conductivity, as in that case with decreased pore diameter (from 10PPI to 30PPI foam) 
the longitudinal dispersion conductivity was almost same as along as the porosity was 
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same. Nevertheless, at this stage all the necessary key parameters in terms of kd,x, kd,y, and 
hv are known through the pore-scale analysis of the actual foams. Additionally, the values 
of kfe and kse are also known through the pore-scale analysis of the simplified geometries. 
Therefore, the next step is to characterize the thermal transportation process through the 
open cell foams by implementing the resulted key parameters into the volume-averaged 
macroscopic models.      
8.5 Experimental validation 
8.5.1 Transient forced convection experiments    
Having determined all the necessary parameters, the next step was to validate the 
proposed methodology (in terms of the values of hv) with the transient experimental 
results. Therefore, it was required to predict the temperature fields by implementing the 
macroscopic model and to further compare the results with the experimental temperature 
fields measured in Chapter 4. Accordingly, a two-equation transient macroscopic model, 
as shown in Eq. (7.23) and Eq. (7.24) of Chapter 7, was used. For the actual foam 
geometries under question, by supplying the measured inlet fluid-phase temperature curves 
as an input parameter to Eq. (7.24) of the two-equation model, the outlet fluid-phase 
temperature curves were predicted. For a process time, tm, of 10 seconds, the experimental 
and numerical results in dimensionless form can be seen in Fig. 8-12.  
 
Fig. 8-12 Experimental validation of the transient numerical model along with their 
deviation, σ, from the curve fitted experimental data for actual foam geometries. 
Based on the root mean square (RMS) deviation of the numerical results from the 
experimental points, it can be seen that the results determined through the pore-scale 
analysis of the actual foams resemble the experimental data in a close proximity. 
Subsequently, it was found that the RMS deviation between the predicted and measured 
results was lowest for the detailed analysis of the actual foams in comparison with what it 
was for the simplified periodic structures. But still the difference between the outcomes of 
the simplified periodic geometries and the actual foam geometries is not significant enough 
to go for the pore-scale analysis of actual foams at first place. Therefore, based on the 
verification through the presented detailed analysis, once more it can be concluded that 
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simplified foam geometries can be seen as the true representative of actual foam in case of 
those processes that are dominated by interstitial convection.        
8.5.2 Steady state forced convection experiments 
Having validated the values of hv (determined through the pore-scale analysis of the 
actual foams) through the transient forced convection experiments, the next step was to 
validate the values of dispersion conductivities through the steady-state forced convection 
experiments, which is more important from the application point of view. Accordingly, 
the experimental results presented in Chapter 3 were used in this chapter for the 
validation purpose. The two-equation macroscopic model, as shown by Eq. (7.26) and Eq. 
(7.27) of Chapter 7, was used to numerically predict the desired temperature fields by 
supplying all the key parameters that are known through the detailed analysis. For each 
Reynolds number, along with the values of volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, and 
lateral dispersion conductivity, kd,y, three simulations were performed to represent the 
cases of (1) longitudinal dispersion conductivity, kd,x = 0, (2) kd,x determined for the 
constant wall temperature (CWT) B.C’s and (3) kd,x determined for the constant heat flux 
(CHF) B.C’s. Correspondingly, the experimentally measured base plate temperatures 
were transformed into the average base plate Nusselt number, Nu, as already defined in 
Eq. (3.12) of Chapter 3. Further, based on the output of Eq. (7.26) and Eq. (7.27), the 
numerical results were transformed into local wall Nusselt number at the exit, Nuo. The 
comparison of the numerical and experimental results is presented in Fig. 8-13 for 30PPI-
1 foam and the additional cases for 20PPI-1 and 30PPI-1 foams are presented in the 
Appendix.   
Accordingly, based on Fig. 8-13 (a) in case of 30PPI-1 foam, at the outset it can be said 
that the values of kd,x determined for the case of constant heat flux are rather accurate in 
predicting the desired temperature fields. But at the same time, the values of kd,x 
determined for the case of constant wall temperature also predict the desired results in the 
close approximation. Specially, in case of low Reynolds number, irrespective of the fact if 
it is the case of CHF or CWT, the temperature fields lie on the same surface, as shown in 
Fig. 8-13 (c) and (e). The same argument is also acceptable to some extent in case of high 
Reynolds number, as shown in Fig. 8-13 (d) and (f). But this behavior does not 
necessarily mean that for every physical problem the outcomes of CHF or CWT cases 
will be same. On the contrary, in the present steady state problem, this behavior signifies 
that the effect of longitudinal thermal dispersion is rather negligible in comparison to the 
lateral thermal dispersion. The reason is that the applied temperature drop is in the lateral 
direction, which can be verified by picturing the low-Re case of Fig. 8-13 (c) and (e) in 
the form of Fig. 8-13 (b). Furthermore, if in Fig. 8-13 all the curves for the case of zero 
longitudinal dispersion are compared to the cases of non-zero longitudinal dispersion, the 
negligible effect of longitudinal thermal dispersion can be observed. 
Having said that the longitudinal thermal dispersion is negligible in comparison to the 
lateral thermal dispersion at least in case of 30PPI-1 foam, the same behavior was also 
observed in case of 20PPI-1 foam. On such example is presented in the Appendix A5 for 
20PPI-1 foam. But in case of 10PPI-1 foam, the longitudinal dispersion was not only 
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negligible but it was the only option to numerical predict the desired results i.e. only for 
the consideration of kd,x = 0 the desired results could be predicted, as shown in Appendix 
A4. The reason for that can be given in terms of the larger pore diameter of the 10PPI 
foams in comparison to 20PPI and 30PPI foams. In case of 10PPI-1 foam, where it has an 
average pore diameter of more than 5.5 mm, the longitudinal temperature drop is 
restricted to relatively lesser number of pores with most of the domain away from the 
heating plates is at the constant temperature. 
  
  
  
Fig. 8-13 Experimental validation of the steady state numerical model in case of 30PPI-1 
foam. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that before using the key parameters determined through 
the presented methodology in designing any application, it is important to critically 
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analyze the concerned physical process to decide about the dominating modes of heat 
transfer. If it is not possible to have a prior idea about the dominating modes of heat 
transfer, it is recommended to at first consider all the necessary parameters representing 
all the modes of heat transfer into the calculations. Subsequently, based on the outcomes 
of that analysis, it would be possible to drop those parameters from the analysis that are 
not significant.                                    
Nevertheless, having considered the example given in Fig. 8-13, a direct comparison 
between the outcomes of part-one and part-two was also performed. Accordingly, the 
results are presented in Fig. 8-14 in terms of LTNE condition depicted by Δθ, where Fig. 
8-14 (a) depicts the output of a macroscopic model supplied with the key parameters 
determined through the detailed pore-scale analysis and on the other side, Fig. 8-14 (b) 
depicts the output of a macroscopic model supplied with the key parameters that were 
determined through the combined curve fitted analysis of both types of experiments in 
Chapter 4.  
(a)      
        
(b) 
    
Fig. 8-14 Resulted correlations for the different foams presented along with the LTNE 
condition depicted by Δθ (red when high) between the solid and fluid phase for ui from 1.0 
to 1.1 m/s, (a) for the detailed pore-scale analysis with Cd,x representing the case of CHF, (b) 
for the curve fitted homogenized analysis performed in Chapter 4.  
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Right at the first outset, it can be said that both the results in Fig. 8-14 are quite similar, 
but it is more interesting to observe that in the first case dispersion conductivity is 
considered to be anisotropic and in the second case it is determined by considering it to be 
isotropic. But since through the detailed analysis, it is known that dispersion conductivity 
is not isotropic, the only reason that can explain the similarity of both Fig. 8-14 (a) and 
(b) is the dominance of lateral dispersion over longitudinal dispersion.   
Finally, to verify the effect of hydrodynamic entrance length and no-slip boundary 
conditions (applicable in actual experiments) on the outcomes of the selected REVs, the 
pressure drop data predicted through the detailed simulations was compared with the 
experimental data, as shown in Fig. 8-15. Accordingly, it can be noticed that the proposed 
numerical models under predict the pressure drop data. The reason for that is the choice 
of numerical boundary condition applied over the side faces. As in case of numerical 
models, a periodic boundary condition was applied to virtually extend them to the 
infinity. But in the actual experimental circumstance the foams were placed inside a 
square channel with no-slip boundary condition. However, not to forget that while 
choosing the respective sizes of REVs, a comparative analysis of both periodic and no-
slip boundary conditions was performed. Subsequently, it was found that for no-slip 
boundary conditions the pressure drop is more than what it was for periodic boundary 
conditions, which is in agreement with the outcome of Fig. 8-15. Although, at the same 
time, it was found that for the desired thermal parameters these effects were negligible 
once the size of REVs was increased to a certain extent. Accordingly, knowing the 
objective of the study, it was not desired to go for further increased REV sizes to satisfy 
the experimental results presented in Fig. 8-15.  
 
Fig. 8-15 Pressure drop validation of the numerical models with the experimental data.   
8.6 Conclusions 
The methodology proposed in Chapter 7 was further implemented in the current chapter 
with a focus on the actual foam geometries. Accordingly, for suitable sizes of the selected 
REVs, all the necessary key parameters were determined through computationally 
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expensive microscopic models. Their implementation into the time efficient macroscopic 
models and subsequent determination of the desired temperature fields was successfully 
validated through a direct comparison with the experimental data, where the experiment 
data was determined through both steady state and transient forced convection 
experiments. Further, it was found that in the actual experimental circumstances, where 
the side channel walls do have no-slip boundary conditions, the pressure drop is higher in 
comparison with the pressure drop predicted through the REVs, where the side walls were 
supplied with the periodic boundaries. Furthermore, it was overserved that the desired key 
parameters required to characterize the thermal transportation process through open cell 
foams depicted the anisotropic nature of these foams. Moreover, the heat exchanging 
effectiveness of these complex structures was found to be directional dependent with a 
maximum heat transfer in a particular favorable direction. Nevertheless, based on the 
experimental evidences, it can be concluded that the proposed combined analysis of 
macroscopic and microscopic models is able to simulate the testing conditions desired to 
design the forthcoming applications. 
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Chapter 9                                           
Summary and future work 
Ϙ 9.1 Summary of conclusions 
Ϙ 9.2 Future work  
9.1 Summary of conclusions 
In the presented thesis, forced convection of air through open cell foams was both 
experimentally and numerically investigated. In the experimental investigations, two 
types of experiments were performed. The first sets of experiments were based on the 
steady state forced convection and the second sets of experiments were based on the 
transient forced convection. The steady state experiments were performed by applying 
one-sided heating on one of the four side-faces of the cuboidal shape foams. 
Correspondingly, it was observed that in such a thermal transportation process, the heat 
transfer phenomenon is characterized through various key parameters; such as heat 
conduction through the solid-phase is characterized by kse, heat conduction through the 
fluid-phase is characterized by kfe, interstitial convective heat transfer over the solid-fluid 
interface is characterized by hv, the longitudinal and lateral dispersion of heat through the 
fluid-phase is characterized by kd,x and kd,y respectively.  
With an objective of determining the above mentioned parameters, the part-one of the 
thesis was dedicated to the macroscopic homogenized numerical models. Accordingly, a 
two-equation model, which is based on the assumption of local thermal non-equilibrium 
(LTNE), was implemented. Additionally, with an assumption of kd,x = kd,y = kd, an 
isotropic dispersion conductivity was also implemented into the two-equation model. 
Consequently, in terms of kd and hv, there were two unknown key parameters in the two-
equation model along with the values of kse, kfe and homogenized velocity field known 
separately. Therefore, in the two-equation model, where each equation represents the 
energy equation of the solid and the fluid-phase separately, it was required to know the 
value of kd and hv to predict the temperature fields for both the phases. It was done by 
iteratively varying the values of kd and hv to fit the numerical data with the experimental 
results. Accordingly, the subsequent values of kd and hv (determined for the entire 
applicable range of Reynolds number) were further used to develop a set of correlations. 
Nevertheless, during the course of this work, it was noticed that for a process having 
thermal dispersion as the dominant mode of heat transfer, one-equation model can be 
implemented for hv = 0, where it implements a single energy equation for the combined 
two-phase system. On the other hand, for a process having interstitial convection as the 
dominant mode of heat transfer, two-equation model can be implemented for kd = 0. But 
for the presented case of steady state forced convection through open cell foams, it was 
demonstrated that the most appropriate choice is to consider both LTNE and thermal 
dispersion together in the governing equations, i.e. neither hv = 0 nor kd = 0. But it was 
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revealed that this consideration brings numerical complications in solving the problem 
even when the dispersion conductivity was considered isotropic in nature. Therefore, the 
uniqueness of the correlations developed (through a curve fitting analysis) for both kd and 
hv could not be assured. Moreover, as it is already mentioned that the outcomes of 
numerical models were simply curve fitted with the experimental results, it would be 
misleading to say that the proposed outcomes were validated against the experimental 
results.    
Therefore, to overcome the limitations of the two-equation model that considers both 
LTNE (hv ≠ 0) and thermal dispersion (kd ≠ 0) together in the governing equations, it was 
proposed to determine either kd or hv by implementing a different heat transfer process 
through open cell foams. The idea was to implement such a thermal transportation 
process for which the dominate mode of heat transfer is governed by either kd or hv, so 
that the other one can be considered as zero. Consequently, based on the single blow 
transient technique, a set of transient forced convection experiments were performed. 
Further, it was demonstrated that the interstitial convective heat transfer between the two-
phases is the dominant mode of heat transfer for the proposed transient process. This 
conclusion led to simplify the two-equation model by dropping the dispersion 
conductivity, kd. Therefore, with only one variable in terms of hv in the two-equation 
model, the numerical temperature fields were curve fitted with the experimental 
temperature fields for a certain value of hv. Subsequently, the values of hv were further 
used to develop the desired correlations for the entire applicable range of Reynolds 
number. Furthermore, the correlations for hv (determine through the single blow transient 
technique) were used in the steady state application setup for the accurate estimation of 
dispersion conductivity, kd.  
Finally, based on the outcomes of the part-one, it was concluded that the accuracy of the 
numerical results highly depends on the accuracy of the experimental results, as there was 
no basis to validate to the macroscopic models. Further, the assumption of isotropic 
dispersion conductivity was not entirely true, which means even if hv is known separately 
there could still be two unknown terms in the two-equation model in terms of kd,x and kd,y. 
Nevertheless, it was expected that in the presented steady state analysis, the lateral 
thermal dispersion was rather dominating in comparison to the longitudinal thermal 
dispersion due to the direction of the applied heat flux. Therefore, one of the choice was 
to drop kd,x from the analysis for the accurate determination of kd,y. But it was not possible 
to additionally quantify the longitudinal thermal dispersion, kd,x, to take such measures in 
terms of dropping it from the analysis. Therefore, it was proposed to separately determine 
the correlations for the desired key parameters through detailed microscopic analyses and 
subsequently use them in solving the computationally inexpensive macroscopic models 
with a focus on making the designing processes more time efficient and accurate at the 
same time. 
Accordingly, in the part-two of this thesis, a methodology was developed that was based 
on the pore-scale analysis of the open cell foams. The objective of the proposed 
methodology was to determine the desired key parameters through a comparative analysis 
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between both microscopic and macroscopic models, where microscopic models were 
solved through the simulations based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 
equation. At first the proposed methodology was applied on the simplified periodic 
geometries. It was reasonable to investigate the simplified periodic geometries because of 
their symmetricity and periodicity, as it makes it possible to generate results only for a 
single unit cell that can still represent the whole array. It was certainly important in terms 
of reducing the computational efforts.  Accordingly, the two most investigated 
geometrical representations, in terms of truncated octahedron (TO) and regular 
dodecahedron (RD), were chosen for the further analyses. Subsequently, based on the 
geometrical information gained through the CT analyses, both the geometries were 
modeled in a way to have same porosity and specific surface area as the actual foam 
geometries. The next step was to implement the proposed geometries in various 
microscopic models to determine all the volume-averaged key parameters. Once all the 
parameters were determined, they were subsequently used in two different macroscopic 
models to predict the numerical temperature fields for the case of steady state and 
transient forced convection processes. Based on the validation of the numerical models 
with the respective experimental data, it was found that in case of interstitial convection 
at the solid-fluid interface; the simplified periodic geometries can be seen as the suitable 
representative of the complex foam geometries. But in case of thermal dispersion, it was 
found that the periodic structures cannot represent the actual foams. It was because of the 
fact that the thermal dispersion, which is the enhanced heat transfer due to recirculation 
and eddy formation through the tortuous structure of the actual foam, yields through 
enhanced pressure drop. But the pressure drop predicted for the simplified periodic 
geometries was way less than the experimentally measured values.     
Therefore, as a next plausible option, the presented methodology was applied on the 
actual foam geometries. Accordingly, representative element volumes (REVs) of certain 
acceptable size were implemented to successfully represent all the geometrical features of 
the actual foams. Withal, not to forget that all the key parameters determined in case of 
simplified periodic structures were isotropic in nature due to the symmetricity of those 
geometries. But it was not the case for the actual foam geometries. Therefore, the 
dispersion conductivity that was previously defined through only two components (one 
for the lateral and the other one for the longitudinal thermal dispersion) was represented 
by a dispersion conductivity tensor in case of actual foams. The three diagonal 
components of the tensor represented the longitudinal dispersion conductivities for the 
respective orthogonal direction and the other six components represented the lateral 
dispersion conductivities, where for each longitudinal component there were two lateral 
components. Similarly, in case of volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, different values 
were determined for different flow directions. In case of effective thermal conductivity, it 
was also expected to observe such anisotropic behavior. But knowing the fact that the 
amount of heat transfer due to thermal conduction was too low in comparison to other 
modes of heat transfer, it was not determined through the pore-scale analysis of the actual 
foam geometries. Instead, the values of effective thermal conductivities determined for 
the simplified periodic geometries were further used. Nevertheless, the choice of the 
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suitable size of the representative element volume (REV) for different foams was critical 
for the desired outcomes. Therefore, it was chosen by analyzing the REVs on various 
aspects, such as the comparative analysis of periodical and no-slip boundary conditions. 
Furthermore, the dependency of the volume-averaged key parameters on the size of 
REVs, on the sampling of REVs and on the direction of applied flow was also 
investigated. Finally, for the acceptable sizes of the REVs, the key parameters were 
determined. Afterwards, they were implementation into the macroscopic models for 
further predicting the temperature fields for the case of steady state and transient forced 
convection processes. It was found that in case of transient analysis, the values of hv could 
very well predict the desired results, the same was also true in case of steady state 
analysis, where the values of hv and kd,x and kd,y could achieve the same. Furthermore, it 
was possible to conclude that the longitudinal thermal dispersion, kd,x, was not as 
significate as the lateral thermal dispersion in case of presented steady state application 
setup. Consequently, these outcomes could prove the legitimacy of the methodology 
presented in this thesis.  
Finally, with a focus on designing a heat exchanger application based on the open cell 
foams, it can be concluded that the presented methodology shows a way to develop the 
necessary correlations for a broader range of open cell foams by implementing the 
computationally expensive microscopic models. Subsequently, through a one-time 
implementation of the presented methodology, once all the correlations will be known, 
the presented methodology shows a way to design heat exchanger application by 
implementing the computationally inexpensive macroscopic models. Having discussed 
that, it is the work for the future to develop such correlations that cover the broader range 
of geometrical parameters. 
9.2 Future work 
Knowing the fact that radiative heat transfer is a key aspect of thermal transportation in 
open cell foams at high temperature, it is important to include this into the scheme of 
things in the forthcoming future works. Although, it is possible to determine the radiative 
thermal conductivity by indirectly subtracting the conduction part from a combined 
conductive and radiative heat transfer process, but it does not explain the behavior in 
terms of geometrical or material parameters. Accordingly, there have been other methods 
used to study radiative heat transfer that can be implemented into the future work. One 
such method is based on the Rosseland diffusion and effective medium approach. In this 
method the radiative thermal conductivity is defined in terms of Rosseland mean 
coefficient based on the diffusion approximation. This method requires separate 
measurement of spectral transmittance, excitation coefficient and reflectance. Further by 
assuming the open cell foam as a semi-transparent continuous medium capable of 
absorbing, emitting and scattering radiation, the problem can be modelled by using the 
geometric optical laws and diffraction theory. Secondly, there is another method, which is 
based on the explicit analytical models. This method is rather simplified in comparison to 
the previous one, as it is implemented by considering the system as a simplified periodic 
structure. The optical properties such as emission and reflectance are determined for the 
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bulk material and implemented into the simplified model. This model is solved explicitly 
by defining view factors for all the faces involved. Accordingly, both the methods need to 
be investigated in future to decide if it is enough to implement simplified periodic 
geometries or it is required to consider open cell foams as a continuous semi-transparent 
media to further implement the radiative energy equation along with the original energy 
equation implemented in the microscopic models mentioned in this work. 
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Appendix 
A-1: Data for the turbulence modeling of the actual foam geometries generated through 
image-based meshing. 
Air properties: ρf = 1.205 kg/m
3, μ = 1.821×10−5 (Ns/m2) 
Red 
 sm     
εii uu   
 sm
  iu  Re I 
k  
(m2/s2) 
ε  
(m2/s3) 
ω  
(1/s) 
10PPI-1 (ε = 0.8761, d = 5.562 mm, dstr = 0.621 mm) 
263 0.714 0.626 29 0.080 0.00487 0.143 327.26 
350 0.952 0.834 39 0.077 0.00805 0.305 420.94 
438 1.191 1.043 49 0.075 0.01190 0.548 511.70 
657 1.786 1.565 73 0.071 0.02419 1.588 729.61 
876 2.381 2.086 98 0.069 0.04002 3.380 938.46 
1314 3.572 3.129 147 0.065 0.08137 9.799 1338.12 
1752 4.762 4.172 196 0.063 0.13462 20.852 1721.14 
2190 5.953 5.215 245 0.061 0.19893 37.458 2092.24 
20PPI-1 (ε = 0.7902, d = 4.331 mm, dstr = 0.607 mm) 
263 0.917 0.725 37 0.080 0.00802 0.389 539.60 
350 1.223 0.966 49 0.077 0.01328 0.829 694.05 
438 1.529 1.208 61 0.075 0.01962 1.489 843.70 
657 2.293 1.812 92 0.071 0.03989 4.318 1203.00 
876 3.058 2.416 123 0.069 0.06599 9.189 1547.35 
1314 4.586 3.624 184 0.065 0.13416 26.640 2206.32 
1752 6.115 4.832 246 0.063 0.22196 56.689 2837.85 
2190 7.644 6.040 307 0.061 0.32799 101.834 3449.74 
30PPI-1 (ε = 0.8728, d = 3.086 mm, dstr = 0.385 mm) 
263 1.285 1.122 33 0.080 0.01576 1.502 1059.57 
350 1.714 1.496 44 0.077 0.02607 3.197 1362.86 
438 2.142 1.870 55 0.075 0.03852 5.744 1656.71 
657 3.214 2.805 82 0.071 0.07832 16.651 2362.25 
876 4.285 3.740 109 0.069 0.12958 35.433 3038.42 
1314 6.427 5.609 164 0.065 0.26344 102.720 4332.39 
1752 8.569 7.479 218 0.063 0.43584 218.586 5572.48 
2190 10.712 9.349 273 0.061 0.64406 392.655 6773.99 
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A-2: Data for the turbulence modeling of the truncated octahedron unit cells generated 
through CAD-based technique. 
Air properties: ρf = 1.205 kg/m
3, μ = 1.821×10−5 (Ns/m2) 
Red 
 sm     
εii uu   
 sm
  iu  Re I 
k  
(m2/s2) 
ε  
(m2/s3) 
ω  
(1/s) 
10PPI-1 (ε = 0.8761, d = 5.747 mm, dstr = 0.859 mm) 
263 0.691 0.606 39 0.080 0.00455 0.126 306.27 
350 0.921 0.807 52 0.077 0.00754 0.267 393.93 
438 1.152 1.009 66 0.075 0.01114 0.480 478.87 
657 1.728 1.514 98 0.071 0.02264 1.391 682.81 
876 2.304 2.018 131 0.069 0.03745 2.961 878.26 
1314 3.455 3.028 197 0.065 0.07615 8.582 1252.28 
1752 4.607 4.037 262 0.063 0.12598 18.263 1610.73 
2190 5.759 5.046 328 0.061 0.18617 32.806 1958.03 
20PPI-1 (ε = 0.7902, d = 4.948 mm, dstr = 1.001 mm) 
263 0.803 0.634 53 0.080 0.00615 0.229 413.26 
350 1.070 0.845 71 0.077 0.01017 0.486 531.55 
438 1.338 1.057 89 0.075 0.01503 0.874 646.16 
657 2.007 1.585 133 0.071 0.03055 2.533 921.34 
876 2.676 2.114 177 0.069 0.05054 5.390 1185.06 
1314 4.014 3.170 266 0.065 0.10275 15.626 1689.74 
1752 5.352 4.227 355 0.063 0.16999 33.251 2173.41 
2190 6.690 5.284 443 0.061 0.25120 59.731 2642.03 
30PPI-1 (ε = 0.8728, d = 3.341 mm, dstr = 0.507 mm) 
263 1.189 1.038 40 0.080 0.01348 1.099 906.23 
350 1.585 1.384 53 0.077 0.02230 2.339 1165.63 
438 1.981 1.730 67 0.075 0.03295 4.202 1416.96 
657 2.972 2.594 100 0.071 0.06699 12.181 2020.40 
876 3.963 3.459 133 0.069 0.11083 25.920 2598.72 
1314 5.944 5.189 200 0.065 0.22532 75.142 3705.44 
1752 7.925 6.919 266 0.063 0.37277 159.899 4766.07 
2190 9.906 8.648 333 0.061 0.55085 287.234 5793.71 
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A-3: Data for the turbulence modeling of the regular dodecahedron unit cells generated 
through CAD-based technique. 
Air properties: ρf = 1.205 kg/m
3, μ = 1.821×10−5 (Ns/m2) 
Red 
 sm     
εii uu   
 sm
  iu  Re I 
k  
(m2/s2) 
ε  
(m2/s3) 
ω  
(1/s) 
10PPI-1 (ε = 0.8761, dr = 6.570 mm, dstr = 0.855 mm) 
263 0.605 0.530 34 0.080 0.00349 0.074 234.40 
350 0.806 0.707 46 0.077 0.00577 0.156 301.49 
438 1.008 0.883 57 0.075 0.00852 0.281 366.50 
657 1.511 1.325 86 0.071 0.01733 0.815 522.58 
876 2.015 1.766 114 0.069 0.02867 1.734 672.16 
1314 3.023 2.649 171 0.065 0.05828 5.027 958.41 
1752 4.031 3.533 228 0.063 0.09642 10.697 1232.75 
2190 5.038 4.416 285 0.061 0.14248 19.216 1498.55 
20PPI-1 (ε = 0.7902, dr = 5.728 mm, dstr = 1.008 mm) 
263 0.693 0.547 46 0.080 0.00459 0.127 308.35 
350 0.925 0.730 62 0.077 0.00759 0.271 396.61 
438 1.156 0.912 77 0.075 0.01121 0.486 482.12 
657 1.734 1.369 116 0.071 0.02279 1.410 687.44 
876 2.311 1.825 154 0.069 0.03771 3.001 884.22 
1314 3.467 2.737 231 0.065 0.07667 8.699 1260.78 
1752 4.623 3.650 308 0.063 0.12684 18.512 1621.66 
2190 5.778 4.562 385 0.061 0.18743 33.253 1971.31 
30PPI-1 (ε = 0.8728, dr = 3.869 mm, dstr = 0.511 mm) 
263 1.027 0.896 35 0.080 0.01005 0.611 675.78 
350 1.369 1.195 46 0.077 0.01663 1.301 869.21 
438 1.711 1.494 58 0.075 0.02457 2.336 1056.62 
657 2.566 2.241 87 0.071 0.04995 6.773 1506.61 
876 3.422 2.988 116 0.069 0.08264 14.413 1937.86 
1314 5.133 4.482 174 0.065 0.16802 41.784 2763.13 
1752 6.844 5.976 232 0.063 0.27798 88.914 3554.05 
2190 8.555 7.469 289 0.061 0.41077 159.720 4320.36 
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A-4: Additional figures for 10PPI-1 foam 
 
 
  
  
  
Fig. A-4 Experimental validation of the steady state numerical model in case of 10PPI-1 
foam. 
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A-5: Additional figures for 20PPI-1 foam 
 
 
  
  
  
Fig. A-5 Experimental validation of the steady state numerical model in case of 20PPI-1 
foam. 
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A-6: Mesh parameters for pore-scale analysis of actual foam geometries  
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A-7: Thermophysical properties of the solid-phase 
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A-8: Thermophysical properties of the fluid-phase 
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